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Bemmerl, Christian

Der Jakobusbrief in der Alten Kirche
Eine Spurensuche vom Neuen Testament bis zu Origenes
2023. Approx. 300 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161565113
sewn paper 84,00 €

In which texts can there actually be talk of a reception of James? Christian Bemmerl provides a long overdue account and
discussion of the traces of James up to and including the time of Origen and, based on in-depth text analyses, shows its
impact on early Christianity.

ISBN 9783161565120
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Die Schriftzitate im Hebräerbrief als Zeugen für die Überlieferung der
Septuaginta
Herausgegeben von Marcus Sigismund und Siegfried Kreuzer
2023. Approx. 250 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161615412
sewn paper approx. 90,00 €
ISBN 9783161615856
eBook PDF approx. 90,00 €

The Old Testament quotations in the Epistle to the Hebrews are a fascinating but also complex subject of study, in which
the question of the textual form of these quotations has a particularly high signi cance both for the reconstruction of the
New Testament text and for the textual history of the Septuagint.
The essays in this volume address this question from their individual perspectives, but with constant reference to the close
connection between the New Testament text and the Old Testament tradition, for which the citation texts of the Epistle to
the Hebrews represent an important text-historical witness. The contributions are based on papers presented during a
workshop organised by the Institut für Septuaginta und biblische Textforschung (ISBTF) at the Kirchliche Hochschule
Wuppertal in March 2021.
Survey of contents

Siegfried Kreuzer: Septuagintazitate im Neuen Testament als Zeugen der Überlieferung des Septuagintatextes. Mit Analyse
der Zitate aus Ps 95, 102 und 104 in Hebr 1,7.12; 3,7–11 – Martin Meiser: Psalmzitate im Hebräerbrief als Zeugen der
Entwicklung und Überlieferung des Septuagintatextes – Marcus Sigismund: Die (möglichen) Zitate des Hebräerbriefes aus
den atl. Geschichtsbüchern (1–4Königtümer und 1–2Chroniken) – Gert J. Steyn: Gemeinsame Pentateuch-Zitate bei Philo
und im Hebräerbrief – Martin Karrer: Die Schriftzitate im Hebräerbrief: Beobachtungen zu den Papyri und der alten
Überlieferung – Edmund Gerke: Addendum zum Beitrag »Die Schriftzitate im Hebräerbrief« (Martin Karrer) –
Segmentierungen in ausgewählten Psalmzitaten der Papyri 13 und 46 zum Hebr und die Überlieferung des
Septuagintatextes in P.Bodmer 24 – Wolfgang Kraus: Zur Schriftverwendung in Hebräer 13. Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Frage
nach dem Verhältnis von Hebr 13 zu Hebr 1–12 – Christian Lustig: »Siehe, das Blut« – Die Textüberlieferung der
Stiftungsformel (Ex 24,8), Hebr 9,19–22 und die Abendmahlsparadosis in ihrer Wechselbeziehung

Urga, Abeneazer G.

Intercession of Jesus in Hebrews
The Background and Nature of Jesus' Heavenly Intercession in the Epistle to the Hebrews
2023. Approx. 290 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161610967
sewn paper approx. 90,00 €
ISBN 9783161617560
eBook PDF approx. 90,00 €

Recent scholarship on Hebrews has focused on Christ's sacri ce, resurrection, atonement, and priesthood. Though these
discussions focus on the pre-and-post ascension mediatorial role of Jesus, there has been minimal attention paid to
»intercession« as the present mediatorial task of Jesus in heaven. In this volume, Abeneazer G. Urga examines the
background and nature of Jesus' heavenly intercession in the Epistle to the Hebrews. He demonstrates that the author of
Hebrews has primarily depended on the LXX and some texts of the New Testament – while remaining cognizant of the
theme of intercession in Second Temple Literature – in the formulation of the motif of Jesus' high priestly intercession. Urga
also argues that Jesus' heavenly intercession is vocalis et realis , and that his intercession is made in order to procure help
and the forgiveness of sin for God's people in their time of need.
Survey of contents
Chapter 1: Introduction and Precedent Research
Chapter 2: The Motif of Intercession in the Old Testament
2.1 Introduction
2.2 De nition of Intercession
2.3 Abraham's Intercession for Sodom (Gen 18:20–33)
2.4 Moses' Intercession for Israel
2.5 Aaron's Intercession (Lev 16:20–22)
2.6 Amos' Intercession for Israel (Amos 7:1–6)
2.7 The Su ering Servant's Intercession (Isa 53:12)
2.8 Jeremiah's Intercession
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2.9 Daniel's Intercession
2.10 Angelic Intercession
2.11 Conclusion
Chapter 3: The Motif of Intercession in the Second Temple Literature
3.1 Introduction
3.2 1 Maccabees
3.3 2 Maccabees
3.4 3 Maccabees
3.5 The Testament of Levi
3.6 1 Enoch
3.7 The Mishnah
3.8 The Dead Sea Scrolls: Intercession in The Genesis Apocryphon
3.9 Intercession in Philo
3.10 Conclusion
Chapter 4: Jesus' Intercession in the New Testament outside of Hebrews
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Jesus' Earthly Intercession
4.3 Jesus' Intercession for Peter (Luke 22:31–32)
4.4 Jesus' Priestly Intercession and Consecration (John 17:1–26)
4.5 Jesus' Intercession at Gethsemane
4.6 Jesus' Intercession on the Cross (Luke 23:34a)
4.7 Jesus' Final Intercession on the Cross (Luke 23:46)
4.8 Jesus' Heavenly Intercession
4.9 The Son of Man Intercedes in Heaven (Acts 7:55–56)
4.10 Christ's Heavenly Intercession for Us (Rom 8:34)
4.11 Jesus Christ Our Advocate with the Father (1 John 2:1–2)
4.12 Conclusion
Chapter 5: Jesus' Heavenly Intercession in the Epistle to the Hebrews
5.1 Introductory Questions
5.2 Exegesis of Texts
5.3 Hebrews 1:3c-d, 13
5.4 Hebrews 2:17–18
5.5 Hebrews 3:1–6
5.6 Hebrews 4:14–16
5.7 Hebrews 5:5–10
5.8 Hebrews 6:19–20
5.9 Hebrews 7:25
5.10 Hebrews 8:1–4
5.11 Hebrews 9:11–12, 24
5.12 Hebrews 10:11–14
5.13 Hebrews 10:19–25
5.14 Hebrews 12:1–2
5.15 Conclusion
Chapter 6: Conclusion

Rodriguez, Jacob A.

Combining Gospels in Early Christianity
The One, the Many, and the Fourfold
2023. Approx. 350 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161614712
sewn paper approx. 100,00 €
ISBN 9783161619731
eBook PDF approx. 100,00 €

In this study, Jacob A. Rodriguez investigates which gospels tended to keep company with one another in early Christian
reading practices. By engaging the dynamics of gospel combinations in the Gospel of Thomas, the Epistula Apostolorum,
the Diatessaron, second-century Christian authors ranging from Papias to Clement of Alexandria, and early gospel
manuscripts, Rodriguez identi es a center of gravity in early Christian gospel reading consisting of the Synoptics and John.
While second-century Christians do not use the terms »canonical” or »noncanonical,” the gospels we now know as canonical
captivated their literary imagination in a manner unparalleled by any other Jesus books. The author o ers a rigorous
philological, literary-critical, text-critical, artifactual, and theological reconstruction of early Christian gospel-reading culture.
Survey of contents
Chapter 1: The Gospel according to Thomas: Combining Gospels through Interpretive Rewriting
Chapter 2: The Epistula Apostolorum: Combining Gospels through Interpretive Rewriting
Chapter 3: Orchestrating the Gospel: Tatian's Diatessaron as a Gospel Combination
Chapter 4: Second-Order Discourse on Gospel Authors and Their Texts, Part 1: GMark to Justin Martyr
Chapter 5: Second-Order Discourse on Gospel Authors and Their Texts, Part 2: Irenaeus, Clement, Heretics, and Celsus
Chapter 6: Gospel Combinations in Early Christian Artifacts: Gregory Aland 0171 and P4+P64+67
Chapter 7: Gospel Combinations in Early Christian Artifacts: P45 and P75
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Langford, Andrew M.

Diagnosing Deviance
Pathology and Polemic in the Pastoral Epistles
2023. Approx. 560 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161616945
sewn paper approx. 120,00 €
ISBN 9783161619724
eBook PDF approx. 120,00 €

In this study, Andrew M. Langford demonstrates that the single, post-Pauline author of the Pastoral Epistles (»the Pastor”)
crafts a stigmatizing depiction of his theological opponents by spatializing, demonizing, and pathologizing their alleged
deviance. Through close comparative readings of ancient medical and philosophical literature, the author argues for the
necessity of interpreting the Pastor's pathologizing of deviance in light of ancient disease etiologies and models of
corporeality. With this book, the author contributes to recent interpretive insights about the function of authorial ction in
antiquity and demonstrates that the Pastor is self-consciously appropriating the Pauline epistolary to craft his approach to
his theological opponents.
Survey of contents
Chapter 1. Diagnosing Deviance: Foundational Considerations
Chapter 2: Spatializing Deviance: Staying, Straying, and Satan
Chapter 3: Demonizing Deviance: Rethinking the Doctrines of Demons
Chapter 4: Pathologizing Deviance: Toward an Alternative Account of Medical Terminology in the Pastoral Epistles
Chapter 5: Corporealizing Deviance: Bodies in the Pastoral Epistles
Chapter 6: Avoiding Deviance: Keeping Timothy Healthy
Chapter 7: Intellectualizing Deviance: The Corrupted Νοῦς and Psychosomatic Disease
Chapter 8: Deviance as a Crisis of Conscience

Shaw, David A.

The 'Apocalyptic' Paul
An Analysis and Critique with Reference to Romans 1–8
2023. Approx. 200 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161617003
sewn paper approx. 70,00 €
ISBN 9783161620157
eBook PDF approx. 70,00 €

The most common critique of the so-called 'apocalyptic' reading of Paul has been terminological in nature, since the term is
taken to imply a relationship to Jewish apocalypses. Yet advocates of the apocalyptic Paul use the term to signal a
connection to an interpretive genealogy – primarily descended from Ernst Käsemann and J. Louis Martyn – and to a rm a
set of theological convictions in relation to Paul's gospel. This invites a di erent engagement with the apocalyptic reading of
Paul, leaving aside questions of nomenclature to explore those genealogical claims, and to examine how well those
theological convictions are grounded in Paul. Therefore, David A. Shaw analyses contemporary accounts of the apocalyptic
Paul in relation to the interpretive tradition with which they identify, and in relation to Romans 5–8, which has become the
locus classicus of apocalyptic readings of Paul.
Survey of contents
Part 1: Plight and Solution in the Apocalyptic Paul
Chapter 1: William Wrede
Chapter 2: Albert Schweitzer
Chapter 3: Ernst Käsemann
Chapter 4: J. Christiaan Beker
Chapter 5: Martinus de Boer
Chapter 6: J. Louis Martyn
Chapter 7: Beverly Roberts Gaventa
Chapter 8: Douglas A. Campbell
Part 2: Analysis of the Apocalyptic Paul
Chapter 9: The Apocalyptic Plight
Chapter 10: The Apocalyptic Solution
Part 3: Critiquing the Apocalyptic Paul with Reference to Rom 1–8
Chapter 11: Engaging an Apocalyptic Tension Between Rom 1–4 and 5–8
Chapter 12: Engaging the Theme of Con ict in Rom 1–8
Chapter 13: Engaging the Characterisation of Sin, Death, and the Flesh in Rom 1–8

Peters, Janelle

Paul and the Citizen Body
Egalitarian Athletics and Veiling Instructions in 1 Corinthians
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2022. Approx. 200 pages.
forthcoming in October
ISBN 9783161601637
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161601644
eBook PDF 69,00 €

In this study, Janelle Peters argues Paul's construction of an individual body and communal body in 1 Corinthians serves as
an alternative to Roman and Greek models of citizenship. She situates the athletics and veiling of 1 Corinthians within
ancient authority and citizenship, which prioritized having control over one's body and head. Contrary to scholarly
assumptions that these citizenship indicators would have restricted the previous freedom of all women in order to present
conformity with Roman norms, the author contends that the elements of bodily control Paul imposes on the Christian
body construct a new citizen body that appeals to Roman and Greek notions of prestige in order to transform the
experience of the Christian both in the present world and in the heavenly politeuma . Unlike civic honors within Roman
and Greek secular polities, this citizen body is accessible to all, regardless of social status.

Dieu et ses anges dans le Nouveau Testament
Edité par Denis Fricker et Nathalie Siffer
2022. Approx. 320 pages.
forthcoming in November
ISBN 9783161610226
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161617225
eBook PDF 109,00 €

La gure céleste des anges constitue une part importante des représentations du monde divin dans la littérature biblique.
Se déclinant selon des nuances variées, leur fonction s'adapte aux diverses nécessités de mise en scène dans le déroulement
de l'histoire du salut. Les anges sont notamment sollicités pour préserver la transcendance de Dieu, tout en la révélant par
leur présence ou par leur action en son nom. Le présent volume contribue à l'étude de l'angélologie biblique, non sans
déborder le champ strict du canon en direction du judaïsme ancien proche de la période néotestamentaire qui accorde une
place importante aux représentations apocalyptiques du monde céleste. Les di érentes contributions s'intéressent aux
actions des anges dans les textes et récits étudiés, mais elles étendent cette recherche à la détermination de leur fonction
littéraire. Si cette dernière peut être d'o rdre poétique, mythologique ou cosmogonique, elle a toujours une visée
théologique. En e et, le dénominateur commun à tous les rôles tenus par des anges est de dévoiler quelques traits
caractéristiques du portrait de Dieu et de révéler certains aspects de son dessein salvi que.
Survey of contents

Thierry Legrand : Quelques aspects de l'univers angélique des Cantiques de l'holocauste du sabbat (Shirot ʻOlat HaShabbat)
− Patrick Pouchelle: Anges et archanges: la complexi cation du monde angélique dans le judaïsme de l'époque
hellénistique et romaine − Stéphanie Anthonioz: Les anges ou la médiation renouvelée − Céline Rohmer: Matthieu et les
anges: pour une approche poétique de l'ἄγγελος − Denis Fricker: Les anges des petits face au Père de Jésus. Arrière-plan et
portée de Mt 18,10 − Lorenzo Gasparro: Les anges dans l'évangile de Marc. Une présence discrète mais e cace − Nathalie
Si er: La gure de l'ange du Seigneur en Luc-Actes − Jacques Ahiwa: L'ange de Bethesda en Jn 5,4 − Daniel Gerber: Quand
Paul et ses héritiers convoquent les »anges« − François Lestang: Les Colossiens rendaient-ils un culte aux anges?
Perspectives actuelles sur la θρησκεία τῶν ἀγγέλων (Col 2,18) − Paolo Garuti: Des esprits au service des héritiers du salut.
He 1,14 en contexte − Jacques Descreux: Les anges dans l'Apocalypse de Jean − Michele Cutino: Fonctions et limites de
l'ἄγγελος λειτουργός chez Origène: aux origines de la gure de l'ange gardien − Jérôme Cottin: Les anges dans le premier
art chrétien (IIIe-VIe siècles): délités scripturaires, in uences impériales, dévotion populaire

MacDiarmid, Frazer

The Memory of Ignatius of Antioch
The Martyr as a Locus of Christian Identity, Remembering and Remembered
2022. Approx. 300 pages.
forthcoming in November
ISBN 9783161614996
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161615009
eBook PDF 94,00 €

The concept of 'memory' provides remarkable insight into the early second-century bishop and martyr Ignatius of Antioch.
In this work, Frazer MacDiarmid seeks to explore the nature of this insight and unpack its signi cance. Ignatius' rich literary
legacy and personal preoccupation with remembering make him uniquely suited among early Christians to be unlocked by
the key of memory. As is becoming increasingly recognised, remembering in community is central to the development of
the early church, its theology and self-understanding. This volume is structured around three related questions: What is the
nature of the memories inherited by Ignatius and his communities, and how are they engaged in the rhetorical and
polemical context of his letters? How does Ignatius construct himself as a gure to be remembered by Christian
interpreters? And how was Ignatius in fact memorialised in early Christian history?
Survey of contents
Part I: The Remembering Ignatius
Chapter 1: Patriarchs, Prophets and Israel: Remembered and Reconstructed
Chapter 2: Ignatius' Inheritance of 'Extra-Christian' Memory
Part II: Memory Poiesis' – Ignatius as a Forger of his own Memorialisation Chapter 3: θυσία θεοῦ: Ignatius' Self-Construction
as Sacri ce
Chapter 4: The Girardian Ignatius
Part III: The Early Christian Memory of Ignatius
Chapter 5: Authenticity and Forgery in Literary Remembrance
Chapter 6: Ignatius in the Long Recension
Chapter 7: The Ignatian Cult: Martyrology and Material Culture
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Newberry, Julie

Lukan Joy and the Life of Discipleship
A Narrative Analysis of the Conditions That Lead to Joy According to Luke
2022. Approx. 600 pages.
forthcoming in December
ISBN 9783161619700
sewn paper 134,00 €
ISBN 9783161619717
eBook PDF 134,00 €

In this study, Julie Newberry advances scholarship on emotions in biblical literature by examining the conditions − that is,
the circumstances, dispositions, practices, and commitments − that lead to joy in Luke's narrative. Focused primarily on the
Gospel, the author traces joy's interconnection with the wider life of discipleship, using an eclectically interdisciplinary
approach that foregrounds literary-theological and intertextual analysis. Julie Newberry argues that, for Luke, the conditions
that facilitate appropriate joy include both divine action to bring about joy-conducive circumstances and human receptivity.
The latter is bound up with factors such as properly oriented hope, trust, and the generous use of possessions, rendering
intelligible Luke's portrayal of joy as mandatory, praiseworthy, or blameworthy in particular circumstances.
Survey of contents
1. Introduction
2. Awaiting Joyous Circumstances and Welcoming Them with Joy: Joy in the Lukan Infancy Narrative
3. Joy in Discipleship: Rejoicing in Jesus's Teaching and Ministry
4. Joy-according-to-Luke and the Way to the Cross (Luke 19:28–22:49)
5. Awaiting and Receiving Joy, Again (and Again): Joy on Easter, Joy after the Ascension, and the Conditions for Joyaccording-to-Luke (Luke 23:50–24:53; Acts 1–2:41)
6. Conclusion: The Conditions that Lead to Joy-according-to-Luke

Heinsch, Ryan

The Figure of Hagar in Ancient Judaism and Galatians
Volume 579
2022. XIII, 262 pages.
forthcoming in October
ISBN 9783161617898
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161618550
eBook PDF 89,00 €

To date, scholarly study of the allegory of Hagar and Sarah in Galatians 4:21–31 has not paid adequate attention to the way
Paul's use of the story – chie y in relation to the gure of Hagar – can be located within streams of ancient Jewish tradition.
In this study, Ryan Heinsch lls this scholarly gap by considering Paul's allegorical portrayal of the gure of Hagar in
Galatians 4:21–31 within the context of ancient Judaism. The author argues that Paul stands in continuity with – rather than
against – ancient Judaism in that he, like other Jews in antiquity, portrays Hagar and her descendants as non-Jews. As a
result, the author demonstrates further that Galatians 4:21–31 is not to be read as a polemic against Jews, Jewish Christfollowers, or the continuing validity of the Jewish law (as is common among interpreters), but rather, that Galatians 4:21–31
is an allegory Paul develops about the experience of gentiles in general and the once pagan Galatian gentiles in particular.
Survey of contents
Part One: Introductory Matters
Chapter 1: Echoes of Supersessionism and the Figure of Hagar in Galatians 4:21–31
Chapter 2: Comparative Methodology and Reading Paul
Part Two: The Portrayal of Hagar in Ancient Judaism
Chapter 3: The Portrayal of Hagar in the LXX of Genesis
Chapter 4: The Portrayal of Hagar in the Jewish Literature of the Second Temple Period
Part Three: The Portrayal of Hagar in Galatians
Chapter 5: Again, and Again, and Again: Framing the Portrayal of Hagar in Galatians
Chapter 6: »One Bears Children Away from Mount Sinai”: Examining the Portrayal of Hagar in Galatians
Chapter 7: »To Be Sure, Sinai is a Mountain in Arabia”: The Text of Galatians 4:25a

Vortisch, Johannes

Das unschuldige Blut im Matthäusevangelium
Zur geschichtstheologischen Deutung des Todes Jesu
Volume 578
2022. XVI, 469 pages.
forthcoming in October

Only Matthew's Gospel refers back to the shedding of innocent blood repeatedly attested to in the Scriptures of Israel to
interpret the death of Jesus. Johannes Vortisch shows that by using this motif the intertextual references suggest that the
destruction of the Temple in 70 AD is understood as a punishment for the cruci xion of Jesus.

ISBN 9783161606953
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161607684
eBook PDF 99,00 €
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McCollough, David John

Ritual and Religious Experience in Early Christianities
The Spirit In Between
Volume 577
2022. XVI, 262 pages.
ISBN 9783161618338
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161618345
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this volume, David John McCollough o ers a narratological, discourse analysis, and literary exegesis of texts in Paul and
Luke-Acts, followed by interpretation with social anthropological approaches. The author challenges common assumptions
about Paul, such as that Paul thought the spirit to be communicated through water baptism, or the notion that
'justi cation' was non-experiential and unrelated to ritual. He refutes the view that Luke was either incoherent or
unconcerned or a poor editor of sources regarding early Christian initiation practices and questions the belief that water
baptism was the cardinal initiation rite among early Christianities. He instead argues that spirit possession marked by
dissociation and glossolalia was the cardinal initiation ritual for Pauline and Lukan communities.
Survey of contents
1. Introduction
2. Exegetical Methodology
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Acts: The Dual Problems of Historicity and Intelligibility
2.3 Methodological Problems
2.4 Methodological Solutions
2.5 Acts and History Again: Which Historical Audience?
3. Exegesis
3.1 Pauline Epistles
3.2 Luke-Acts
4. Interpretation
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Understanding Notions of Culture and Their Relationship to Spirit Possession
4.3 What's So Special About Initiation? Ritual Form Theory and Lukan Baptism(s)
4.4 Spirit Impartation as Performative Ritual
4.5 Commitment Signalling Theory: Costly and Charismatic
4.6 Identity Fusion in the Early Christian Sect: How Initiatory Spirit-Possession Formed Social Bonds Among the Early
Christians
4.7 Sacred Values and the Early Christian Sect
4.8 Emotion and the Early Christian Sect
4.9 Mediation in the Early Christian Sect
4.10 Why Did People Become Christians in the First Century?
5. Conclusion

Glover, Daniel B.

Patterns of Deification in the Acts of the Apostles
Volume 576
2022. XII, 322 pages.
forthcoming in October
ISBN 9783161618888
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161619977
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Five times throughout the course of Luke's narrative in Acts, an individual character is identi ed as (a) god. Rarely have
scholars read these dei cation scenes within their narrative and historical settings with su cient care. With regard to the
narrative setting, scholars working on the dei cation scenes tend to take one or another as normative and read the
remaining acclamations in light of a particular interpretation of that one pericope. However, such reading strategies run
aground when they arrive at the nal acclamation (28:1–10), which breaks the exegetical bow of the interpretive ship.
In this study, Daniel B. Glover evaluates the dei cation scenes in the Book of Acts by locating them within the broader
ancient Mediterranean context of dei cation. He o ers a fresh reading of Acts that situates each of the ve scenes within a
distinct literary pattern recognizable to its earliest readers.
Survey of contents
Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Problems to be Addressed
1.2 Review of Recent Scholarly Trends
1.3 The Argument of This Study
1.4 Methodology
1.5 Presuppositions
1.6. Plan of Study
Chapter 2: De ning Divinity (Part 1): Understanding Divinity in Mediterranean Antiquity
2.1 What Makes a God a God?
2.2 Concepts of Divine Humans in Mediterranean Antiquity
2.3 Conclusion
Chapter 3: De ning Divinity (Part 2): Dei cation and Jewish Monotheism
3.1 Jewish Monotheism in Recent Debate
3.2 Moses as a Divine Figure in Hellenistic Judaism
3.3 Judaism, Monotheism, and Mosaic Dei cation: A Summary
3.4 Conclusion
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Chapter 4: Desiring Divinity: Self-Dei cation and Its Functions
4.1 Self-Dei cation in the Ancient Mediterranean
4.2 Simon the Samaritan
4.3 Herod Agrippa I
4.4 Conclusion
Chapter 5: Denying Divinity: Denials of Divine Claims in Mediterranean Antiquity
5.1 Denying Divinity in the Ancient Mediterranean
5.2 Peter's Refusal of Cornelius's Worship
5.3 Paul and Barnabas, »gods” in Lystra?
5.4 Conclusion: Peter, Paul, and Their Divine Denials
Chapter 6: Discerning Divinity: Paul »the god” in Malta
6.1 A Critical Review of Scholarship on Acts 28:1–10
6.2 Discerning Divinity on Malta
Excursus: Shadows, Cloths, and Garments – Localized Divine Power in Luke/Acts
6.3 The Power at Work in Paul and Paul's Divinity
6.4 Conclusion
Chapter 7: Conclusion: Summary and Paths for Future Engagement
7.1 Summary of Study
7.2 Paths for Future Engagement
7.3 Final Thoughts

Foster, Christopher G.

Communal Participation in the Spirit
The Corinthian Correspondence in Light of Early Jewish Mysticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls
Volume 575
2022. XXI, 245 pages.
forthcoming in October
ISBN 9783161599385
sewn paper 89,00 €

Christopher G. Foster identi es Jewish mystical elements in the Dead Sea Scrolls and compares them with analogous
features in the Corinthian correspondence to illuminate through di erences and similarities how Paul advocates a mystical
and communal participation in the Spirit. After de ning early Jewish mysticism and introducing the method of heuristic
comparison, Part I identi es and investigates mystical elements in Dead Sea Scrolls. Part II compares these ndings with
corresponding aspects in 1 and 2 Corinthians to demonstrate the largely corporate tenor of participation and
transformation in and by the spirit for Paul.

ISBN 9783161616266
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Baron, Lori A.

The Shema in John's Gospel
Volume 574
2022. VIII, 266 pages.
forthcoming in September
ISBN 9783161548154
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161619397
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The Shema (Deut 6:4–5) is the lens through which Lori A. Baron explores Johannine Christology and the fraught relationship
between John's Gospel and Judaism. She begins by examining the use of the Shema in the Hebrew Bible and Second Temple
literature, where it is frequently evoked in scenes of covenant renewal; to support adherence to Jewish law; and in
prophetic oracles of restoration. The Shema functions similarly in John's Gospel, where Jesus' unity with God is expressed in
terms of the »oneness” of the Shema (e.g., 10:30; 17:21–23): Jesus is within the divine unity. While the Synoptic Gospels cite
the Shema explicitly and while Paul uses the Shema Christologically, in John, the Shema is an apologetic foil against
accusations of bitheism; it is used polemically against Jesus' opponents; and it signals that followers of Jesus represent the
promised restoration of Israel.

W inzenburg, Justin

Ephesians and Empire
An Evaluation of the Epistle's Subversion of Roman Imperial Ideology
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Volume 573
2022. XI, 318 pages.
ISBN 9783161611834
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161611841
eBook PDF 94,00 €

While recent publications have explored the relationship between New Testament texts and early Roman imperial ideology,
Ephesians has been underanalyzed in these conversations. In this study, Justin Winzenburg provides an original
contribution to the eld by assessing how matters of the disputed authorship, audience, and date of Ephesians have varied
consequences for the imperial-critical status of the epistle. Previously underexplored elements of the Roman context of
Ephesians, with a focus on maiestas [treason] charges, imperial cults, and Roman imperial eschatology are examined in
light of the two major theories of the date of the epistle. The author concludes that, while there are limitations to an
imperial-critical reading of the epistle, some of the epistle's speech acts can be understood as subversive of Roman imperial
ideology.

Alma, Filippo

L'accueil de l'autre dans sa diversité
La stratégie de médiation de Paul à l'égard des faibles et des forts à Rome (Romains 14,1–15,13)
Volume 572
2022. XVI, 408 pages.
ISBN 9783161615368
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161616334
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Dans cette monographie, Filippo Alma propose une analyse exégétique et théologique du discours exhortatif de Paul en
Rm 14,1–15,13, dans le contexte large de la lettre aux Romains et du christianisme naissant à Rome. À cet e et, après avoir
rappelé les données principales du long débat existant notamment autour de l'identité socio-historique des »faibles dans la
foi« et des forts, sur laquelle subsistent encore des obscurités, l'auteur expose un commentaire sensible aux outils de la
rhétorique ancienne, et en particulier de la »rhétorique paulinienne«. Cela aide l'auteur à saisir l'essence de la stratégie
rhétorico-pastorale de médiation mise en place par Paul pour faire face à l'état de tension et de con it, de mépris et de
jugement, résultant des di érentes pratiques des disciples de Jésus à Rome, vers le milieu du Ier siècle de notre ère.
Survey of contents
Première partie: Les disciples de Jésus à Rome, un encadrement socio-historique
Chapitre 1: La lettre aux Romains dans son contexte socio-historique
1.1 La composition de la lettre aux Romains
1.2 Le contexte socio-historique de Paul
1.3 Le contexte socio-historique des destinataires de la lettre aux Romains
1.4 L'o ccasion et le(s) but(s) de la lettre aux Romains
Chapitre 2: La lettre aux Romains au prisme des interprétations courantes
2.1 Le "Romans Debate" et le dernières approches méthodologiques
2.2 Les interprétations principales de la lettre aux Romains
2.3 Vers un consensus
Chapitre 3: L'identité controversée des »faibles dans la foi« à Rome
Les portraits principaux des »faibles dans la foi« à Rome
Deuxième partie: Les faibles et les forts à l'épreuve de la stratégie de médiation de Paul
Chapitre 4: La »rhétorique paulinienne«, éléments de méthode
4.1 La pertinence de l'approche rhétorique pour l'exégèse du Nouveau Testament
4.2 L'art rhétorique gréco-romain
4.3 La »rhétorique paulinienne«, quelques éléments de méthode
Chapitre 5: À l'écoute de Rm 14,1–15,13, une analyse rhétorique
5.1 L'unité rhétorique de Rm 14,1–15,13 dans son contexte, un discours sur l'accueil
5.2 Paul et sa recherche des arguments (Inventio )
5.3 L'arrangement et la force persuasive du discours de Paul sur l'accueil (Dispositio et Elocutio )
5.4 L'éloge de l'accueil divin (Genre rhétorique dominant)

Euler, Alida C.

Psalmenrezeption in der Passionsgeschichte des Matthäusevangeliums
Eine intertex tuelle Studie zur Verwendung, theologischen Relevanz und strukturgebenden Funktion der
Psalmen in Mt 26–27 im Lichte frühjüdischer Psalmenrekurse
Volume 571
2022. XIX, 600 pages.
ISBN 9783161613104
sewn paper 124,00 €

In his passion narrative, Matthew draws on Psalms while presenting the events situated in Gethsemani, before the high
council and Pilate, and during the cruci xion. Alida C. Euler carves out these heterogeneous references, charts them within
the reception of Psalms within Matthew's Gospel as a whole and contextualizes them as part of the Early Jewish reception
of Psalms.

ISBN 9783161613111
eBook PDF 124,00 €
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Thompson, W. H. Paul

Pauline Slave Welfare in Historical Context
An Equality Analysis
Volume 570
2023. Approx. 450 pages.
forthcoming in January
ISBN 9783161612145
sewn paper approx. 100,00 €
ISBN 9783161612152
eBook PDF approx. 100,00 €

W. H. Paul Thompson critiques modern scholarship on Pauline slavery for failing to de ne and reason consistently about
equality. Instead, he engages in an equality analysis of Aristotle and Seneca in their Greco-Roman contexts, the Torah and
its Jewish reception, and selected Pauline texts. Focusing on slave welfare − how slaves should be treated relative to free
persons of the same historical context − rather than on abolitionism or reinforcement of slave submission, the author
argues for a distinctive Jewish ethic of numerically equal treatment between slave and free that imitates Yahweh's
impartiality. The Apostle reorients this ethic into a Christocentric framework to intensify both the quality of slave obedience
and the degree of slave welfare required relative to the prevailing Roman ethos.

Marulli, Luca

La reconfiguration épistémique du lecteur de Marc
Perspectives synchroniques et diachroniques sur le récit du démoniaque de Gérasa (Mc 5.1–20) mis en
résonance avec les jeunes hommes de 14.51–52 et 16.1–8
Volume 569
2022. XV, 575 pages.
ISBN 9783161607967
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161607974
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Le récit du démoniaque de Gérasa (Mc 5.1–20) constitue le récit d'exorcisme le plus élaboré de tout le Nouveau Testament.
La conjugaison de l'analyse de type narratologique avec une étude des dimensions historiques, sociales et religieuses sousjacentes au texte met en valeur la force recon guratrice du récit. Ce récit participe au projet mis en œuvre par l'auteur
implicite à l'échelle de tout l'évangile de Marc. Luca Marulli montre comment, dans cette perspective, on peut apprécier la
place et l'enjeu de Mc 5.1–20 dans la trame de l'évangile, notamment en relation avec la gure du jeune homme qui s'enfuit
nu (14.51–52) et avec la péricope qui met en scène le jeune homme au tombeau (16.1–8). Lire Mc 5.1–20 avec et après 14.51–
52 et 16.1–8 amène à une recon guration épistémique du lecteur relative aux thèmes de l'identité de Jésus, de la nature de
la suivance et de la relation envisagée entre le disciple et son Maître absent.

Chen, Yu

The Ritual Dimension of Union With Christ in Paul's Thought
Volume 568
2022. XVI, 239 pages.
ISBN 9783161611797
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161611803
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The study of »in Christ« language in New Testament scholarship has received widespread attention in recent years.
Nevertheless, despite all the perspectives from which scholars have treated this topic, one aspect of »in Christ« language has
received only scant attention: its ritual or sacramental aspect. While theological, epistemological, and linguistic factors have
contributed to the downplaying of rituals like baptism and the Lord's Supper in the New Testament, Yu Chen develops the
framework of a ritual transformation model from ritual theories to place the study of ritual in its rightful place. Accordingly,
the author focuses on the historical and social implications of the ritual performance of baptism and the Lord's Supper,
which are used to explain the mechanisms of union with Christ. Finally, he argues that rituals provide participants with
access to the transformative experience of encountering the risen Messiah.

Gustafsson, Daniel

Aspects of Coherency in Luke's Composite Christology
Volume 567
2022. XV, 335 pages.
ISBN 9783161599460
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161599477
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Luke has often been understood to transmit a variety of Christological traditions without re ecting on them in relation to
each other. In this study, Daniel Gustafsson challenges such positions and demonstrates that when the Gospel of Luke is
approached as a narrative, a di erent picture emerges. Presentations of Jesus as »Messiah«, »Son of God«, »prophet«, and
»Son of Man« are shown to conform to Luke's overall plot and signi cantly overlap each other. The voices of characters with
high authority, the use of Scripture, and Jesus's relationship to the Holy Spirit are examples of other factors that contribute
to coherency in Luke's Christology.

Stewart, Tyler A.

The Origin and Persistence of Evil in Galatians
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Volume 566
2022. XI, 354 pages.
ISBN 9783161598739
sewn paper 89,00 €

In this study, Tyler A. Stewart investigates narrative explanations for evil in Galatians set in the context of Second Temple
Judaism and early Christianity. Scholarship has typically interpreted Paul's view of evil based on Adam's fall or a mere re ex
of Christology. In contrast, the author argues that in Galatians Paul's view of evil is based on the narrative of rebellious
angels found in the Book of Watchers. Additionally, he claims that Paul's use of Enochic tradition is consistent with Second
Temple Jewish literature and nds support in early Christian reception of Galatians.

ISBN 9783161598746
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Tops, Thomas

Paroimia and Parrēsia in the Gospel of John
A Historical-Hermeneutical Study
Volume 565
2022. XVIII, 497 pages.
ISBN 9783161611025
sewn paper 104,00 €
ISBN 9783161613142
eBook PDF 104,00 €

The language of the Gospel of John is known for its complexity. On the basis of the modern standards of transparency and
logic, previous scholars have depicted this language as obscure, confusing, and mysterious. Thomas Tops goes beyond
these oversimpli cations by providing an in-depth historical study of John's characterisation of Jesus' language with the
terms paroimia and parrēsia . By providing original insights in these terms, the author o ers a new perspective on the
functioning of Johannine language. As the Johannine Jesus teaches both through paroimia and parrēsia , his language
conceals and reveals at the same time. His criticism is veiled and calls on its addressees to search for the hidden meanings of
his words. Veiled speech allows the Johannine Jesus to criticise his opponents and openly reveal his messianic identity to
those who cannot accept the truth in any other way.

Lloyd, J. A.

Archaeology and the Itinerant Jesus
A Historical Enquiry into Jesus' Itinerant Ministry in the North
Volume 564
2022. XXIX, 451 pages.
ISBN 9783161593475
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161601316
eBook PDF 99,00 €

New Testament scholars generally agree that the historical Jesus was itinerant. Mark claims that Jesus travelled among the
towns and villages of Galilee, preached in their synagogues, attracted large crowds, and journeyed through the surrounding
regions. Yet few settlements are named, there is no clear itinerary of Jesus' travels, and the summary travel statements
belong to Mark's editorial material. Consequently, there is a high degree of uncertainty concerning Jesus' itinerant ministry.
However, archaeological surveys have discovered approximately 200 Early Roman period towns and villages in Galilee, with
a material culture that is distinctively Jewish. Jewish identity markers have also been found at sites in surrounding regions.
In this study, J. A. Lloyd draws on archaeological data and literary sources to explore the extent and plausibility of Jesus'
itinerant ministry as depicted in Mark 1.14–8.30.

Niepert-Rumel, Sophia

Metaphernkombinationen in der neutestamentlichen Rede vom Tod Jesu
Volume 563
2021. XV, 746 pages.
ISBN 9783161600357
sewn paper 134,00 €

Jesus' death presented a huge challenge to the rst Christians. In order to cast an adequate light on its relevance, they used
multiple metaphors in partly contradictory combinations. This study rst examines metaphor combinations in a theoretical
way so as to apply them to the New Testament.

ISBN 9783161608957
eBook PDF 134,00 €

Harper, John-Paul

Paul and Philo on the Politics of the Land, Jerusalem, and Temple
Volume 562
2021. XI, 318 pages.
ISBN 9783161606465
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161606472
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, John-Paul Harper critically compares how Paul and Philo rethought the signi cant Jewish symbols of Land,
Jerusalem, and Temple. Drawing particular attention to their political signi cance, he demonstrates how these symbols o er
important insights into how both Paul and Philo conceptualised authority in the local community (Temple), within the
wider »people of God« (Jerusalem), and in relation to the Roman Empire (Land). The author argues that, while both
conceptualised authority in charismatic terms, Philo's appropriation tended to be more individualistic and focussed on
otherworldly realities, whereas Paul's tended to be more communal and focussed on this-worldly realities. Along the way,
the author contributes to contemporary discussions of Paul and Philo's Jewish identity, their perspectives on community
leadership and order, and their perspectives on the Roman Empire.
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Eurell, John-Christian

Peter's Legacy in Early Christianity
The Appropriation and Use of Peter's Authority in the First Three Centuries
Volume 561
2021. XIV, 344 pages.
ISBN 9783161610981
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161611056
eBook PDF 89,00 €

John-Christian Eurell studies how Peter's authority is portrayed to create legitimacy in Christian texts. Peter emerges as a
central gure in the diverse early Christian movement and is used to discuss theological legitimacy. The main divide is
between those who argue that legitimate theology should have a conservative point of departure based on traditional
material handed down from the earthly Jesus and an apostolic succession based on interpersonal relations and those who
argue in favour of a more progressive point of departure which places emphasis on contemporary charismatic experiences.
These perspectives are utilised by groups of various theological persuasions to argue their own position. Peter is seen as a
positive and negative example for both these ways of creating legitimacy.

Manomi, Dogara Ishaya

Virtue Ethics in the Letter to Titus
An Interdisciplinary Study. Kontex te und Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of
New Testament Ethics. Volume XII
Volume 560
2021. XVI, 376 pages.
ISBN 9783161592324
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161592331
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Dogara Ishaya Manomi analyzes and identi es the characteristics of (neo-)Aristotelian virtue ethics that are implicitly and
explicitly embedded in the linguistic elements, theological motifs, and ethical norms in the letter to Titus. He argues that
(neo-)Aristotelian virtue ethics and the ethical perspectives of Titus share the following features: a sense of a moral telos
that leads to human ourishing; emphasis on character, habits, and inner dispositions; focus on the morality of persons
more than the morality of actions; commitment to moral perfectionism; particularity of moral agents; the concept of moral
exemplar; a concern for character development through training or moral education; and a consideration of the moral
signi cance of community. The author concludes, therefore, that there is a signi cant correlation between (neo-)Aristotelian
virtues ethics and the ethical perspectives of the letter to Titus, to the extent that the letter to Titus can be described as a
virtue-ethical text. Moreover, his research concludes that the virtue-ethical perspectives of Titus, in comparison with African
ethics, have foundational and narrative di erences, yet they share some important similarities. However, through
progressive hermeneutical negotiations, concessions, appropriations, and application between the two virtue-ethical
perspectives, there emerges a new virtue-ethical horizon described as »African Biblical Virtue Ethics,« which is, as
accountable as possible, faithful to the virtue-ethical perspectives of Titus and »at home« to African Christian ethics.
This study was awarded the prestigious Johannes Gutenberg Dissertation Prize.

Rucker, Timothy M.

The Temple Keys of Isaiah 22:22, Revelation 3:7, and Matthew 16:19
The Isaianic Temple Background and Its Spatial Significance for the Mission of Early Christ Followers
Volume 559
2021. XIII, 230 pages.
ISBN 9783161610295
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161610301
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Timothy Rucker demonstrates in this study that the temple was a key background for Shebna's position and o ense in Isa
22:15–25, which opens a new door for reconsidering the allusions in Rev 3:7–13 and Matt 16:18–19. He uses intertextuality
and critical spatiality in order to interpret these allusions and their potential implications for the conception of sacred space
among some early Christ followers. The open door of Rev 3:8 is an opportunity to reclaim potential sacred space for God on
earth, so that others may become God's sacred space as well. In Matt 16:18–19, Peter's key foundational role is to provide
teaching that will lead to both Jesus' assembly manifesting the righteousness of the kingdom on earth and to other Jews
following Jesus as the Messiah. Thus, the temple imagery of Isa 22:22 encourages missionary engagement in both New
Testament contexts.

Longarino, Joseph

Pauline Theology and the Problem of Death
Volume 558
2021. XV, 195 pages.
ISBN 9783161606762
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161606779
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Joseph Longarino addresses a long-standing but rarely discussed problem in Pauline studies: Given Paul's understanding of
how God has acted in Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit to overcome death, how do we explain the ongoing existence of
death? Through an examination of the Pauline letters, particularly Romans, the author o ers two interrelated explanations,
one causal and the other teleological. From the causal perspective, he argues that sin in the form of the sinful passions
remains connected to the body even of Christians, which allows sin to exercise an ongoing corrupting in uence on the
body. From the teleological angle, the author contends that God uses mortality to deepen the divine-human and
interpersonal relationships.
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Tack, Laura

John 14:6 in Light of Jewish-Christian Dialogue
Sharing Truth on the Way to Life
Volume 557
2021. XIX, 491 pages.
ISBN 9783161600166
sewn paper 99,00 €

In John 14:6, the Johannine Jesus claims to be the way, the truth and the life, and the sole access point to the Father. This
verse is often viewed as a stumbling block for the interreligious dialogues and the Jewish-Christian dialogue in particular. By
presenting a detailed exegesis and a future-oriented hermeneutics of this metaphorical expression in the Fourth Gospel,
Laura Tack opens new avenues of interpretation. She shows that truth, for John, is not relativistic but relational, because
truth exists from the moment it is shared. Sharing truth is the dialogical process of revelation and the way that leads to life.

ISBN 9783161600173
eBook PDF 99,00 €

den Heijer, Arco

Portraits of Paul's Performance in the Book of Acts
Luke's Apologetic Strategy in the Depiction of Paul as Messenger of God
Volume 556
2021. XV, 260 pages.
ISBN 9783161608599
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161608605
eBook PDF

In the Book of Acts, Paul is portrayed as a messenger who brings the good news of God to the world. He is a commanding
orator who captivates his audiences, including a Roman senatorial proconsul and a Jewish king, with his gestures,
appearance, and speeches. His performances appeal to both Greco-Roman and Jewish cultural scripts alike. But why does
Luke portray Paul in this way? Using insights from both modern performance studies and ancient rhetoric, Arco den Heijer
analyses ve episodes from Acts (in Paphos, Pisidian Antioch, Lystra, Athens, and before Agrippa in Caesarea) to suggest
that Luke's portraits of Paul's performance served to counter negative views of Christians in both Roman and Jewish circles,
views that circulated in the social network of Theophilus, the addressee of the book.

W hite, B.G.

Pain and Paradox in 2 Corinthians
The Transformative Function of Strength in Weakness
Volume 555
2021. XV, 266 pages.
ISBN 9783161599118
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161599125
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Most studies of 2 Corinthians characterize the community as rebels who accuse Paul of weakness. Paul is thought to
respond defensively, asserting his power in weakness. B.G. White confronts this consensus by arguing that interpreters
overlook the material's most immediate context – a pained community (2:1–7; 7:5–16). After arguing that the Corinthians
have ongoing pains, the author develops the implications for the interpretation of the strength in weakness paradox and
the letter's literary integrity in a variety of texts (e.g. 1:3–11, 4:7–15, 6:1–13, 12:1–10). He argues that Paul's paradoxical life is
a paradigm for the community to learn how Christ transforms their pains to create new emotions and behaviors – even
reconciliation with Paul. More than a ery retort, 2 Corinthians has the pastoral purpose of increasing human potential in
weakness, without rendering that weakness inherently redemptive.

Isaiah's Servants in Early Judaism and Christianity
The Isaian Servant and the Ex egetical Formation of Community Identity
Edited by Michael A. Lyons and Jacob Stromberg
Volume 554
2021. XI, 413 pages.
ISBN 9783161550423
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161608049
eBook PDF 99,00 €

The Book of Isaiah describes an Israelite group called the »servants,« who su ered for their righteousness and were
promised vindication. This collection of essays shows how the Isaian »servants« texts were used by early Jewish and
Christian readers to shape their own community identity. It includes analyses of Psalms 22, 69, and 102, Daniel, Wisdom of
Solomon, Mark, Luke and Acts, Romans, 2 Corinthians, Philippians, 1 Peter, Revelation, and Targum Jonathan on Isaiah, as
well as investigations into the relationship between exegesis and identity formation and into how the Isaian Servant(s) are
presented within the framework of Israel's history.
Survey of contents

Michael A. Lyons/Jacob Stromberg: Introduction: »This is the Heritage of the Servants« – D. Andrew Teeter/Michael A. Lyons:
The One and the Many, the Past and the Future, and the Dynamics of Prospective Analogy – Michael A. Lyons: The Servants
in Psalms 22, 69, and 102 – Jacob Stromberg: A Covenantal Community and a New Creation after the Flood: The Wise in
Daniel 11–12 and the Servants of the Lord in Isaiah – Holly J. Carey: The Servants in Wisdom of Solomon – Elizabeth E.
Shively: The Servant(s) in the Gospel of Mark and the Textual Formation of Early Christian Identity – Holly Beers: The
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Servant(s) in Luke-Acts – Jan Rüggemeier: Transworld Characters and the Isaian Servant(s) Theme in Romans – Mark S.
Gignilliat: Paul and Isaiah's Servants in 2 Corinthians – James P. Ware: The Servants of the Servant in Isaiah and Philippians
– Volker Gäckle: Jesus, the Slaves, and the Servant(s) in 1 Peter 2:18–25 – Sheree Lear: Following the Lamb Wherever He
Goes: The Reception of Isaiah's Servant Narrative in Revelation – William A. Tooman: The Servant-Messiah and the Messiah's
Servants in Targum Jonathan Isaiah – Michael A. Lyons: »He Will Call His Servants by Another Name«: Concluding Re ections
on Community Identity and the Exegesis of Isaiah

Cole, Daniel M. I.

Isaiah's Servant in Paul
The Hermeneutics and Ethics of Paul's Use of Isaiah 49–54
Volume 553
2021. XII, 361 pages.
ISBN 9783161593406
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161607011
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Several early Christians identify Isaiah's Servant of the Lord as Jesus; yet Paul appears to connect the Servant with himself.
In this study, Daniel Cole examines the hermeneutical warrants and ethical implications of Paul's use of texts within Isa. 49–
54, arguing that this section constitutes a coherent prophetic narrative in which God saves a new people from sin by the
Servant's death and subsequent work in his followers, the servants. While several Second Temple works interpret elements
of this prophecy with di ering conceptions of history, Paul sees Isaiah's Servant ful lled in Jesus' death and subsequent
spiritual union with the apostle. The author thus demonstrates that the coherent salvation history of the Servant prophecy
provides both the interpretive framework for Paul's reading of Isaiah and the relational de nitions for the imperatives that
Paul places on himself and others.

Maier, Daniel

Das Glück im antiken Judentum und im Neuen Testament
Eine Untersuchung zu den Konzepten eines guten Lebens in der Literatur des Zweiten Tempels und
deren Einfluss auf die frühchristliche Wahrnehmung des Glücks
Volume 552
2021. XIX, 520 pages.
ISBN 9783161598647
sewn paper 114,00 €

Daniel Maier examines concepts of happiness in Second Temple literature. By analyzing di erent traditions of
understanding the good life in Ancient Judaism, he opens up fresh perspectives on concepts of happiness in the New
Testament that cannot be identi ed without their Jewish background and have been largely overlooked in the scholarly
study of this eld so far.
This work was awarded the Manfred Görg Juniorprize 2021.

ISBN 9783161598654
eBook PDF 114,00 €

Filannino, Francesco

The Theological Programme of Mark
Ex egesis and Function of Mark 1:1,2–15
Volume 551
2021. XVIII, 234 pages.
ISBN 9783161602207
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161602214
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this study, Francesco Filannino focuses on the introductory section of Mark's Gospel (Mark 1:1–15), which scholars believe
to be the key to understanding the whole narrative of Mark. In it, one can recognise an incipit (Mark 1:1) and a proper
introduction (Mark 1:2–15). The author studies the text of Mark 1:1, 2–15 through a detailed exegesis which attempts to
combine diachronic and synchronic approaches. Exegetical analysis highlights the theological contents of this section,
which can be classi ed within the most important poles of Marcan theology: Christology, eschatology, soteriology, and
discipleship. The purpose of the study is to show that the incipit and the introduction of the Second Gospel represent a
programmatic anticipation of the contents of each of these theological poles and end up by constituting a »miniature« of
the theology of the Second Gospel.

Schröder, Michael

Das Galiläa der Heiden
Untersuchungen zur Galiläakonzeption im Matthäusevangelium
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Volume 550
2021. XIII, 557 pages.
ISBN 9783161590726
sewn paper 109,00 €

Michael Schröder investigates all relevant parts of the Old Testament and ancient Jewish writings to nd out how the phrase
»Galilee of the Gentiles« (Mt. 4, 15) is to be understood. It becomes apparent that this is above all a theological statement. In
Galilee all promises are ful lled and it demonstrates that the gentiles can also belong to God's people.

ISBN 9783161590733
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Jabbarian, Tina

Die Niedrigkeit Jesu und seiner Jüngerschaft
Eine Studie zur Korrelation von Ethik und Christologie in Mt 16,21–20,34
Volume 549
2021. XIII, 366 pages.
ISBN 9783161599040
sewn paper 89,00 €

In the narrative passage Mt 16:21–20:34, Jesus is on the way to Jerusalem and prepares his disciples for the time after his
death. Tina Jabbarian shows that the passage concerns itself with the themes of lowliness, service, renunciation of status,
and the emulation of his su ering, for which Jesus himself functions as a role model. She thus devotes herself to the
connection between ethical teachings and Christological references.

ISBN 9783161599057
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Wandel, Simon

Gottesbild und Barmherzigkeit
Lukanische Ethik im Chor hellenistischer Ethikkonzeptionen
Volume 548
2021. XIII, 427 pages.
ISBN 9783161596810
sewn paper 99,00 €

Luke's ethics were profoundly shaped by his image of God, and mercy played a prominent part in this. Simon Wandel
explains the provocative power and the potential of an ethics of mercy, particularly in comparison with other Hellenistic
conceptions of ethics.

ISBN 9783161598395
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Edelmann, Jens-Arne

Das Römische Imperium im Lukanischen Doppelwerk
Darstellung und Ertragspotenzial für christliche Leser des späten ersten Jahrhunderts
Volume 547
2021. XV, 289 pages.
ISBN 9783161601118
sewn paper 84,00 €

In his Gospel and in Acts, Luke gives positive and at the same time negative portrayals of the Roman Empire. Jens-Arne
Edelmann interprets the pertinent texts, systemizes their varying conclusions for the rst time and shows that it is precisely
in its diversity that the Lucan narrative develops its potential to provide guidance to contemporary Christians in dealing
with the Roman Empire.

ISBN 9783161601125
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Im Gespräch mit C. F. Georg Heinrici
Beiträge zwischen Theologie und Religionswissenschaft
Herausgegeben von Marco Frenschkowski und Lena Seehausen
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Volume 546
2021. XIII, 419 pages.
ISBN 9783161599002
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161599019
eBook PDF 99,00 €

C.F. Georg Heinrici (1844–1915) was a pioneer in research on Hellenism and Christianity, he explored the signi cance of
associations in antiquity for understanding early Christian congregations and also founded the »Neuer Wettstein« project.
This volume combines a recognition of his contributions with studies which continue his approach to the current dialogue
between theology and religious studies.
Survey of contents
Teil 1: C. F. G. Heinrici und die Frage der religionsgeschichtlichen Methode
Heikki Räisänen (†): A Religious Studies Alternative to New Testament Theology. Re ections on a Controversial Enterprise –
Veronika Janssen: Georg Heinrici und sein familiärer Hintergrund – Karl Friedrich Ulrichs: »Seelengymnastik« und
Gemeinde. Carl Friedrich Georg Heinricis Essay »Paulus als Seelsorger« (1910) – Cilliers Breytenbach: Comparative Philology
and History of Religion. Analogies and/or Genealogies? – Marco Frenschkowski: Heinrici, Bousset, Harnack.
Bewertungsdiskurse religionsgeschichtlicher Beziehungen Anfang des 20. und Anfang des 21. Jahrhunderts, mit einem Blick
auf die Geschichte der Theologischen Fakultät Leipzig – John T. Fitzgerald: The In uence of Heinrici on English-Language
Scholarship. An Assessment and Appreciation – Manfred Lang: »Von der Glückseligkeit, alles zu wissen«. Das WettsteinProjekt zur Apostelgeschichte angesichts dreier englischer Kommentare: Standort – Kritik – Perspektive – D. C. F. Georg
Heinrici: Theologie und Religionswissenschaft
Teil 2: Fallbeispiele und Textinterpretationen
Peter Gemeinhardt: Christologie oder Christusmythos? Neue Zugänge zu einer alten Frage – Annette Weissenrieder: Die
Vater-Anrede des Lukasevangeliums, Vetus Latina. Eine Problemanzeige – Larry W. Hurtado (†): One God and JesusDevotion in Earliest Christianity. Theological Implications – George van Kooten: Christ and Hermes. A Religio-Historical
Comparison of the Johannine Christ-Logos with the God Hermes in Greek Mythology and Philosophy – Udo Schnelle:
Inkarnation. Theologische und religionsgeschichtliche Überlegungen – Matthias Helmer: Perlen vor die Säue (Mt 7,6). Ein
Sprichwort und seine Deutungen im Laufe der Zeit und in verschiedenen kulturellen Zusammenhängen – Martin Hüneburg:
Der Spiegel als Erkenntnissymbol bei Jakobus und Paulus

Howes, Llewellyn

The Formative Stratum of the Sayings Gospel Q
Reconsidering Its Ex tent, Message, and Unity
Volume 545
2021. XIV, 393 pages.
ISBN 9783161600944
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161600951
eBook PDF 94,00 €

In this study, Llewellyn Howes analyses the formative stratum (or earliest redactional layer) of the Sayings Gospel Q. He
argues that certain texts in Q that have traditionally been excluded from its earliest layer should rather be included. In the
process, the message of Q's formative stratum is reconsidered, featuring interesting and novel interpretations of certain Q
texts that draw from advances in our knowledge of the logia and parables of Jesus, as well as the ancient Jewish world.
Ultimately, the study argues that the formative stratum was a uni ed document before subsequent redactional layers were
added, with interesting and important consequences for our understanding of the historical Jesus.

Representations of Angelic Beings in Early Jewish and in Christian Traditions
Edited by Amsalu Tefera and Loren T. Stuckenbruck
Volume 544
2021. XII, 246 pages.
ISBN 9783161597602
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161597619
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Angelic beings have occupied an important place in many traditions within Judaism and Christianity from Second Temple
times up until the present. In this volume, essays by scholars from the Middle East, Africa, Europe, and North America draw
attention to a wide variety of ways in which traditions about angels were addressed and developed over time, including
examples from the Hebrew Bible, the Dead Sea Scrolls and related literature, early Christian writings, »magical« texts, and
the rich heritage of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church. The contributions as a whole demonstrate the
interwovenness of Jewish and Christian tradition and, in turn, reveal how much the consideration of angelology re ects
broader hermeneutical, textual, and tradition-historical approaches to the study of religion.
Survey of contents

Loren T. Stuckenbruck/Amsalu Tefera: Introduction – Loreen Maseno: An Angel Indeed! Hagar and the Angel in Genesis 16 –
Eshbal Ratzon: The Heavenly Abode of the Luminaries – Jacques T.A.G.M. van Ruiten: Angelic Authority: Continuities and
Transformation in the Angelic World of the Book of Jubilees – Loren T. Stuckenbruck: In Praise of Angels: The Case of a
Wandering Liturgical Fragment – Matthias Ho mann: Systematic Chaos or Chain of Tradition? References to Angels and
'Magic' in Early Jewish and Early Christian Literature and Magical Writings – Amsalu Tefera: Angelology of the Ethiopic
Homily on Uriel (Dǝrsanä Ura'el ) – Tedros Abraha: The Place of the Angels in the Mäṣ ḥafä Qəddase (The Book of
Hallowing ) and in its Andəmta – Ralph Lee: Little Known Giants Traditions in Ethiopian Literature

Wassell, Blake

John 18:28–19:22 and the Paradox of Judgement
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Volume 543
2021. XV, 325 pages.
ISBN 9783161599286
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161599293
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Blake Wassell applies new Roman and Jewish contexts to a Johannine ambiguity, which is Pilate declaring
Jesus both innocent and guilty of making himself King of the Ἰουδαῖοι. Pilate repeats that he nds in Jesus no basis for the
accusation, and yet he also writes the content of the accusation in the inscription on the cross. The paradox leads readers
into another paradox: the Ἰουδαῖοι make themselves the accused as they make the accusation, and Jesus conquers as he is
conquered. The author analyses how they destroy the temple of his body, so that he can raise it and how they exalt him, so
that he can reveal himself.

W yckoff, Eric John

John 4:1–42 among the Biblical Well Encounters
Pentateuchal and Johannine Narrative Reconsidered
Volume 542
2020. XX, 327 pages.
ISBN 9783161596148
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161596155
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this study, Eric John Wycko proposes a new approach to an ongoing scholarly discussion. How can the relationship
among the encounters at wells narrated in the Pentateuch (Genesis 24 and 29, Exodus 2) and the New Testament (John 4) be
de ned? Does the latter assume the reader's familiarity with the former? If so, then what sort of interpretation of the Torah
texts is presupposed, and what signi cance does this have for the exegesis of the Gospel pericope? The author analyzes the
literary parallels and investigates textual clues as to how these came to be intertwined with words and actions of Jesus and
thematically refocused in the Fourth Gospel. What comes to light is a complex interrelation which does not fall neatly into a
single literary category, inviting readers to interpret the Johannine Samaria narrative in light of three passages from the
Pentateuch, and vice versa.

Breu, Clarissa

Autorschaft in der Johannesoffenbarung
Eine postmoderne Lektüre
Volume 541
2020. XIV, 476 pages.
ISBN 9783161596339
sewn paper 104,00 €

In this book, Clarissa Breu applies postmodern authorship theories, especially by Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, to
New Testament texts with the Book of Revelation as the main point of reference. Her analysis of authorial absent presence
leads to a description of New Testament authorship as testimony and to a reassessment of the category of »author".

ISBN 9783161596346
eBook PDF 104,00 €

Heidel, Andreas-Christian

Das glaubende Gottesvolk
Der Hebräerbrief in israeltheologischer Perspektive
Volume 540
2020. XIII, 328 pages.
ISBN 9783161596094
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The Epistle to the Hebrews is often accused in academic and church statements of having a negative relationship to Judaism
or of having promoted an anti-Jewish attitude throughout history. Yet contrary to this frequent criticism, neither Old
Testament tradition nor the role of Israel is marginalised in Hebrews. In his exegetical study, Andreas-Christian Heidel shows
that by rereading the letter's overall theological testimony based on Heb. 11:39–40, an ecclesiological plan of the salvation
of God can be expressed in analogy to Rom. 9–11. The aim of this plan is the eschatological uni cation of the one believing
people of God, running through all ages, places and human identities as an invisible community. This unity is not
jeopardised by the meaning and the confession of Jesus as Christ, but is in fact guaranteed by it.

Bowden, Andrew

Desire in Paul's Undisputed Epistles
Semantic Observations on the Use of epithymeō, ho epithymētēs, and epithymía in Roman Imperial Tex ts
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Volume 539
2020. XVII, 602 pages.
ISBN 9783161596308
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161596315
eBook PDF 109,00 €

In this study, Andrew Bowden analyzes Paul's use of »desire« (ἐπιθυμέω, ἐπιθυμητής, and ἐπιθυμία) in his undisputed
epistles. After introducing critical research on these lexemes, the author applies John Lyons's theory of semantic analysis to
the use of ἐπιθυμέω κτλ in Roman imperial texts. Based on these observations, he makes a hypothesis concerning the
common co-occurrences of »desire« in Roman imperial texts, its antonyms, the objects it longs for, and its use within
metaphorical discourse. This hypothesis is then tested by looking at the use of »desire« in Dio Chrysostom, Epictetus, Lucian
of Samosata, the Cynic epistles, and Second Temple Jewish texts. Andrew Bowden illustrates how, contrary to the view of
many scholars, these Roman imperial authors consistently mention positive objects of »desire.« He then applies these
ndings concerning »desire« to Paul, yielding important and sometimes unexpected discoveries.

Basczok, Jan David

Szenen, Inszenierungen und Bühnen in der Apostelgeschichte
Volume 538
2020. X, 189 pages.
ISBN 9783161599958
sewn paper 74,00 €

The Acts of the Apostlesrecounts the spread of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean world. Jan David Basczok
describes the various stations along the way of this journey as well as how the author uses them to paint a picture of the
origin of Christianity for the work's readers. He asks, nally, why we even have the Acts of the Apostlesat all.

ISBN 9783161599965
eBook PDF 74,00 €

King, Fergus J.

Epicureanism and the Gospel of John
A Study of their Compatibility
Volume 537
2020. X, 231 pages.
ISBN 9783161595455
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161595462
eBook PDF 74,00 €

The Gospel of John and Epicureanism share vocabulary and reject the conventions of Graeco-Roman theology. Would it
then have been easy for an Epicurean to become a Christian or vice-versa? Fergus J. King suggests that such claims become
unlikely when detailed analyses of the two traditions are set out and compared. The rst step in his examination looks at
evidence for potential engagement between the two traditions historically and geographically. Both traditions address
concerns about the good life, death, and the divine. However, this correspondence soon unravels as their worldviews are
far from identical. Shared terms (like Saviour), their respective rituals, and teaching about community life reveal substantial
di erences in ethos and behaviour.

Peter, Achim

Akoluthiewahrung und Jesusüberlieferung im Jakobusbrief
Volume 536
2020. XIX, 436 pages.
ISBN 9783161558061
sewn paper 99,00 €

Is there any Jesus tradition in James, and if so what is there to be said about this tradition? In his work, Achim Peter
addresses these questions, focusing also on the manner in which Old Testament traditions and Jesus traditions are related
to each other and are mutually explanatory.

ISBN 9783161581625
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Mortensen, Hallur

The Baptismal Episode as Trinitarian Narrative
Proto-Trinitarian Structures in Mark's Conception of God
Volume 535
2020. XV, 304 pages.
ISBN 9783161596704
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161596711
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Hallur Mortensen examines the concept of God in Mark's Gospel, with particular emphasis on the baptismal scene of 1:9–11.
This he closely relates to the beginning and end of the prologue (1:2–3 and 1:14–15) concerning the coming of the Lord, the
gospel, and the kingdom of God. The allusions of the divine voice to Psalm 2 and Isaiah 42 reveal the function and identity
of Jesus as the Son of God and thus also of God as the father of Jesus. The identity and descent of the Spirit at the baptism
as an anointing is discussed in detail, and has a critical function in the coming of the kingdom and the defeat of Satan.
These aspects are examined in the context of Jewish monotheism and what Hans W. Frei calls the »intention-action
description« of identity – that 'being' is constituted by 'action' – and Mortensen thus argues that Mark's Gospel portrays a
proto- and narrative trinitarian conception of God.
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Carrier, Brian

Earthquakes and Eschatology in the Gospel According to Matthew
Volume 534
2020. XIII, 269 pages.
ISBN 9783161596728
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161596735
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this study, Brian Carrier provides a comprehensive analysis of the role that seismic language plays within the Matthean
Gospel narrative. After reconstructing what connotations seismic language likely carried in Matthew's cultural context, the
author utilizes an historically informed author-oriented narrative criticism that is complemented with redaction criticism to
analyze the relationships that Matthew's seismic references display with regards to each other and to the overall narrative.
This analysis leads to the conclusion that Matthew's seismic references collectively indicate that the life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus together represent the partial ful llment of the Old Testament eschatological Day of the Lord.

Lee, John J. R.

Christological Rereading of the Shema (Deut 6.4) in Mark's Gospel
Volume 533
2020. XIV, 320 pages.
ISBN 9783161528071
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161598197
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In Mark's Gospel, the Shema language of Deut 6.4 is not merely reiterated in a traditional sense but reinterpreted in a
striking way that links Jesus directly and inseparably with Israel's unique God. Such an innovative rereading of the Shema
must be understood in light of (a) various elements involved in and surrounding each of the three monotheistic references
(Mark 2.7; 10.18; 12.29) relating to their respective literary contexts, and (b) Mark's nuanced, complex, and even paradoxical
portrait of Jesus' relationship to God throughout his gospel. John J.R. Lee shows that Mark's use of the one-God language
implies that his Jesus is not merely one who, as a Shema-observant Jew, speaks on behalf of God but also one whose status
and signi cance fundamentally correspond to those of Israel's unique deity.

Kusio, Mateusz

The Antichrist Tradition in Antiquity
Antimessianism in Second Temple and Early Christian Literature
Volume 532
2020. XIII, 292 pages.
ISBN 9783161593468
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161597930
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Mateusz Kusio traces and investigates the references to the Antichrist across ancient Jewish and Christian literature.
Beginning with a reception-historical study of a number of eschatological and oracular texts in the Hebrew Bible, he goes
on to discuss texts from the Dead Sea Scrolls, the New Testament, biblical pseudepigrapha and Apocrypha, and Patristic
writings. The study reveals an anti-messianic tradition involving a variety of eschatological antagonists in con ict with
diverse messianic actors that stretches across both Jewish and Christian corpora and revolves around a set of similar motifs,
ideas, and core Biblical texts.

Kim, Seon Yong

Curse Motifs in Galatians
An Investigation into Paul's Rhetorical Strategies
Volume 531
2020. XIII, 245 pages.
ISBN 9783161555893
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161555909
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Paul's complex argumentation for dissuading the Galatians from the demand of circumcision is to be understood in light of
ancient (both Jewish and »pagan«) rhetorical strategies that were commonly employed in agonistic discourse. Seon Yong Kim
shows how Paul inevitably yet ingeniously adopted the curse themes, including a thoroughly negative picture of the Jewish
law (»curse of the law«) in order to agitate the mind and emotions of the Galatians and thereby dissuade them from the
demand of circumcision. Because playing on the audience's fear was considered one of the most powerful tools for
persuasion in ancient rhetoric, his contention was tailored and contextualized to become a shot aimed at agitating the
pathos of his audience. Harnessing their fear of curses and their (former) religious formalism, Paul's intention was to win the
minds of his audience from the grip of his opponents, who enjoyed a far better argumentative position.

Martin, Neil

Regression in Galatians
Paul and the Gentile Response to Jewish Law
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Volume 530
2020. XVI, 306 pages.
ISBN 9783161597626
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161597633
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In the rst scholarly treatment of the topic, Neil Martin argues that the regression language in Galatians holds the key to
understanding Paul's perception of the underlying crisis. Repeated references to going backwards describe the reanimation
of expectations intimately associated with the basic religious practices (stoicheia ) of his readers' pagan past. As the
Galatians embraced the super cially-similar observances of Jewish Christianity, familiar practices were triggering the
resumption of familiar modes of thought. With striking consequences for historic and contemporary debates about faith
and works, the author nds a pagan misappropriation of Judaism, not Judaism itself, in the crosshairs of Paul's supposed
anti-law polemic, uniting his warnings and commands in an integrated response to a pastoral emergency caused by the
failure of the strong to accommodate the weakness of the weak.

Drimbe, Amiel

The Church of Antioch and the Eucharistic Traditions (ca. 35–130 CE)
Volume 529
2020. XIV, 304 pages.

»This is a book from which everyone will learn, and which will prompt even seasoned scholars to think again.«
Mark J. Edwards, Professor, Faculty of Theology & Religion and Faculty of Classics, University of Oxford

ISBN 9783161583087
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161583094
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Seglenieks, Chris

Johannine Belief and Graeco-Roman Devotion
Reshaping Devotion for John's Graeco-Roman Audience
Volume 528
2020. XV, 262 pages.
ISBN 9783161597589
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161597596
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Believing is a central concept in the Gospel of John, and Chris Seglenieks analyzes how and why believing takes the shape it
does. The Gospel presents an ideal response of believing in Jesus that resonates with Graeco-Roman patterns of devotion
to the gods, but importantly reshapes the form of such devotion in order that it might be directed appropriately towards
Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God. The Johannine pattern of belief includes a cognitive, relational, ethical, ongoing, and
public aspect. Contrary to Graeco-Roman religious contexts, ritual is minimised. The identity of Jesus, and particularly his
incarnation and his indwelling in believers, motivates the Gospel's presentation of how one is to believe in order to receive
life.

Costley, Angela

Creation and Christ
An Ex ploration of the Topic of Creation in the Epistle to the Hebrews
Volume 527
2020. XVIII, 367 pages.
ISBN 9783161565021
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161565304
eBook PDF 94,00 €

The Epistle to the Hebrews is usually associated with its theology of Christ the High Priest. However, the term »high priest«
is not so common in the rst four chapters of Hebrews, occurring only four times with a further reference to sacri ce in 1:3.
Rather than emphasising the priestly or sacri cial activity of Christ, these opening sections contain a number of references
to creation: 1:2–3,10–12, 2:5–9, 10; 3:1–6; 4:3–4 and 4:9–10. In this volume, Angela Costley uses discourse analysis to explore
the importance of the topic of creation to the discourse of the Epistle to the Hebrews, uncovering a close link between
creation and salvation. She highlights the interaction of the topic of creation with the topic of salvation in the discourse to
uncover a depiction of Christ as the creator who descends to take on human esh, God who becomes human, in order to
lead humanity heavenward.

Kidson, Lyn M.

Persuading Shipwrecked Men
The Rhetorical Strategies of 1 Timothy 1
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Volume 526
2020. XVI, 327 pages.
ISBN 9783161592348
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161592355
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The plain-spoken rhetorical style of 1 Timothy belies a tension that simmers beneath the surface of the letter. This tension
had already erupted in the removal of Hymenaeus and Alexander. Those who are addressed in the letter are warned that
they may be heading toward the same catastrophic failure, shipwrecking their faith. This, according to Lyn M. Kidson, is the
primary purpose of 1 Timothy. With particular focus on 1 Timothy 1, the author moves away from seeing the letter as a
church manual; instead, she argues that its purpose is to command »certain men (and women)« not to teach the other
educational program promoted by Hymenaeus and Alexander. This fresh approach to the interpretation of 1 Timothy 1
identi es the use of an ethical digression, which holds the seemingly divergent materials of the letter together.

Moore, Eric C.

Claiming Places
Reading Acts through the Lens of Ancient Colonization
Volume 525
2020. XIII, 270 pages.
ISBN 9783161569852
sewn paper 79,00 €

How is Acts of the Apostles – its form and features – to be understood in light of the work's ancient Mediterranean cultural
context? In the present study, Eric C. Moore o ers a fresh response to this much-debated question, arguing for the utility of
ancient colonization as an analytic lens for reading Acts, a story about the origins and replication of early Christianity. He
explores how in narrating his account, Luke draws on a common stock of »foundation« motifs employed by ancient
sources, textual and material alike, to glorify community beginnings.

ISBN 9783161569869
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Steetskamp, Jisk

Autorschaft und Sklavenperspektive im Ersten Petrusbrief
Volume 524
2020. XVIII, 331 pages.
ISBN 9783161569548
sewn paper 89,00 €

At a glance, the First Epistle of Peter reads like a guide to subservience. Alluding to the Exodus narrative, however, Jisk
Steetskamp's study goes beneath the surface to uncover a hidden message of resistance. He argues that by putting readers
in the slaves' position, this paraenesis – most likely written by an educated Jewish slave – actually serves as a blueprint for a
new and more just way of life.

ISBN 9783161569555
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Bühner, Ruben A.

Hohe Messianologie
Übermenschliche Aspekte eschatologischer Heilsgestalten im Frühjudentum
Volume 523
2020. XIV, 394 pages.
ISBN 9783161596063
sewn paper 94,00 €

Messianic expectations in Second Temple Judaism included not only human, but also very di erent kinds of superhuman
aspects. Ruben A. Bühner discusses all relevant early Jewish sources and o ers the basis for new approaches for
conceptualizing the origin and development of early Christology.
This study was awarded the Manfred Lautenschlaeger Award for Theological Promise 2021.

ISBN 9783161596070
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Hewitt, J. Thomas

Messiah and Scripture
Paul's »In Christ« Idiom in Its Ancient Jewish Contex t
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Volume 522
2020. XIII, 292 pages.
ISBN 9783161592287
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161592294
eBook PDF 84,00 €

J. Thomas Hewitt examines Paul's development and uses of the expression »in Christ,« or »in messiah,« with reference to
conventions of ancient Jewish messiah discourse. While messiah speculation in antiquity does not evince a widespread,
coherent messianic ideology, ancient Jewish messiah texts do share a common trait – the creative reappropriation of
scripture for portraying messiahs. Ancient Jewish messiah discourse is thus both traditional, being shaped by the idioms
and imagery of scripture, and innovative, as those materials are recast in novel depictions and expressions. As a participant
in this interpretative enterprise, Paul found resources in scriptural traditions concerning Abraham's seed and Daniel's
heavenly man for generating his own distinctive conceptions of messiahship, conceptions he often articulated with his
hallmark expression »in Christ.«

Pérez i Díaz, Mar

Mark, a Pauline Theologian
A Re-reading of the Traditions of Jesus in the Light of Paul's Theology
Volume 521
2020. XVI, 298 pages.
ISBN 9783161595059
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161595066
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The signi cance of the Evangelist Mark lies in the fact that he was able to write an autobiographical account of Jesus of
Nazareth. It seems to have been the rst account of this type; it is certainly the oldest text that has survived along with the
letters of Paul. In this study, Mar Pérez i Díaz argues that Mark, rather than being a disciple of Peter who puts in writing
what he remembers from his preaching, is a theological disciple of Paul. By analysing the Pauline and Marcan texts and the
theological elements which converge, she shows that Paul's theology enhances our understanding of the narrative in Mark
because it completes the meaning of the gospel and complements its intentionality. The wide range of evidence in the
gospel cannot be the fruit of chance, but rather of the will of the Evangelist to unify his work with the thought of the
Apostle Paul.

Ferguson, Samuel D.

The Spirit and Relational Anthropology in Paul
Volume 520
2020. XIII, 301 pages.
ISBN 9783161590764
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161590771
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Paul's anthropological assumptions in uence the rest of his thought, and in this study, Samuel D. Ferguson follows a
growing interest in the corporate, non-autonomous nature of his doctrine of humanity. In a further departure from strictly
individualistic interpretations, the author explores the bounded and relational aspects of Paul's anthropology. An array of
»relations« ranging from those with the Creator, world, cosmic forces, other persons, and Christ, are shown as impacting
human agency, identity, and volition, evidencing what this study terms »Relational Anthropology.« The work of the Spirit
further demonstrates this phenomenon, as texts from Romans 8 and First Corinthians 12 witness to Spirit-wrought
relationships that actualize the new life of a believer, including the Spirit-generated relation of sonship and Spirit-sustained
relations of interdependence experienced through shared charismata.

Testing and Temptation in Second Temple Jewish and Early Christian Texts
Edited by Daniel L. Smith and Loren T. Stuckenbruck
Volume 519
2020. VII, 213 pages.
ISBN 9783161559525
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161559532
eBook PDF 79,00 €

From the Wisdom of Ben Sira to the writings of Paul, many Second Temple Jewish and early Christian texts recognize the
inescapable role of testing and temptation in human experience. Though God is often presented as one who tests, testing is
also attributed to Satan, Mastema, the people of God, and individual humans. How did ancient interpreters react to texts
that depict the God of Israel as testing, tested, or intervening on behalf of those undergoing a test? What assumptions do
authors have about the role of testing in human experience? How does the vocabulary used for testing and temptation
in uence the meaning of the text? The essays in the present volume constitute an opening foray into addressing these
questions, and this volume aims to catalyze further research into additional dimensions of testing and overlooked motifs in
the relevant literature.
Survey of contents

Daniel L. Smith/Loren T. Stuckenbruck: Introduction – Michael Francis: Philo of Alexandria on Testing and Temptation –
Madison N. Pierce: Testing and Being Tested in the Epistle to the Hebrews – Loren T. Stuckenbruck: Eschatological
Temptation the Enochic Way: A Note on 1 Enoch 94:5 – Todd R. Hanneken: Ten-Times-Tested Abraham in the Book of
Jubilees – Susanne Luther: Preparing for Temptation in a Culture of Mutual Ethical Responsibility – Tzvi Novick: Life as Test:
Re ections on m. 'Abot 2:4 and Related Texts – Andrew Bowden: »And the Mixed among Them Desired a Desire«: The
Reception of Desire in Numbers 11 LXX in Greek Texts, Ending with the Apostle Paul – Jan Willem van Henten: The Triangle
of Testing in the Wilderness – Daniel L. Smith: Testing the Child of God at the Beginning and until the End: ΠΕΙΡΑΣΜΟΣ and
Theological Anthropology in Ancient Jewish and Christian Texts – Susan R. Garrett: (Not) Knowing Where I'm Going:
Ignorance and Agony for Jesus and Job – Benjamin G. Wright III: Unbridled Libido: Ben Sira and the Billy Graham Rule
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Furlong, Dean

The John also called Mark
Reception and Transformation in Christian Tradition
Volume 518
2020. XVI, 235 pages.
ISBN 9783161592775
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161592782
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this study, Dean Furlong explores the reception in Christian tradition of »the John also called Mark« spoken of in the
book of Acts and (probably) in the Pauline corpus. He examines the portrayals of John/Mark as both a Markan gure (i.e., as
a gure identi ed with Mark the Evangelist and/or with the Mark who was associated with the founding of the church of
Alexandria) and as a Johannine gure (i.e., as a gure identi ed with the Beloved Disciple and/or with John the Evangelist).
The author argues that the three Markan gures were originally di erentiated and only came to be identi ed during the
third and fourth centuries; furthermore, after drawing attention to »Johannine« depictions of John/Mark in some sources
and to the attribution to him of a Gospel containing a Logos theology, he posits that some early Christian writers identi ed
John/Mark with John the Evangelist.

Moscicke, Hans M.

The New Day of Atonement
A Matthean Typology
Volume 517
2020. XI, 293 pages.
ISBN 9783161593932
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161593949
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this work, Hans M. Moscicke investigates the in uence of the Day of Atonement on Matthew's passion narrative. The
author argues that the First Evangelist crafts a sustained Yom Kippur typology in the twenty-seventh chapter of his Gospel
and then remodels the Barabbas episode (Matt 27:15–26) as a Yom Kippur lottery between two »goats«. Pilate acts as high
priest, designating Jesus as the immolated goat and Barabbas, along with the crowd, as a sin-bearing scapegoat. Matthew
also casts Jesus as a scapegoat in the Roman-abuse scene (Matt 27:27–31), in which he depicts Jesus as physically receiving
the sins of the world upon himself. Finally, the author suggests that Matthew, in his death-resurrection narrative (Matt
27:50–54), conceives Jesus as o ering his life-force to God as the sacri cial goat for YHWH and descending to the realm of
the dead as the goat for Azazel.

Falcetta, Alessandro

Early Christian Teachers
The 'Didaskaloi' from Their Origins to the Middle of the Second Century
Volume 516
2020. XV, 317 pages.
ISBN 9783161575785
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161575792
eBook PDF 79,00 €

The teachers of early Christianity were one of its most intriguing groups and appear to have been the equivalent of the
Jewish rabbis or pagan philosophers. By examining all the earliest sources mentioning the 'didaskaloi', Alessandro Falcetta
sheds light on the rst hundred years of their history, tackling questions such as why their fate was so di erent from that of
the rabbis, and whether they were tradents of the Jesus material and therefore guarantors of the Gospels' historic reliability.
By relating teachers to apostles, prophets and bishops, the author enriches our knowledge of the structure of early
Christian communities and how they developed into hierarchical churches.

Lee, Max J.

Moral Transformation in Greco-Roman Philosophy of Mind
Mapping the Moral Milieu of the Apostle Paul and his Diaspora Jewish Contemporaries
Volume 515
2020. XXXV, 658 pages.
ISBN 9783161496608
sewn paper 139,00 €
ISBN 9783161594311
eBook PDF 139,00 €

Max J. Lee provides a synoptic picture of the moral traditions – especially those of Platonism and Stoicism – which shaped
the intellectual and cultural environment of Greco-Roman antiquity. He describes each philosophical school's respective
teachings on diverse moral topoi such as emotional control, ethical action and habit, character formation, training,
mentorship, and deity. He then organizes each school's tenets into systemic models of moral transformation. For Platonism,
the author analyzes the works of Plato, Plutarch, Alcinous and Galen; and for Stoicism, Zeno, Chrysippus, Musonius Rufus,
Seneca, and Epictetus, among others. He also constructs a taxonomy of six interaction types to gauge how rival religiophilosophical sects, including Diaspora Judaism and Pauline Christianity, appropriated moral traditions from their GrecoRoman environment to articulate their own system of ethics.
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Nathan, Emmanuel

Re-membering the New Covenant at Corinth
A Different Perspective on 2 Corinthians 3
Volume 514
2020. XIV, 207 pages.
ISBN 9783161576874
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161576881
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Emmanuel Nathan's study is driven by the hermeneutical question of whether the covenantal contrasts in 2 Cor 3, in which
Paul's use of 'new covenant' in 2 Cor 3:6 is set in stark polemical antithesis to an 'o ld covenant' (2 Cor 3:14), lie at the origin
of the later Christian self-understanding as members of a new covenant that replaced the old. In other words, can Paul be
said to be the founder of formative 'Christianity', even if one nuances the term 'Christianity' as a sect within the Judaisms of
Paul's time? Using social memory theory, the author reframes the larger question of Paul's continuity or discontinuity with
Judaism and seeks instead to examine the ways in which Paul refracted, redeployed, and recon gured existing traditions in
service of local needs, among them the formation and transformation of character among his community at Corinth.

Günther, Eva

Wisdom as a Model for Jesus' Ministry
A Study on the »Lament over Jerusalem« in Matt 23: 37–39 Par. Luke 13:34–35
Volume 513
2020. XII, 246 pages.
ISBN 9783161567308
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161567315
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Eva Günther traces the in uence of the Jewish wisdom tradition on shaping the earliest Christology. While it is well known
that Wisdom's role of a Schöpfungsmittler was transferred to Jesus in early Christian sources such as 1 Cor 8:6 and John 1:1–
3, there is another important function of Wisdom, which can be related to the ministry of the earthly Jesus. The author
demonstrates that Wisdom had come to be seen as an agent in history in some prominent Second Temple texts, allowing
for her function of saving and guiding the people of Israel to be transferred to Jesus in the »Lament over Jerusalem« (Matt.
23:37–39 par.). However, rather than being presented as an incarnation of pre-existent Wisdom, Jesus is portrayed in the
saying as a representation of God like the divine Wisdom, who in turn had taken on features of an »older« divine
representative, the Angel of the Lord, in Second Temple texts. In the »Lament over Jerusalem« Jesus is presented as the
contemporary form of this mediator.

Körner, Johanna

Sexualität und Geschlecht bei Paulus
Die Spannung zwischen »Inklusivität« und »Ex klusivität« des paulinischen Ethos am Beispiel der Sex ualund Geschlechterrollenethik
Volume 512
2020. XIII, 332 pages.
ISBN 9783161567131
sewn paper 84,00 €

Some label Paul as anti-feminist and misogynistic, others see him as the pioneer of modern emancipation e orts. Johanna
Körner's nuanced consideration of the evidence places the apostle between the two poles and shows just how much his sex
and gender ethics were in uenced by his Jewish heritage.

ISBN 9783161567155
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Healing and Exorcism in Second Temple Judaism and Early Christianity
Ed. by Mikael Tellbe and Tommy Wasserman with the assistance of Ludvig Nyman
Volume 511
2019. XII, 317 pages.
ISBN 9783161589362
sewn paper 79,00 €

This volume, originating from a conference on »Healing and Exorcism in Second Temple Judaism and Early Christianity«
hosted by Örebro School of Theology (Sweden) in 2018, deals with the ideological and theological meaning of healing and
exorcism in a historical, literary, and socio-cultural perspective. While the rst part of the book focuses on Jewish and early
Christian texts and themes, the second centres on the transmission, reception and interpretation of the biblical texts in
early Christian writings and artefacts.

ISBN 9783161589379
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Survey of contents

Mikael Tellbe: Introduction
PART I Healing and Exorcism in Second Temple Judaism and Emerging Christianity
Lena-So a Tiemeyer: Dumping your Toxic Waste Abroad: Exorcism and Healing in Zechariah's Vision Report and Beyond –
Cecilia Wassén: The Impurity of the Impure Spirits in the Gospels – Sigurd Grindheim: Exorcism, Forgiveness, and
Christological Implications – Susan R. Garrett: The Miracle That Jesus Cannot Do – Steve Walton: Why silence? Re ections
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on Paul and Jesus Silencing Demonised People in Luke-Acts – Graham H. Twelftree: Healing and Exorcism in the Early
Church – Larry W. Hurtado: The Ritual Use of Jesus's Name in Early Christian Exorcism and Healing
PART II Healing and Exorcism in the Early Church
Jennifer W. Knust and Tommy Wasserman: The Wondrous Gospel of John: Jesus's Miraculous Deeds in Late Ancient Editorial
and Scholarly Practice – Karl Olav Sandnes: Ancient Debates on Jesus as Miracle Worker: Emic and Etic Perspectives – Carl
Johan Berglund: How »Valentinian« Was Heracleon's Reading of the Healing of the Son of a Royal O cial? – Barbara
Crostini: The Use of Scripture in Cyril of Jerusalem's Homily on the Paralytic by the Pool : Interpreting the Litter of Solomon
– Anthony John Lappin: Φιμώθητι καὶ ἔξελθε: Demons and Their Temples in the Second Half of the Fourth Century

Son, Sacrifice, and Great Shepherd
Studies on the Epistle to the Hebrews
Edited by David M. Moffitt and Eric F. Mason
Volume 510
2020. XII, 316 pages.
ISBN 9783161591891
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161591907
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Over the last few decades scholarly interest in the Epistle to the Hebrews has experienced something of a renaissance. This
volume, which grew out of presentations at the 2011–2013 sessions of the revived Hebrews program unit of the Society of
Biblical Literature's International Meeting, is a testament to the still growing interest in this text. The essays deal with a
variety of issues in three major portions of Hebrews – chapters 1–2, 8–10, and 13. Each study analyzes an important and
often disputed aspect of one of these three sections of Hebrews, aiming to provide fresh insight into how the argument of
Hebrews and/or its engagement with its larger religious, social, literary, rhetorical, philosophical, and ethical contexts might
be understood.
Survey of contents

Amy L. B. Peeler: The Son Like No Other: Comparing the Son of God to the Angelic »Sons of God« in the Epistle to the
Hebrews – David M. Mo tt: Human Beings and Angels in Hebrews and Philo of Alexandria: Toward an Account of Hebrews'
Cosmology – Félix H. Cortez: The Son as the Representative of the Children in the Letter to the Hebrews – Scott D. Mackie:
»Behold! I Am with the Children God Has Given Me«: Ekphrasis and Epiphany in Hebrews 1–2 – Grant Macaskill: Hebrews 8–
10 and Apocalyptic Theology in the New Testament – Benjamin J. Ribbens: The Positive Functions of Levitical Sacri ce in
Hebrews – Nicholas J. Moore: »Vaine Repeticions«? Re-evaluating Regular Levitical Sacri ces in Hebrews 9:1–14 – Georg
Gäbel: »You Don't Have Permission to Access This Site«: The Tabernacle Description in Hebrews 9:1–5 and Its Function in
Context – Eric F. Mason: »Through Eternal Spirit«: Sacri ce, New Covenant, and the Spirit of Hebrews 9:14 – David M. Allen:
What Are They Saying about Hebrews 13? – Susan Docherty: The Use of the Old Testament in Hebrews 13 and Its Bearing on
the Question of the Integrity of the Epistle – James W. Thompson: Hellenistic Ethics in Hebrews 13:1–6 – Joseph R. Dodson:
Ethical Exhortations in Hebrews 13 and the Writings of Seneca

Walsh, Matthew L.

Angels Associated with Israel in the Dead Sea Scrolls
Angelology and Sectarian Identity at Qumran
Volume 509
2019. XVII, 348 pages.
ISBN 9783161553035
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161553042
eBook PDF 79,00 €

A well-known characteristic of the sectarian Dead Sea Scrolls are their assertions that membership in the Qumran movement
included present and eschatological fellowship with the angels, but scholars disagree as to the precise meaning of these
claims. To gain a better understanding of angelic fellowship at Qumran, Matthew L. Walsh utilizes the early Jewish concept
that certain angels were closely associated with Israel. Moreover, these angels, which included guardians and priests, were
envisioned within apocalyptic worldviews that assumed that realities on earth corresponded to those of the heavenly
realm. A comparison of non-sectarian texts with sectarian compositions reveals that the Qumran movement's lofty
assertions of communion with the guardians and priests of heavenly Israel would have made a signi cant contribution to
their identity as the true Israel.

V istar, Jr., Deolito V.

The Cross-and-Resurrection
The Supreme Sign in John's Gospel
Volume 508
2019. XXIII, 303 pages.
ISBN 9783161565359
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161565366
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Focusing on the present text of the Fourth Gospel, Deolito V. Vistar, Jr. argues that the »signs« are not only the eight major
miracles recounted in the Gospel, but also include non-miraculous deeds of Jesus (the temple »cleansing,« the washing of
the disciples' feet, and so forth) that equally reveal his true identity and role as the incarnate Word of God, the supreme
revealer of the Father, the Savior of the world, and so forth. Based on this broad meaning and reference, the author further
argues that the complex of the cross-and-resurrection is the supreme »sign.« The earlier »signs« adumbrate and lead up to
the »sign« par excellence, where Christ supremely reveals who he is and accomplishes the salvation of the world. The
author builds up his case by mustering fresh arguments from the text, yielding insights and conclusions that contribute to
the continuing broader interpretation of the Fourth Gospel.
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Ryan, Scott C.

Divine Conflict and the Divine Warrior
Listening to Romans and Other Jewish Voices
Volume 507
2020. XIX, 316 pages.
ISBN 9783161565014
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161566486
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Scott C. Ryan situates Paul's letter to the Romans as one voice among a number of Jewish voices that frame
God as a divine warrior. He rst investigates motifs related to divine con ict in Exodus 14–15, Amos, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and
Daniel 7–12, along with 1 Enoch, Psalms of Solomon, Wisdom of Solomon, the War Scroll, and 4 Ezra. The author then
places Romans in dialogue with the works of Paul's predecessors and near contemporaries. When Romans and these Jewish
texts are placed alongside one another, Paul emerges as a writer who participates in Jewish divine con ict traditions. The
apostle maintains Israel's eschatological hope in a warring deity even as he modi es that image in light of God's action in
the Christ-event.

Hunt, Laura J.

Jesus Caesar
A Roman Reading of the Johannine Trial Narrative
Volume 506
2019. XV, 417 pages.
ISBN 9783161575266
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161575273
eBook PDF 99,00 €

In this work, Laura J. Hunt looks at Latin use in Ephesus, Antioch, and Alexandria. The evidence of intersections between
Roman and Greek languages in those cities suggests that the Roman cultural encyclopaedia could shed light on the Gospel
of John, particularly the trial narrative. Words that intersect with important Roman concepts include πραιτώριον, βασιλεύς,
υἱὸς θεοῦ and ἐξουσία. The phrase Ἰδοὺ ὁ ἄνθρωπος in John 19:5 approximates hic vir, hic est from Vergil's Aeneid
(6.791), marking it as a literary allusion. A semiotic analysis of John 18:28–19:22 reveals a Jesus depicted with the words and
images of a Caesar. The Roman Pilate tests the loyalty of both Jesus and 'the Jews' to Caesar, emerging as weak only in
relation to Caesar. Although other scholars have looked at empire in the Gospel of John, this study o ers a sustained
Roman reading of the Johannine trial narrative.

Jost, Michael R.

Engelgemeinschaft im irdischen Gottesdienst
Studien zu Tex ten aus Qumran und dem Neuen Testament
Volume 505
2019. XVI, 454 pages.
ISBN 9783161567407
sewn paper 104,00 €
ISBN 9783161567414
eBook PDF 104,00 €

The motif of liturgical communion with angels appears in early Jewish and New Testament texts. Michael R. Jost o ers the
rst exegetical analysis of all relevant passages from the Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament and places them within
traditio-historical developments from the Hebrew Bible to rabbinical and patristic texts. By giving special consideration to
the respective performances of liturgical texts, the author reconstructs each groups' experience of angelic communion. In his
analysis of the liturgical communion of the yaḥad, Jost presents new insights not only for Qumran researchbut also for
New Testament scholarship and the understanding of the early Christian communities and communal liturgies.

Stettner, Johannes

Veränderte Endzeitvorstellungen
Die Rezeption der Offenbarung des Johannes beim ersten christlich-lateinischen Dichter Commodian
Volume 504
2019. XIV, 221 pages.
ISBN 9783161559877
sewn paper 74,00 €

As the rst Latin-language Christian poet, Commodian decoded the powerful eloquence of Revelation's visual imagery.
Johannes Stettner's study of the poet's reception does not just provide information about his historical and theological
location, but also lets today's reader understand Revelation from a fresh angle.

ISBN 9783161559884
eBook PDF 74,00 €
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Edwards, J. Christopher

The Gospel According to the Epistle of Barnabas
Jesus Traditions in an Early Christian Polemic
Volume 503
2019. XI, 119 pages.
ISBN 9783161588945
sewn paper 49,00 €
ISBN 9783161588952
eBook PDF 49,00 €

While the reasons for the initial parting of the ways between Barnabas' community and lived Judaism are irrecoverable, J.
Christopher Edwards shows that Jesus became foundational for maintaining separation between »them« and »us.« The
author undertakes a thorough study of the epistle's Jesus traditions and demonstrates that Jesus is the rhetorical key to
almost every argument in this early piece of Adversus Judaeos literature, whether it concerns the law, the covenant, the
land, Yom Kippur, circumcision, baptism, the Sabbath, or the temple. No previous work has made the Jesus traditions in
Barnabas the focus of its attention.

Käfer, Eduard

Die Rezeption der Sinaitradition im Evangelium nach Johannes
Volume 502
2019. XIV, 479 pages.
ISBN 9783161562402
sewn paper 104,00 €

Eduard Käfer shows that in the Gospel of John the revelation of God at Sinai is highly valued, but interpreted through a
» gural reading« (R. Hays) as a testimony of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. It helps to describe his identity, to elucidate his
extraordinary claim and to point out the misunderstandings of his interlocutors.

ISBN 9783161569982
eBook PDF 104,00 €

Lange, Benjamin

Der Richter und seine Ankläger
Eine narratologische Untersuchung der Rechtsstreit- und Prozessmotivik im Johannesevangelium
Volume 501
2019. XIII, 403 pages.
ISBN 9783161581694
sewn paper 99,00 €

The Gospel according to John is replete with legal terminology and motifs detailing the run-up to Jesus' cruci xion – yet a
formal process in front of the Jewish Sanhedrin is not part of the narrative. Benjamin Lange shows that reading the rst half
of the book as a metaphorical trial reveals a new perspective on the Gospel and its message. At the centre stands the
paradox of Jesus as accused judge.

ISBN 9783161581700
eBook PDF 99,00 €

W hitaker, Max

Is Jesus Athene or Odysseus?
Investigating the Unrecognisability and Metamorphosis of Jesus in his Post-Resurrection Appearances
Volume 500
2019. IX, 298 pages.
ISBN 9783161560774
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161560781
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Max Whitaker investigates the intriguing accounts of Jesus' resurrection appearances through the lens of
Greco-Roman narratives. In both canonical and apocryphal accounts of Jesus' post-resurrection appearances, Jesus appears
in an unrecognisable form to other characters, including people who knew him well just before his death. The motif of a
character appearing in an unrecognisable form to people he or she knows well is one which exists in folk literature, and in
Greco-Roman and Jewish literature from a range of genres. The author investigates a range of stories in which characters
appear in an unrecognisable or metamorphic form, and summarises patterns and themes. This throws new light on how
Jesus' post-resurrection stories would have been understood by their original audiences.
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Andrejevs, Olegs

Apocalypticism in the Synoptic Sayings Source
A Reassessment of Q's Stratigraphy
Volume 499
2019. XV, 272 pages.
ISBN 9783161576393
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161576409
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Recently reconstructed by scholars, Q is one of the New Testament's earliest source documents. Arguing that Q's
participation in the apocalyptic worldview of late Second Temple Judaism has greater consequences for its compositional
history than previously recognized, Olegs Andrejevs performs a new literary-critical, narrative, and philological analysis of a
number of Q passages, supplementing it with recent advances made in the study of Jewish apocalyptic literature,
particularly the Enochic book of Parables and Qumran wisdom documents 4QInstruction and 1Q/4QMysteries. The end
result is an updated stratigraphic model which synthesizes the insights of several scholars, most notably John S.
Kloppenborg and Dale C. Allison, Jr., and highlights the feasibility of Q's diachronic study.

Dannenmann, Tanja

Emotion, Narration und Ethik
Zur ethischen Relevanz antizipatorischer Emotionen in Parabeln des Matthäus-Evangeliums. Kontex te
und Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of New Testament Ethics. Band XI
Volume 498
2019. XV, 524 pages.
ISBN 9783161575129
sewn paper 109,00 €

Although the so-called emotional turn is becoming increasingly popular, in the exegesis of the New Testament, it is
however still a desideratum. Tanja Dannenmann has developed an innovative method of analyzing the emotional
dimensions of narratives as well as the relevance of emotions for their ethical demands.

ISBN 9783161575136
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Junker, Lothar

Das Scheidungslogion Q 16,18 und frühjüdische Reinheitsvorstellungen
Volume 497
2019. IX, 313 pages.

Lothar Junker's study interprets the divorce logion Q 16,18 of the Sayings Source in the context of early Jewish concepts of
puri cation and its rituals, and proves that the movement behind Q still observed these pronouncements on purity.

ISBN 9783161582066
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161582073
eBook PDF 79,00 €

The Vocabulary of the Septuagint and its Hellenistic Background
Ed. by Eberhard Bons, Patrick Pouchelle, and Daniela Scialabba
Volume 496
2019. XII, 157 pages.
ISBN 9783161530203
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161540875
eBook PDF 69,00 €

This volume precedes the projected Historical and Theological Dictionary of the Septuagint which is to o er historical
studies of Septuagint words, retracing their usage from early authors, over koine Greek and the translation itself, into
Jewish-Hellenistic and early Christian literature. The earliest of these phases were the object of a several workshops held
between 2013 and 2017, the proceedings of which now appear in this book. The papers focus on the following key
questions: what can we say about the meaning, the usage and the semantic development of Greek words attested in the
Septuagint; where and how does the Septuagint use these words, and to what extent do they correspond to their Hebrew
and Aramaic equivalents? Furthermore, to what extent can papyri contribute to a better understanding of typical Septuagint
words? The papers combine the analysis of selected words and word groups with considerations of method.
Survey of contents

Eberhard Bons/Patrick Pouchelle/Daniela Scialabba: Introduction – Anna Passoni Dell'Acqua: Le vocabulaire de la Septante
à la lumière des papyrus – Nesina Grütter: Die Blöße der Stadt-Frauen: Überlegungen zur Verwendung der Substantive
αἰσχύνη und ἀσχημοσύνη und in der Septuaginta – Patrick Pouchelle: La main de Cyrus ou la main de Dieu? Étude de
l'expression ἀποστέλλω τὴν χεῖρα dans la Septante – Justus Ghormley: Coining Silver: The Translation of kæsæp in the
Septuagint – Marieke Dhont: Why is God not designated as an ἄρχων in the Septuagint? – Daniela Scialabba: οὗτος δὲ
οὐδὲν ἄτοπον ἔπραξεν (Luke 23:41). What Did the Good Thief Want to Say? A New Testament Citation and its Papyrological
Background – David S. Hasselbrook: Nuances of Meaning with Compound Words in the Septuagint: A Case Study of
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διαγογγύζω and εἰσακούω in Contexts of Grumbling – Eberhard Bons: Die Übersetzung παρὰ τὰς διεξόδους τῶν
ὑδάτων in Psalm 1,3 und ihr griechischer Hintergrund – Kyriakoula Papademetriou: The Semantic Evolution of the Word
παρρησία through its Pragmatic and Sociolinguistic Fields – Beatrice Perego: Παράδεισος and Κῆπος: The Garden
Terminology of the Septuagint – Miriam Carminati: The Verb συναντιλαμβάνομαι: The History of a New Compound
Created in the Hellenistic Epoch

Atkins, J. D.

The Doubt of the Apostles and the Resurrection Faith of the Early Church
The Post-Resurrection Appearance Stories of the Gospels in Ancient Reception and Modern Debate
Volume 495
2019. XVII, 569 pages.
ISBN 9783161581656
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161581663
eBook PDF 109,00 €

In this work, J. D. Atkins employs a combination of reception-history analysis and redaction criticism to challenge modern
theories that Luke 24 and John 20 are apologetic responses to incipient docetism. He subjects second-century parallels used
to support these theories to the same redaction-critical scrutiny as the Gospels and nds that the editorial and apologetic
concerns of the evangelists di er fundamentally from those of antidocetic writers: neither Luke nor John aims to prove the
physicality of the resurrection. Both instead draw attention to the ful lment of prophecy. The author also argues that the
apostles' doubt was not an apologetic device and that the bodily demonstrations of touching and eating predate docetism.
Early docetists appeal to the Gospels as apostolic testimony but insist on a non-literal hermeneutic in which Christ performs
physical actions »in appearance only.«

Akagi, Kai

Proclaiming the Judge of the Living and the Dead
The Christological Significance of Judgement in Acts 10 and 17
Volume 494
2019. XIV, 213 pages.
ISBN 9783161569036
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161569043
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Kai Akagi considers the christological signi cance of Jesus' role in judgement in the speeches in Acts 10:34–43 and 17:22–31.
Reading these speeches as part of the narrative of Luke-Acts with attention to scriptural use and in uence, along with
extended analysis of judgment gures in Jewish pseudepigraphal and Qumran literature, reveals that the scope of Jesus'
judgment and the use of scriptural patterns in the speeches suggest his divine authority by associating him with God's nal
judgment at the resurrection. At the same time, his judgment identi es him as the appointed human messiah whom the
speeches proclaim. While further tracing the contours and characteristics of messianism and mediatorial gures in Judaism
contemporary with the beginnings of Christianity and the New Testament texts, this volume integrates study of the
speeches in Acts, Lukan theology, early christology, and scriptural use and in uence, whether direct and through the
shaping of collective cultural knowledge.

Tripp, Jeffrey M.

Direct Internal Quotation in the Gospel of John
Volume 493
2019. XII, 323 pages.
ISBN 9783161559563
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161559570
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Characters in the Gospel of John quote and re-quote each other frequently, almost excessively, yet their quotations are
rarely literal. These characters (including Jesus and the narrator) make changes – some minor, some major – even when they
re-quote important sayings of Jesus. Je rey M. Tripp examines this often overlooked feature of the Fourth Gospel in the
contexts of rst century pedagogy and literature, as well as early Christian tradition and practices. Attending to John's direct
internal quotations reveals a text at play with its christological and eschatological language, teasing out the fullest extent of
its meaning. The Gospel of John emerges as a theological narrative anchored in yet unbound by the ideas of the wider early
Christian movement.

»Retribution« in Jewish and Christian Writings
A Concept in Debate
Ed. by David Hamidović, Apolline Thromas, and Matteo Silvestrini
Volume 492
2019. IX, 220 pages.
ISBN 9783161547218
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161569579
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The authors of this volume attempt to de ne the concept of retribution by looking beyond its diversity in Jewish and
Christian writings, and seeking the common objects and components that govern it in Ancient Judaism and Early
Christianity, as well as Greek, Islamic and Buddhist texts. They argue that the concept should not be seen as a set of ideas
acquired and accepted, but rather as an on-going process. The epistemological current of the Begri sgeschichte
understands conceptualization as a continual process of contesting and questioning, rather than something xed or nal.
Each study therefore explicitly examines the actors involved, their environments and receptions, and whether they were
accepted, rejected, or modi ed as components of compensation. The associations made with concepts of wealth, poverty,
power, their exchange, transfer, and instance are also taken into consideration.
Survey of contents
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Matteo Silvestrini/Apolline Thromas: Foreword – David Hamidović: About the Blurred Concept of Retribution
Retribution in Jewish and Christian Texts
Nathan MacDonald: Retribution in the Book of Numbers – Hans Ausloos: »Il rétribuera les oeuvres de l'homme selon ses
actions« (Sir 35,24). La notion de »rétribution« dans la Septante – Matteo Silvestrini: De la condamnation des anges à celle
des pécheurs : le processus de la rétribution dans le livre des Vigilants (1Hen 1–36) – David Hamidović: The Divine Economy
of the Poor in the Qumran Texts – Moisés Mayordomo: Divine Retribution: Some Considerations on the New Testament
and its Religious and Philosophical Contexts
Openings
David Bouvier: Honneur et rétribution: la colère d'Achille – Mathieu Terrier: La rétribution nale en islam: discussions sur
l'imputation des actes et la perpétuité des peines – Frédéric Richard: Karmic Retribution in Theravāda Buddhism: A Way to
Salvation?

Kelley, Andrew J.

Thaumaturgic Prowess
Autonomous and Dependent Miracle-Working in Mark's Gospel and the Second Temple Period
Volume 491
2019. XII, 217 pages.
ISBN 9783161559471
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161559488
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Andrew J. Kelley argues that Mark undergirds his high view of Jesus by characterizing him as a miracle-worker who does not
defer to a deity in order to perform miracles. Survey work in the rst half of this monograph shows that this is distinct from
the many miracle-workers depicted in sources contemporary to the Gospel of Mark. Further emphasizing this distinction is
the fact that all other miracle-workers in Mark either defer to the Jewish God or to Jesus to perform miracles. The author
shows that these two characteristics of Mark's depiction of miracle working in contrast to other depictions of miracle
working in the time period make it likely that Mark is using Jesus' autonomous miracle working to undergird his high,
perhaps divine, view of Jesus.

Oefele, Christine

Evangelienexegese als Partiturlesen
Eine Interpretation von Mk 1,1–8,22a zwischen Komposition und Performanz
Volume 490
2019. XIII, 453 pages.
ISBN 9783161564680
sewn paper 119,00 €

Based on musicological concepts, Christine Oefele develops a hermeneutic-methodical approach to the acoustical shape of
written texts which she applies to the composition of Mark's Gospel. Her exegesis reveals how the Evangelist deals with the
issues of Christology and discipleship within the oral/aural structures.

ISBN 9783161564697
eBook PDF 119,00 €

Frauen im antiken Judentum und frühen Christentum
Hrsg. v. Jörg Frey u. Nicole Rupschus
Volume 489
2019. VIII, 320 pages.
ISBN 9783161542909
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161570513
eBook PDF 99,00 €

In a wide historical framework, the present volume discusses the legal and social roles and positions of women in ancient
Judaism, early Christianity, and the surrounding Greco-Roman world. Sources investigated are documentary texts from
Egypt and the Judaean desert, selected writings from the Dead Sea and texts from the Hellenistic-Jewish, early Christian, and
Rabbinic traditions. The essays discuss issues of the liturgical function of women, their legal position with regard to
marriage and property, piety and purity issues as well as the problems of daily life, but also narrative images, role models
and clichés. The combination of historical source analysis and the approaches of gender studies leads to a more precise
perception of the construction of those images and patterns and their e ects in the various ancient cultures.
Survey of contents

Beate Ego : Frauengestalten und ihre Religion im Wandel. Von den Überlieferungen in der Hebräischen Bibel zu den
Apokryphen – Angela Standhartinger : Jüdische Liturginnen zur Zeit des zweiten Tempels – Cecilia Wassen : Purity Laws for
Men and Women in the Dead Sea Scrolls: A Comparison of Ideals and Praxis – Nicole Rupschus : Frauen im liturgischen und
weisheitlichen Kontext in 4Q502 und 4Q184. Ihr Aussagegehalt über die Gemeinschaft von Qumran und ihr Verhältnis zu
den gruppenspezi schen Texten – Kimberley Czajkowski : Law in the Babatha and Salome Komaise Archives: A New
Approach – Tal Ilan : Die Frauenarchive aus Elephantine und der Judäischen Wüste. Gesetzestexte und archäologische Funde
– Christina Kreinecker : Zum Alltagsleben von Frauen in neutestamentlicher Zeit anhand dokumentarischer Papyri – Michael
Sommer : Schriftkundige und Weltenbummler? Witwen, Schrifthermeneutik und die »Alltagswelt« der dokumentarischen
Papyri – Christfried Böttrich : Zwischen Sensibilität und Konvention. Rollenbilder von Frauen im lukanischen Doppelwerk –
Stephanie Janz : Characterisation in the Gospel of Mary – Annette Merz : »New« Woman? Bruce W. Winters These und ihre
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Rezeption in der exegetischen Diskussion kritisch beleuchtet – Michael Becker : »… denn sie war an Wunder gewöhnt«
(bTaan 25a). Die Frau des Charismatikers in der rabbinischen Literatur

Rahmsdorf, Olivia L.

Zeit und Ethik im Johannesevangelium
Theoretische, methodische und ex egetische Annäherungen an die Gunst der Stunde. Kontex te und
Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of New Testament Ethics. Band X
Volume 488
2019. XIII, 503 pages.
ISBN 9783161568756
sewn paper 99,00 €

The Gospel of John recounts numerous con icts between characters. Most of these con icts are triggered by the character's
diverging orientation in time. Even though searching for timeless norms in the Fourth Gospel might be a hopeless
endeavor, one can still nd several temporal norms worthy of recognition. For this reason, Olivia L. Rahmsdorf rst
describes the complex theoretical relation between time, ethics and narration, she then examines di erent literary tools to
recognize time in narrative texts and nally analyzes Johannine characters and their con icts in and with time.

ISBN 9783161568763
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Frederick, John

The Ethics of the Enactment and Reception of Cruciform Love
A Comparative Lex ical, Conceptual, Ex egetical, and Theological Study of Colossians 3:1–17
Volume 487
2019. XV, 266 pages.
ISBN 9783161552618
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161563577
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this book, John Frederick compares the words and the governing ethical pattern of thought in the catalogue of virtue and
vice in Colossians 3:5, 8, 12–17 with contemporaneous Greco-Roman and Jewish texts. He critiques the arguments of
scholars who have proposed that Paul is operating from a Stoic, Cynic, or Aristotelian ethical pattern of thought. On the
basis of these comparisons the author argues that the ethical terms and concepts of Colossians are most directly in uenced
by the words and concepts found in the texts of the Jewish traditions. Also, several of the ethical terms and concepts in
Colossians are absent and/or uncommon in the Greco-Roman sources surveyed but widely attested in the Jewish sources.
Colossians presents ethical material in the Jewish Two Ways tradition that is driven by a governing pattern of thought which
focuses on Christ-like transformation through the enactment and reception of cruciform love.

Hagen Pifer, Jeanette

Faith as Participation
An Ex egetical Study of Some Key Pauline Tex ts
Volume 486
2019. XV, 258 pages.
ISBN 9783161564765
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161564772
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In recent years, three particular debates have risen to the fore of Pauline Studies: the question of the centre of Pauline
theology, how to interpret the πίστις Χριστοῦ formula, and the relationship between divine and human agency. In the
present study, Jeanette Hagen Pifer contends that several of the apparent conundrums in recent Pauline scholarship turn
out to derive from an inadequate understanding of what Paul means by faith. By rst exploring the question of what Paul
means by faith outside of the classic justi cation passages in Romans and Galatians, she reveals faith as an active and
productive mode of human existence. Yet this existence is not a form of human self-achievement. On the contrary, faith is
precisely the denial of self-e ort and a dependence upon the prior gracious work of Christ. In this way, faith is self-negating
and self-involving participation in the Christ-event.

Scollo, Giuseppe G.

The Strength Needed to Enter the Kingdom of God
An Ex egetical and Theological Study of Luke 16,16 in Contex t
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Volume 485
2019. XL, 422 pages.
ISBN 9783161568596
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161568602
eBook PDF 94,00 €

By means of an in-depth study of Luke 16:16 and its context, Giuseppe G. Scollo intends to draw its readers into new
scholarly appreciation of one of the most ambiguous and discussed NT sayings, an authentic crux interpretum in modern
scholarship, that of the so-called »violence passage,« as recorded in the Gospel of Luke: »The law and the prophets lasted
until John; but from then on the kingdom of God is proclaimed, and everyone who enters does so with violence« (NAB
2011). While issues that still demand an explanation by modern-day exegetes are addressed (see the meaning of »violence«
contained in the verb biazomai, the identity of the alleged »violent« agents, and the nature of their action with regard to the
basileia of God), evidence warrants a new look at the teachings surrounding the Lucan verse and its narrative setting in the
light of the love commandment and its Targumic interpretation.

Dualismus, Dämonologie und diabolische Figuren
Religionshistorische Beobachtungen und theologische Reflex ionen
Hrsg. v. Jörg Frey u. Enno Edzard Popkes unter Mitarb. v. Stefanie Christine Hertel-Holst
Volume 484
2018. IX, 504 pages.
ISBN 9783161543371
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161558115
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Dualistic worldviews and demonic or devilish gures make frequent and varied appearances in both early Jewish and early
Christian texts. By setting out the background and charting the development of these notions in Second Temple Judaism,
this volume explains New Testament traditions within early Jewish contexts, focusing on issues of the origins of evil and its
eschatological removal, the role of eschatological opponents and the function of demons. Textually, the Dead Sea Scrolls
and other Second Temple texts are highlighted alongside the Jesus tradition. Four concluding contributions re ect the place
of demonological ideas in present theological thought and problems of handling them in church practice.

Studien zum Gottesbild im Johannesevangelium
Hrsg. v. Veronika Burz-Tropper
Volume 483
2019. IX, 306 pages.
ISBN 9783161569623
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161569630
eBook PDF

The whole of the New Testament is occupied with God and the discussion of him. New Testament scholarship, however,
barely treats God the Father as a separate subject. Because His signi cance is not to be neglected, the contributors to this
volume turn their attention to illuminating God the Father from various angles.
Survey of contents

Veronika Burz-Tropper: Einführung – Hermann Spieckermann: Gottes-Rede im Prolog des Johannesevangeliums.
Erkundungen zum alttestamentlichen Hintergrund – Jutta Leonhardt-Balzer: Die Aufnahme frühjüdischer Rede von Gott im
Johannesevangelium – Veronika Burz-Tropper: Joh 1,18 als Paradigma einer Theo-Logie des Johannesevangeliums – Olivia
Rahmsdorf und Ruben Zimmermann: Pas de deux. Christologie als Theologie im Johannesevangelium – Jan van der Watt:
An attempted coup? No, the Father is made known by his Son – Michael Theobald: Ein Gott oder »zwei Götter im Himmel«?
Zum Wandel der johanneischen »Parakletsprüche« – Reinhard Feldmeier: Der Vater des Gottessohnes und der Vater der
Gotteskinder – Christiane Zimmermann: Gottes rekreatorisches Handeln bei Paulus und Johannes I: Das »Lebendigmachen«
und das »aus Gott/von oben Gezeugtwerden« – Christina Hoegen-Rohls: Gottes rekreatorisches Handeln bei Paulus und
Johannes II: »Neue Schöpfung« und »Ewiges Leben« – Johannes Beutler SJ: »Gott ist Liebe« – Sinn und Bedeutung der
zentralen Gottesprädikation im ersten Johannesbrief – Jörg Frey: Zwischen der Majestät auf dem Thron und dem Gott, der
Liebe ist. Gott in der Johannesapokalypse und im Johannesevangelium

»Make Disciples of All Nations«
The Appeal and Authority of Christian Faith in Hellenistic-Roman Times
Ed. by Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Beth Langstaff, and Michael Tilly
Volume 482
2019. VI, 223 pages.
ISBN 9783161560163
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161566738
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The »Great Commission,« which Jesus gave to his disciples according to Matthew 28:19–20, is seen in Christianity as the
origin of the mission and the practice of baptism in the church. This text has undergone a great deal of intensive exegesis.
In the last 300 years in particular, it was the basis for the missionary work done by many Western churches in all parts of the
world, and apart from its signi cance for the motivation and validation of religious mission, this text was also used as a
means of strengthening colonial ideas and interests in developing countries. This volume deals with aspects of the early
Christian mission. The articles, which were presented originally at a symposium which took place from 30 September to 1
October 2014, cover problem areas in New Testament exegesis (Gospels, Acts, Paul and Deutero-Pauline letters) as well as in
church history (referring to traditions of mission in Africa and Asia), and together they provide an introduction into possible
interpretations and perspectives that emerge when reading selected literature attentively.
Survey of contents

Beth Langsta /Loren T. Stuckenbruck/Michael Tilly: Foreword – Loren T. Stuckenbruck: The »Children of the Earth« and
»Peoples« in Jewish Apocalyptic Expectation: A Conversation with the Gospel of Matthew – Günter Stemberger: Schüler und
Jünger im rabbinischen Judentum – Desta Heliso: A Nation and the Nations: An Understanding of Mission and Authority in
Matthew 28:18–20 in the Light of Ethiopian Christian Traditions – Rainer Riesner: Die Mission des Paulus: Territorialität,
Universalität und Heilsgeschichte – Hans-Joachim Eckstein: Die glaubenweckende Bezeugung des Evangeliums nach Paulus:
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ΤΟ ΕΥΑΓΓΕΛΙΟΝ ΕΥΑΓΓΕΛΙΖ ΕΣΘΑΙ – Korinna Zam r: Eusebeia , Sōtēria and Civic Loyalty in the Pastoral Epistles – Peter F.
Penner: Missionale Hermeneutik als Praxisgrundlage frühchristlicher Jüngerschaft (Lukas 24,44–49) – Gert Steyn: ΚΥΡΙΟΣ
ΙΗΣΟΥΣ as Mantra for Miracles (Acts 19:11–20) – Hermann Lichtenberger: Das Spottkruzi x vom Palatin und die
Inattraktivität des Christentums in der hellenistisch-römischen Welt – Li Tang: Monastic Movement as a Driving Force in
Syriac Christian Missions along the Ancient Silk Road

Farnes, Alan Taylor

Simply Come Copying
Direct Copies as Test Cases in the Quest for Scribal Habits
Volume 481
2019. XV, 253 pages.
ISBN 9783161569807
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161569814
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Over 5,000 copies of the New Testament exist today and not one matches the other exactly. Determining how a copyist
made changes to a manuscript – or, a scribe's habits – is an essential step in recovering the original text of the New
Testament and for appreciating how it has changed over time. For the vast majority of manuscripts, there is no way to know
which manuscript copied from which manuscript or, which manuscript is the child manuscript and which is the parent
manuscript. Alan Taylor Farnes, however, has discovered twenty-two child manuscripts whose parent version is still known
today. His letter-by-letter examination of four of these manuscripts sheds invaluable light on how scribes went about their
work and provides a methodology for future studies. Now we can virtually look over the scribe's shoulder and watch the
work as it unfolds.

Murray, Timothy J.

Restricted Generosity in the New Testament
Volume 480
2018. XIV, 275 pages.
ISBN 9783161564741
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161564758
eBook PDF 79,00 €

The importance of material generosity in early Christianity has been rmly established in New Testament research. Given
this consensus, Timothy J. Murray examines the New Testament texts for evidence of when, how and why the early
Christians restricted their generosity. Having also examined the restricted generosity of comparable social structures (Jewish
groups, Greco-Roman associations and the Hellenistic oikos ), the author argues that the self-conception of the early
Christians as members of a ctive-family was the most signi cant in uence on their practices of material generosity and its
restrictions, in which they drew heavily from existing cultural ideals regarding family reciprocity and support. Additionally,
the author argues (against the majority view) that evidence for organised poor-care in Jewish groups is meagre and nonexistent with regard to Greco-Roman associations.

Deacons and Diakonia in Early Christianity
The First Two Centuries
Ed. by Bart J. Koet, Edwina Murphy, and Esko Ryökäs
Volume 479
2018. XIV, 327 pages.
ISBN 9783161566462
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161566479
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In German-speaking countries, the role of the diaconate has been strongly in uenced by nineteenth-century ideas of
diakonia as service towards the poor. As important as the social initiatives stemming from this perspective have been, in
order to correctly understand deacons and diakonia in the early church, we must go back to the sources. For this volume,
focused on the rst two centuries of Christianity, scholars from a range of backgrounds consider the use of diakonos and
related words in the New Testament and extra-biblical sources, both Christian and otherwise. These texts reveal what
deacons actually did, helping us to understand the past and giving guidance for the present, particularly in ecumenical
discussions concerning the ministry.
Survey of contents

Munib Younan: Foreword
A) Introduction
Bart J. Koet/Edwina Murphy/Esko Ryökäs: Assessing the Role and Function of an Assistant: The Deacon in the First Two
Centuries of Christianity
B) Biblical Sources
Peter-Ben Smit: Exegetical Notes on Mark 10:42–45: Who Serves Whom? – John N. Collins: The Rhetorical Value of Διακονin Matthew 25:44 – Bart J. Koet: Luke 10:38–42 and Acts 6:1–7: a Lukan Diptych on Διακονία – Bart J. Koet: Like a Royal
Wedding. On the Signi cance of Diakonos in John 2:1–11 – Joke H. A. Brinkhof: Philip, One of the Seven in Acts (6:1–6; 8:4–
40; 21:8) – Margaret Mowczko: What did Phoebe's Position and Ministry as Διάκονος of the Church at Cenchrea Involve? –
Anni Hentschel: Paul's Apostleship and the Concept of Διακονία in 2 Corinthians – Lauri Thurén: Divine Headhunting? The
Function of the Quali cations of Deacons in 1 Tim 3:8–13
C) The Earliest Christian (Extra-Biblical) Sources
John Granger Cook: Pliny's Tortured Ministrae : Female Deacons in the Ancient Church? – Bart J. Koet: The Bishop and his
Deacons. Ignatius of Antioch's View on Ministry: Two-fold or Three-fold? – John N. Collins: Διακον- and Deacons in Clement
of Alexandria – Bart J. Koet: Isaiah 60:17 as a Key for Understanding the Two-fold Ministry of Ἐπισκόποι and Διάκονοι
according to First Clement (1 Clem. 42:5) – Mark Grundeken: What Do »Deacons« Do in the Shepherd of Hermas ? – Clayton
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N. Je ord: Understanding the Concept of Deacon in the Didache – Paul Foster: Deacons (Διάκονοι) and Dιακονία in the
Writings of Justin and Irenaeus – Sera m Seppälä: Deacons in Acts of Thomas and Related Early Syriac Literature – Anni
Maria Laato: Tertullian and the Deacons – Bart J. Koet: Dreaming about Deacons in the Passio Perpetuae – Anssi Voitila:
Deacons in the Texts Contemporary with the New Testament (Philo of Alexandria and Josephus)

Riley, Paul C.J.

The Lord of the Gospel of John
Narrative Theory, Tex tual Criticism, and the Semantics of Kyrios
Volume 478
2019. XII, 223 pages.
ISBN 9783161568305
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161568312
eBook PDF 69,00 €

In the Gospel of John, one aspect of Jesus' divinity is his lordship. Paul C.J. Riley examines Jesus' lordship through the use of
one Christological title, kyrios , a word which can be translated as Lord, master, owner or sir. Because kyrios is often used
by characters in the narrative, Riley considers it from a narrative perspective. As a result, the rst question he examines is
how kyrios functions. In addition, due to textual variation for some occurrences of kyrios , the next question addressed is
where kyrios is. From a rm narrative and textual foundation, the nal question the author asks is what kyrios means. The
answers to these three questions provide a comprehensive understanding of Jesus' divine lordship in the Gospel of John.

Vanhoye, Albert

A Perfect Priest
Studies in the Letter to the Hebrews
Ed. and translated by Nicholas J. Moore and Richard J. Ounsworth
Volume 477
2018. X, 330 pages.
ISBN 9783161542893
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161563638
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Albert Vanhoye is one of the most prominent French biblical scholars of the period following the Second Vatican Council,
with an academic career spanning eight decades and publications in numerous European languages. Amidst diverse
interests, the Letter to the Hebrews has remained the central focus of his scholarship throughout his career. This volume
collects sixteen of his most signi cant essays on Hebrews, covering a variety of topics and approaches, with an emphasis on
the key themes of priesthood and sacri ce. The essays are presented for the rst time in English translation, with an
introduction by the editors summarizing Vanhoye's contribution and analysing the central features of his work.
Survey of contents
Part One: Priesthood and Sacri ce
Christ as High Priest in Hebrews 2.17–18 – The Place and Meaning of Hebrews 5.1–10 – The teleiōsis of Christ: Chief Point of
Hebrews' Priestly Christology – 'By the Greater and More Perfect Tent' (Hebrews 9.11) – Eternal Spirit and Sacri cial Fire in
Hebrews 9.14 – Earthly Sanctuary and Heavenly Sanctuary in the Letter to the Hebrews – Historical Recollection and
Theological Creativity in the Letter to the Hebrews
Part Two: Thematic Studies
The Law in the Letter to the Hebrews – The God of the New Covenant in the Letter to the Hebrews – Universal Salvation
through Christ and the Validity of the Old Covenant – Christ as Re-creator of Humanity and Restorer of Human Rights,
according to the Letter to the Hebrews
Part Three: Exegetical Studies
The οἰκουμένη in the Letter to the Hebrews – Long Journey or Imminent Access? The Biblical Context of Hebrews 3.7–4.11 –
Hebrews 6.7–8 and the Rabbinic Mashal – The Faith of Jesus? On Hebrews 12.2: 'Jesus, Author and Perfecter of Faith' – The
Literary Question of Hebrews 13.1–6

Christopher, Dany

The Appropriation of Passover in Luke-Acts
Volume 476
2018. XIII, 253 pages.
ISBN 9783161551482
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161563751
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Within Lukan scholarship, studies on the theme of Passover have mostly been con ned to the pericope of the Last Supper
(Luke 22:1–20). Few have ventured outside it and explored the presence, let alone the signi cance, of the theme in other
passages throughout Luke-Acts. Thus, the aim of this study by Dany Christopher is to show where, how, and why Luke
appropriates the theme of Passover in his writings. The author proposes that besides the passion narrative, allusions to
Passover can be found in three other sets of passages: the infancy narrative, the Parousia discourses in Luke 12 and Luke
17, and the rescue stories of Peter (Acts 12) and Paul (Acts 27). He shows that the theme of Passover plays a major role in
how Luke structures his narratives and conveys the message of God's salvation.
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Davis, Jr., Phillip A.

The Place of Paideia in Hebrews' Moral Thought
Volume 475
2018. XII, 291 pages.
ISBN 9783161560033
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161560040
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In Hebrews 12:1–17 the author seeks to encourage the readers by interpreting their su erings as paideia from God. Scholars
have typically interpreted this paideia either as corrective reproof or formative training, but by examining the passage in
light of Hebrews' ethics, the ancient practice of corporal punishment, and the author's quotation of Proverbs 3:11–12,
Phillip A. Davis, Jr. shows this dichotomy to be untenable. The main problem Hebrews addresses is the danger of sinning,
not apostasy per se . Yet because Hebrews rejects second repentance, paideia cannot be corrective. At the same time,
ancient education had as its goal moral formation, which always involved the pain of physical punishments. The author
draws on this commonplace to suggest that the pain of the audience's su erings should be taken as a concomitant part of
their formation in the righteousness the »epistle« demands of them.

Karaman, Elif Hilal

Ephesian Women in Greco-Roman and Early Christian Perspective
Volume 474
2018. XIII, 193 pages.
ISBN 9783161556531
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161560668
eBook PDF 74,00 €

In this volume, Elif Hilal Karaman examines the lives of Ephesian women in their historical and social contexts, considering
in particular their roles as mothers, wives, teachers, and individuals in the private and public spheres. She presents GrecoRoman and early Christian sources relevant to Ephesus and relating to women, including more than 300 Ephesian
inscriptions, and analyses them comparatively. By doing this she illuminates the impact of early Christianity upon the roles
of women. The evidence presented demonstrates the extent to which early Christian authors utilized Greco-Roman cultural
elements to construct a social background for the nascent Christian communities for whom they wrote. Elif Hilal Karaman's
work thus advocates for the interpretation of early Christian texts in conversation with local archaeological and literary
evidence in order to develop more nuanced understandings of the social and historical contexts of these important works.

Lookadoo, Jonathon

The High Priest and the Temple
Metaphorical Depictions of Jesus in the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch
Volume 473
2018. XVI, 355 pages.
ISBN 9783161560712
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161560729
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Jonathon Lookadoo explores Ignatius's pairing of high priestly and temple metaphors in order to understand more clearly
how Ignatius viewed Jesus and the church. The metaphors of high priest and temple are closely related in three of Ignatius's
letters. This study allows readers to appreciate better how Ignatius portrayed Jesus's identity and work. The author also
sheds light on how some of Ignatius's audiences were to demonstrate unity. By exploring each metaphor with a view to its
rhetorical function in a particular letter as well as to similar imagery in early Jewish and early Christian literature, Jonathon
Lookadoo freshly illuminates Ignatius's letters in a way that is of interest not only to Ignatian scholars, but to all who study
early Christian letters, rhetoric, and theology in the rst two centuries CE.

Friis, Martin

Image and Imitation
Josephus' Antiquities 1–11 and Greco-Roman Historiography
Volume 472
2018. XIII, 242 pages.
ISBN 9783161564666
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161564673
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Flavius Josephus ranks among the most in uential and proli c ancient Jewish writers. His account of near-contemporary
events in the Jewish War and the latter half of the Jewish Antiquities have often been subjected to critical scrutiny.
Josephus' writings, however, also include an account of the most remote past of the Jewish people in the rst eleven books
of the Jewish Antiquities . Yet, only rarely has this part of his authorship been subjected to a historiographically oriented
analysis.Martin Friiso ers such an analysis with emphasis on Josephus' various strategies of self-presentation. He provides
numerous examples of the comprehensiveness of Josephus' self-presentational style, and shows how Josephus consistently
presents himself as a capable and competent historian in a manner that is highly reminiscent of, and easily comparable to,
that of some of the greatest ancient Greco-Roman historians.

Buol, Justin

Martyred for the Church
Memorializations of the Effective Deaths of Bishop Martyrs in the Second Century CE
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Volume 471
2018. X, 334 pages.
ISBN 9783161563898
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161563904
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Justin Buol analyzes the writings connected with the deaths of Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of Smyrna, and
Pothinus of Lyons in light of earlier accounts of the noble deaths of military, political, and religious leaders from GrecoRoman literature and the Bible, which record bene ts accruing to a group on account of its leader's death. The author
argues that the accounts of these three bishops' martyrdoms draw upon those prior models in order to portray the bishops
as dying to unite, protect, and strengthen the Church, oppose false teaching and apostasy, and solidify the teaching role of
the episcopal o ce. Finally, by providing a foundation for Irenaeus to argue for apostolic succession, these second-century
bishop martyrs also help form a lasting contribution to the growth of episcopal power.

Covington, Eric

Functional Teleology and the Coherence of Ephesians
A Comparative and Reception-Historical Approach
Volume 470
2018. XVIII, 268 pages.
ISBN 9783161560750
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161560767
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Eric Covington examines the way in which Ephesians coherently holds together cosmological, Christological, ecclesiological,
and ethical elements within its vision of the early Christian way of life. He begins by investigating the extent to which the
categories of functional teleology featured within ethical re ection in both Greco-Roman and early Jewish traditions. Next,
he analyzes the letter's Auslegungsgeschichte , focusing on Thomas Aquinas' medieval commentary, to demonstrate how
Ephesians has previously been interpreted through the lens of teleology. Finally, he turns to an historical-exegetical
examination of Ephesians to demonstrate the way in which the letter uses the categories and concepts of functional
teleology. He concludes that Ephesians identi es the appropriate way of life in light of an individual and ecclesial telos
within God's ultimus nis for all of creation.

Gosbell, Louise A.

»The Poor, the Crippled, the Blind, and the Lame«
Physical and Sensory Disability in the Gospels of the New Testament
Volume 469
2018. XVIII, 409 pages.
ISBN 9783161551321
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161559204
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The New Testament gospels feature numerous social exchanges between Jesus and people with various physical and
sensory disabilities. Despite this, traditional biblical scholarship has not seen these people as agents in their own right but
existing only to highlight the actions of Jesus as a miracle worker. In this study, Louise A. Gosbell uses disability as a lens
through which to explore a number of these passages anew. Using the cultural model of disability as the theoretical basis,
she explores the way that the gospel writers, as with other writers of the ancient world, used the language of disability as a
means of understanding, organising, and interpreting the experiences of humanity. Her investigation highlights the ways in
which the gospel writers reinforce and re ect, as well as subvert, culturally-driven constructions of disability in the ancient
world.

Thomas, Matthew J.

Paul's 'Works of the Law' in the Perspective of Second Century Reception
Volume 468
2018. XVI, 269 pages.
ISBN 9783161562754
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161562815
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Paul writes that we are justi ed by faith apart from 'works of the law', a disputed term that represents a fault line between
'o ld' and 'new' perspectives on Paul. Was the Apostle reacting against the Jews' good works done to earn salvation, or the
Mosaic Law's practices that identi ed the Jewish people? Matthew J. Thomas examines how Paul's second century readers
understood these points in con ict, how they relate to 'o ld' and 'new' perspectives, and what their collective witness
suggests about the Apostle's own meaning. Surprisingly, these early witnesses align closely with the 'new' perspective,
though their reasoning often di ers from both viewpoints. They suggest that Paul opposes these works neither due to
moralism, nor primarily for experiential or social reasons, but because the promised new law and covenant, which are
transformative and universal in scope, have come in Christ.
This work was named »Jesus Creed Book of the Year 2018« on Scot McKnight's Jesus Creed blog.
»Thomas's work on second-century interpreters is a signi cant contribution to reception or e ective-history in general and
certainly will have a transformative e ect on the character of contemporary interpretation of Paul's texts.«
Timothy Gombis in Bulletin for Biblical Research Vol. 29, No. 4, 2019

Kwon, JongHyun

The Historical Jesus' Death as 'Forgiveness of Sins'
A Comparative Study of Paul and Matthew
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Volume 467
2018. XII, 250 pages.
ISBN 9783161560170
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161563744
eBook PDF 79,00 €

JongHyun Kwon's research aims to discover whether the historical Jesus understood his death as a means of forgiveness by
comparing Paul and Matthew's treatment of these themes. The strong tie between Jesus' death and forgiveness of sin in
nascent Christianity is attenuated in Jesus research. Hence, the author's central question: Is this a true understanding of the
historical Jesus, or a post-Easter theology? JongHyun Kwon's investigation is conducted through a comparison of the
Pauline epistles and the Gospel of Matthew. The result is then compared against Jewish writings contemporary to Jesus.
Through this methodology, JongHyun Kwon nds that Paul and Matthew correspond to one another on the issue of the
strong a nity between Jesus' death and forgiveness. He then concludes that the historical Jesus may have understood his
death as a means of forgiveness, as they describe.

Stewart Lester, Olivia

Prophetic Rivalry, Gender, and Economics
A Study in Revelation and Sibylline Oracles 4–5
Volume 466
2018. XIII, 239 pages.
ISBN 9783161556517
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161559440
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Olivia Stewart Lester examines true and false prophecy at the intersections of interpretation, gender, and economics in
Revelation, Sibylline Oracles 4–5, and contemporary ancient Mediterranean texts. With respect to gender, these texts
construct a discourse of divine violence against prophets, in which masculine divine domination of both male and female
prophets reinforces the authenticity of the prophetic message. Regarding economics, John and the Jewish sibyllists resist the
economic actions of political groups around them, especially Rome, by imagining an alternate universe with a new
prophetic economy. In this economy, God requires restitution from human beings, whose evil behavior incurs debt. The
ongoing appeal of prophecy as a rhetorical strategy in Revelation and Sibylline Oracles 4–5, and the ongoing rivalries in
which these texts engage, argue for prophecy's continuing signi cance in a larger ancient Mediterranean religious context.

Holmes, Christopher T.

The Function of Sublime Rhetoric in Hebrews
A Study in Hebrews 12:18–29
Volume 465
2018. XVIII, 234 pages.
ISBN 9783161557521
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161559433
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this study, Christopher T. Holmes provides a focused analysis of the rhetorical and stylistic features of Hebrews 12:18–29,
their intended e ects upon the audience, and the role of the passage in the larger argument of Hebrews. He draws
extensively from the rst-century treatise, De Sublimitate , arguing that it provides a signi cant context for interpreting the
rhetoric and style of Hebrews. Although New Testament scholars have drawn signi cantly from the ancient handbooks of
Aristotle, Quintilian, and Cicero in the last several decades, this is the rst monograph-length study to use De Sublimitate
as the primary analytical tool for New Testament interpretation. The result of the study shows that the author's e orts to
move the readers »beyond persuasion« shed new light on the thought and genre of Hebrews. Christopher T. Holmes o ers
both exegetical insights about Hebrews and an additional way to think about the distinctiveness of early Christian rhetoric.

Mathew, Bincy

The Johannine Footwashing as the Sign of Perfect Love
An Ex egetical Study of John 13:1–20
Volume 464
2018. XXIII, 516 pages.
ISBN 9783161551451
sewn paper 114,00 €
ISBN 9783161555954
eBook PDF 114,00 €

The account of the footwashing in the Fourth Gospel has no proper parallel in antiquity. Bincy Mathew provides a critical
and thorough exegetical analysis of the footwashing (Jn 13:1–20) and shows that an explanation of the footwashing as
humble service or Christian humility or a reversal of social roles fails to fully capture the revelatory character of the
footwashing. She argues that the footwashing is a symbolic pre guration of Jesus' death on the cross enacted during the
last supper to manifest his perfect love for his own and continue to make its e ect through the disciples whom he sends.
This loving action is Jesus' gift of life to those who commit themselves to this washing, which is expected to ow out from
the participants of the footwashing to others unconditionally because the source of such action is the normative action of
the Master and the Lord. In this book, Bincy Mathew addresses the literary, structural, and semantic unity of the
footwashing pericope within the intra-textual contours of the Fourth Gospel.

Stolz, Lukas

Der Höhepunkt des Hebräerbriefs
Hebräer 12,18–29 und seine Bedeutung für die Struktur und die Theologie des Hebräerbriefs
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Volume 463
2018. XXIV, 527 pages.
ISBN 9783161557545
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161559396
eBook PDF 109,00 €

The special structural and theological signi cance of Hebrews 12, 18–19 has often been postulated in research on the Letter
to the Hebrews. In this volume though, Lukas Stolz comprehensively questions for the rst time whether or to what extent
this segment can be both structurally and theologically considered the culmination of Hebrews. After discussing important
introductory questions, the author's exegesis investigates numerous aspects of interpreting this theologically extremely
dense excerpt in detail and from a variety of tangents. In conclusion the literary, rhetorical, and content references to the
climatic character of Hebr. 12, 18–29 are exhaustively revealed. By comparing it with what ancient teachers of rhetoric would
demand of a good peroration, the author argues that this section of Hebrews is indeed just that.

Nyström, David E.

The Apology of Justin Martyr
Literary Strategies and the Defence of Christianity
Volume 462
2018. XIV, 182 pages.
ISBN 9783161557613
sewn paper 69,00 €

In his Apologia pro Christianis , Justin Martyr uses some major apologetic strategies to defend and promote Christianity.
These are here identi ed as the 'logos doctrine', the 'theft theory', the 'proof from prophecy' and the demonological
arguments. David E. Nyström analyses each strategy on its own terms as well as in relation to the others in order for them to
yield a picture of how they work, rhetorically and literarily, in Justin's grand argument. He also explores possible literary
models as well as the purpose and function of the literary form Justin chose for his work.

ISBN 9783161557620
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Prothro, James B.

Both Judge and Justifier
Biblical Legal Language and the Act of Justifying in Paul
Volume 461
2018. XIII, 280 pages.
ISBN 9783161561160
sewn paper 84,00 €

Paul often says that God »justi es« people in Christ, but what does that mean God does? The language appears legal, but
many other interpretations have been suggested. Beginning from the use of this language in Judaism and early Christianity,
James B. Prothro investigates biblical legal con icts and the terminology of »justi cation« in Paul's letters to determine what
it means for Paul to say that God as judge is the »justi er« of those who trust in Christ.

ISBN 9783161561177
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Harker, Christina

The Colonizers' Idols
Paul, Galatia, and Empire in New Testament Studies
Volume 460
2018. XIII, 242 pages.
ISBN 9783161550669
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161559044
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this work, Christina Harker deconstructs the prevailing treatment of the New Testament as anti-imperial by
contextualizing both New Testament scholarship and the Galatian experience within imperialist discourses that survived the
dissolution of conventional empires in the twentieth century. She critiques simplistic treatments of empire as post-imperial
(that is, replicating patterns of imperialist ideology, albeit unwittingly). To solve the problem, a new interpretation of
Galatians is proposed that reworks and complicates the portrait of the Galatians themselves, rather than Paul, within what
then emerges as a diverse social world peopled by complex individuals with heterogeneous social and cultural identities.
The author is thus able to show how New Testament scholars who rehabilitate the Bible and Paul as anti-empire perpetuate
the same imperialist modes of interpretation they seek to repudiate.

Niederhofer, Veronika

Konversion in den Paulus- und Theklaakten
Eine narrative Form der Paulusrezeption
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Volume 459
2017. XII, 279 pages.
ISBN 9783161551437
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161558290
eBook PDF 94,00 €

The Acts of Paul and Thecla tell of Thecla's conversion and how she began to proclaim the Christian faith. What early
Christian concepts of conversion, discipleship and faith development can be gleaned from this narrative? And what
information does the text o er about the successive spread of Christianity in ancient society at the end of the second
century? Veronika Niederhofer's analytic narrative exegesis vouches for the Acts of Paul and Thecla's historical and
theological importance for early Christian piety and its conceptual world. The author shows that the story can be read as a
layered drama paradigmatically describing the theme of conversion as a dynamic and multi-stage process in the changing of
worlds, and thus demonstrates a new and subtle form of Paul exegesis through the narrative application of canonical texts,
and Pauline ideas in particular.

Rüggemeier, Jan

Poetik der markinischen Christologie
Eine kognitiv-narratologische Ex egese
Volume 458
2017. XIII, 623 pages.
ISBN 9783161557507
sewn paper 119,00 €
ISBN 9783161557897
eBook PDF 119,00 €

Narrative exegesis is an important paradigm of more recent research on Mark's gospel. One of the main research problems
till now though has been bringing historic-critical methods and synchronic approaches together in a uni ed system of
interpretation. The so-called cognitive turn in narratology points beyond a purely text-immanent analysis, allowing
multifaceted interactions between recipient and narration to be described. In this study, Jan Rüggemeier presents an
appropriate methodology and systematically traces the cognitive image the reader of Mark's gospel progressively gains of
the protagonists and how the individual perspectives of the characters in uence his apprehension of the main character.
The Marcan Christology thus shows itself to be emergent – Jesus' identity is not revealed before the end of the narration
and is based on text-external foreknowledge – particularly the confessional traditions – of the intended recipients.
This work was awarded the Armin Schmitt Prize 2017 and the Manfred Lautenschlaeger Award for Theological Promise 2019.

Rupschus, Nicole

Frauen in Qumran
Volume 457
2017. XII, 335 pages.
ISBN 9783161556470
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161557828
eBook PDF 84,00 €

Nicole Rupschus touches upon classical and current issues in Qumran research relating to the community's inhabitants, the
intention of its texts, and the source value of the Essenes accounts to discover the role played by women. Her consideration
of three important elements – the archaeology, the sectarian texts found in caves near and next to Qumran, and the ancient
accounts of the Essenes – are vital in enabling her to draw conclusions about the skeletons of women and children found in
burial grounds. Other focal points are the Damascus and Serekh texts as well as the Rule of the Congregation, the
connections between them, and their assignments to the community. Together with a nal content analysis of the ancient
Essene texts, a fresh image of women is revealed that opens up new perspectives in Qumran research.

Howell, Justin R.

The Pharisees and Figured Speech in Luke-Acts
Volume 456
2017. XII, 386 pages.
ISBN 9783161550232
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161550249
eBook PDF 94,00 €

A scholarly consensus holds that Luke is ambivalent toward the Pharisees, or at least that he has left readers with an
ambiguous depiction of them. What previous evaluations of the Lukan Pharisees have left unanswered, however, is why
Luke would give such an impression of these characters and then what might lie behind the rhetorical e ects of ambiguity.
Justin R. Howell reevaluates the long-standing debate about the Pharisees in Luke-Acts, arguing the thesis that there is
ambiguity in the Lukan Pharisees because, in his portrayals of them, the author has applied what ancient Greco-Roman
rhetoricians call » gured speech.« The fact that the Lukan Pharisees appear ambiguous to some readers does not necessarily
mean that Luke was also undecided about or ambivalent toward them, for the use of gured speech can presuppose a rm
and critical stance on the characters in view.

Li, Soeng Yu

Paul's Teaching on the Pneumatika in 1 Corinthians 12–14
Prophecy as the Paradigm of ta Charismata ta Meizona for the Future-Oriented Ekklēsia
Volume 455
2017. XX, 543 pages.
ISBN 9783161551468
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161554605
eBook PDF 109,00 €

In this study, Soeng Yu Li explores Paul's understanding of the charismata in 1 Corinthians 12–14 and why the apostle
focuses on the charisma of prophecy in 1 Corinthians 14. After demonstrating that the semantic relationship between
charismata and pneumatika is to be understood as meronymy, the author then o ers an exegesis of 1 Corinthians 12–14
from a meronymic point of view. In 1 Corinthians 12–14, Paul teaches about the topic pneumatika , the things that
characterize the life of the pneumatikoi . Paul teaches the Corinthians that as pneumatikoi , both their behaviour and their
practice of their apportioned charismata must be characterized by agapē . Only in this way can they build up the ekklēsia
in the here and now towards the promised eschatological future. To illustrate his teaching, Paul uses prophecy as the
paradigm of ta charismata ta meizona for the gathered ekklēsia living in the future-oriented present.
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Dunne, John Anthony

Persecution and Participation in Galatians
Volume 454
2017. XII, 248 pages.
ISBN 9783161554179
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161554186
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In his letter to the Galatians, Paul writes that his Gentile audience should not illegitimately appropriate Jewish customs,
especially circumcision. As a way to understand why Paul deems circumcision in this context to be so egregious, being a
matter of apostasy rather than simply an adiaphoron, John Anthony Dunne argues that the themes of su ering and
persecution point to the coercive nature of the con ict in Galatia. What is at stake for Paul is allegiance to the cruci ed
Christ. Due to the realities inaugurated by the Christ-event and the implications of participating in the Messiah's death and
resurrection, su ering for the sake of the cross is to be endured instead of succumbing to the compulsion to be circumcised.
Su ering persecution, rather than receiving circumcision, demarcates the true people of God who are set apart in Christ for
future blessing and vindication.

Christ of the Sacred Stories
Ed. by Predrag Dragutinović, Tobias Nicklas, Kelsie G. Rodenbiker, and V ladan Tatalović
Volume 453
2017. XI, 379 pages.
ISBN 9783161545108
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161556029
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The New Testament writings do not o er systematic Christology in the usual sense. In a certain way, however, they present
more than just one systematic Christology and tell stories about and develop images of Jesus Christ. This is implicitly the
case in texts like Paul's letters or the Book of Revelation. The present volume presents contributions dealing with Christ
Stories in various New Testament and some non-canonical Christian texts, and others which raise the question of whether it
is possible to describe (from a distinctly Christian perspective) Christ Stories present in Old Testament writings such as Isaiah
or the Psalms. Contributions written from the perspective of Orthodox scholars are to be read in dialogue with the articles
from Western authors – and vice versa. The book honors two important exegetes, Bishop Dr. Irinej Bulović and Prof. Dr.
Ulrich Luz.
Survey of contents
I New Testament Books
Ulrich Luz: Der »Christus« der Matthäusgeschichte – Franz Tóth: Die inklusive Jesusgeschichte des Matthäusevangeliums
zwischen Judentum und orthodoxer Kirche. Eine Response auf Ulrich Luz – David du Toit: »Es ist nichts Geheimes, das nicht
ans Licht kommen soll.« Verhüllung und Enthüllung als Erzählmotiv und als narrative Strategie im Markusevangelium – Jens
Schröter: The Story of Jesus Christ According to Luke-Acts – Wolfgang Grünstäudl: Companions, Hairs, and Swords.
Preliminary Remarks on Dys/functional Variation in Luke's Story of Christ – Armand Puig i Tàrrech: Theological Parallels in
the Infancy Narratives (Mt 1–2; Lk 1–2) – Christos Karakolis: Is Jesus a Prophet according to the Witness of the Fourth
Gospel? A Narrative-Critical Perspective – Karl-Wilhelm Niebuhr: Christ of Paul's story. Jesus Christ – Son of David and Son
of God – Theodor Stoitchev: Jesus – Mensch von oben: Eine Diskussion mit Karl-Wilhelm Niebuhr – Tobias Nicklas: Gibt es
eine Christuserzählung des 2. Thessalonicherbriefes? – Predrag Dragutinović: Μνημόνευε Ἰησοῦν Χριστόν (2Tim 2,8):
Jesusgeschichte und Pauluserzählung in den Pastoralbriefen – Susanne Luther: The Christ of James's Story – Michael
Sommer: Die Jesusgeschichte und die Identitätsgeschichte der O enbarung
II Other Early Christian Writings
Konrad Schwarz: Der »lebendige Jesus« im Thomasevangelium – Julia A. Snyder: Christ of the Acts of Andrew and Matthias
– Paul Foster: The Story of Christ in the Writings of Ignatius
III Old Testament Perpectives
Tobias Nicklas: Isaiah's Story about Christ? Trying to Understand Early Christian Perspectives on Isaiah 7:14 – Erik Eynikel:
Response to: Tobias Nicklas, »Isaiah's Story about Christ? Trying to Understand Early Christian Perspectives on Isa 7:14« –
Mikhael Seleznev: Christ of the Psalms' Story – Nenad Božović: Ps 2,7–8 im Narrativ des Markusevangeliums

W ilson, Andrew J.

The Warning-Assurance Relationship in 1 Corinthians
Volume 452
2017. XII, 223 pages.
ISBN 9783161551314
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161554674
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Paul's rst letter to the Corinthians contains both emphatic warnings and strong statements of assurance, and the
relationship between them has often puzzled interpreters. At times, it sounds as if Paul is warning the Corinthians lest they
forfeit their eschatological salvation; at others, it sounds like he is assuring them that they will not. Attempts to harmonise
the two stances have often ended up nullifying the warnings, or the assurances, or both.
In this fresh analysis of all the relevant texts, Andrew J. Wilson demonstrates that Paul's warnings and assurances stand in
tension with each other, and suggests that this tension is both coherent, and, in actual fact, deliberate on Paul's part.
Discussions of perseverance and apostasy in Paul, grace and works, and the relationship between divine and human
agency, will all now need to reckon with this important contribution.

Morris, Michael J.

Warding Off Evil
Apotropaic Tradition in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Synoptic Gospels
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Volume 451
2017. XV, 296 pages.
ISBN 9783161552632
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161555855
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this study, Michael J. Morris examines aspects of synoptic gospel demonology; speci cally, human responses to demonic
evil. It is clear that early Christian demonology can be more fully understood against the background of early Jewish
traditions. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, for instance, there are two fundamental ways by which protection against demons is
sought. The rst anti-demonic method is »exorcism,« and the second is characterized by its preventative nature and is
typically referred to as »apotropaism.« Although many contributions have been made on the topic of exorcism in the
gospels, less attention has been paid to the presence of apotropaic features in the gospel texts. Therefore, Michael J. Morris
o ers a timely examination of apotropaic tradition in early Judaism and its signi cance for demonological material in the
synoptic gospels. He shows how the presence of apotropaisms not only shape conversations about early Christian
demonology, but also have broader implications for the understanding of evil, eschatology, and the depiction of Jesus in
relation to each gospel.

The Crucified Apostle
Essays on Peter and Paul
Ed. by Todd A. W ilson and Paul R. House
Volume 450
2017. XIV, 367 pages.
ISBN 9783161539985
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161556104
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Peter and Paul have fascinated Christians since the rst century. Though often pitted against one another in scholarship
and popular imagination, they respected one another. They found common ground in the cruci ed and risen Christ Jesus,
and in service to his body, the church. This volume continues the long, rich conversation about these two essential, fallible
apostles.
In seventeen essays, including one of Peter Stuhlmacher's nal published works, the contributors probe enduring issues in
ways that provide fresh insights. They strive to advance New Testament scholarship by addressing Peter and Paul's historical
interaction, their intertextual exegesis, and Paul's view of Pastoral Theology. Their focus on intertextuality re ects Peter's
and Paul's saturation in scripture and their focus on Jewish and Gentile relationships seeks to foster unity in church and
culture.
Survey of contents
Peter and Paul in Apostolic Dialogue
Peter Stuhlmacher: Reconciled Diversity, translated by Wayne Coppins – Joel Willitts: One Torah for Another—The Halakhic
Conversion of Jewish Believers: Paul's Response to Peter's Halakhic Equivocation in Galatians 2:11–21
Peter in Intertextual Context
Christopher A. Beetham: Eschatology and the Book of Proverbs in 1 Peter – Paul R. House: Scripture, the Day of the Lord,
and Holiness: Biblical Theology in 2 Peter 3
Paul in Intertextual Context
John Dennis: Jesus as the Scapegoat: Paul's Atonement Theology in Romans 8:3 in the Context of Romans 5—7 – Alexander
N. Kirk: Future Justi cation in the Golden Chain of Romans 8 – Douglas C. Mohrmann: Paul's Use of Scripture in Romans 9
—11 as Palimpsest: Literature in the Second Degree – Panagiotis Kantartzis: Israel as ἐχθροὶ and ἀγαπητοὶ in Romans
11:28: An Isaianic Paradox and Its Pauline Application – Joel White: Identifying Intertextual Exegesis in Paul: Methodological
Considerations and a Test Case (1 Corinthians 6:5) – Je Wisdom: Opening the Heart: Compassion and Su ering in Paul's
Apostolic Ministry in the Corinthian Correspondence – H. H. Drake Williams III: Imitate Me as I Imitate Christ: Considering
the Jewish Perspective in Paul's Use of Imitation in 1 Corinthians – William N. Wilder: 'To Whom Has the Arm of the Lord
Been Revealed?': Signs and Wonders in Paul's Isaianic Mission to the Gentiles (Romans 15:18–21 and Galatians 3:1–5) – Todd
A. Wilson: Scripting and the Rhetoric of Wilderness in Galatians
Key Themes in Paul
Wesley Hill: The God of Israel—Cruci ed?: Philippians 2:5–11 and the Question of the Vulnerability of God – Sean
McDonough: Paul and the Semantics of 'Justi cation'; or What Do We Talk about When We Talk about Righteousness? –
Elizabeth E. Shively: The σῶμα and the Transformation of Persons in the Letter to the Romans – Michael Allen: Self-Denial

Trozzo, Lindsey M.

Exploring Johannine Ethics
A Rhetorical Approach to Moral Efficacy in the Fourth Gospel Narrative
Volume 449
2017. XIV, 235 pages.
ISBN 9783161557415
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161557736
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Exploring the ways of thinking and living that the narrative in the Gospel of John would likely have engendered Lindsey M.
Trozzo utilizes rhetorical analysis to facilitate a fresh approach to the long-standing »problem« of Johannine ethics. She
considers four rhetorical features: participation in genre, incorporation of encomiastic topics, metaleptic extension of those
topics, and appropriation of structural devices as guides for interpreting the story's narrative and rhetorical trajectory. Each
rhetorical feature is de ned and situated in its ancient literary context to provide a theoretical framework for discussion.
From there, the author explores the presence of the rhetorical feature in the Fourth Gospel. She nds that Johannine ethics
engages the audience in moral deliberation rather than delivering explicit ethical propositions. Despite the lack of explicit
ethical material in the Fourth Gospel, Exploring Johannine Ethics demonstrates that there is much we can say about John's
elusive ethics.
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Marshall, Jill E.

Women Praying and Prophesying in Corinth
Gender and Inspired Speech in First Corinthians
Volume 448
2017. XIII, 255 pages.
ISBN 9783161555039
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161555046
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In First Corinthians, Paul makes two con icting statements about women's speech: He crafts a di cult argument about
whether men and women should cover their heads while praying or prophesying (11:2–16) and instructs women to be silent
in the assembly (14:34–35). These two statements bracket an extended discussion about inspired modes of speech –
prophecy and prayer in tongues. From these exegetical observations, Jill E. Marshall argues that gender is a central issue
throughout 1 Corinthians 11–14 and the religious speaking practices that prompted Paul's response. She situates Paul's
arguments about prayer and prophecy within their ancient Mediterranean cultural context, using literary and archaeological
evidence, and examines the di erences in how ancient writers described prophetic speech when voiced by a man or a
woman.

Coutts, Joshua J. F.

The Divine Name in the Gospel of John
Significance and Impetus
Volume 447
2017. XVI, 259 pages.
ISBN 9783161551888
sewn paper 79,00 €

One of the distinctive features of the Fourth Gospel is the emphasis it places on the »name« (ὄνομα) of God. As the earliest
Christian texts already exhibit a shift toward Jesus's name as the cultic or divine name, what might have motivated the
Evangelist to this recovery of the divine name category? Joshua J. F. Coutts argues that the divine name acquired particular
signi cance through the Evangelist's reading of Isaiah, which, in combination with the polemical experience and pastoral
needs of early Christians, formed the impetus for his interest in and emphasis on the divine name.

ISBN 9783161556128
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Gottesdienst und Engel im antiken Judentum und frühen Christentum
Hrsg. v. Jörg Frey u. Michael R. Jost
Volume 446
2017. VIII, 447 pages.
ISBN 9783161541957
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161541964
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Some Second Temple Judaism and New Testament texts describe or presuppose heavenly and earthly communities
interconnected in prayer and liturgy. The motif has been discussed especially in view of the Dead Sea discoveries. But it is
also of interest to general discussion on the character of liturgy, as well as the ecumenical debate with Orthodox churches
in whose form of worship angels play a particularly signi cant role. In the eld of systematic theology, the issue was Roman
Catholic theologian and historian Erik Peterson's central focus and subject of debate with Karl Barth. This volume presents
the multidisciplinary contributions of a symposium held in Zürich on the interrelation of earthly worship and the heavenly
host.
Survey of contents

Jörg Frey/Michael R. Jost: Gottesdienst und Engel. Eine thematische und forschungsgeschichtliche Einleitung
Altes Testament, Frühjudentum und Rabbinen
Beate Ego: Der Lobpreis der himmlischen Wesen. Zur Traditionsgeschichte und Funktion eines biblischen Motivs – HeinzJosef Fabry: Wie feierte der Yahad in Qumran Gottesdienst? – Cecilia Wassén: Good and Bad Angels in the Construction of
Identity in the Qumran Movement – Christian Stettler: Astronomische Vorstellungen in den Sabbatopferliedern – Noam
Mizrahi: Earthly Liturgy and Celestial Music. The Poetics of the Cycle of Praises of the Sixth Sabbath Song – Crispin
Fletcher-Louis: On Angels, Men and Priests (Ben Sira, the Qumran Sabbath Songs and the Yom Kippur Avodah) – Philip
Alexander: The Heavenly World in Relation to Human Prayer and Service From a Rabbinic Perspective
Neues Testament
Georg Gäbel: ,,[...] inmitten der Gemeinde werde ich dir lobsingen« (Hebr 2,12). Engel und Menschen, himmlischer und
irdischer Gottesdienst nach dem Hebräerbrief – Jan Dochhorn: Die Presbyter in der Johanneso enbarung. Endzeitlicher
Tempelkult im Himmel unter dem Vorzeichen der Gottesherrschaft
Orthodoxe Liturgie und Ökumenische Theologie
Adrian Marinescu: Gemeinschaft, Heiligkeit, Realpräsenz. ,,Angeloi« und ,,Isangeloi« in der orthodoxen Göttlichen Liturgie.
Eine Studie – Albert Gerhards: Die Engel in der Liturgie bei Erik Peterson. Rezeptionsgeschichtliche Anmerkungen zu Karl
Barth, dem Zweiten Vatikanum und der Erneuerung des Gottesdienstes in der Ökumene
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Mininger, Marcus A.

Uncovering the Theme of Revelation in Romans 1:16–3:26
Discovering a New Approach to Paul's Argument
Volume 445
2017. XVI, 410 pages.
ISBN 9783161556494
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161556739
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Past study of Rom 1:16–3:26 focuses on individual salvation or on social relations and also produces a host of interpretative
quandaries. Marcus A. Mininger develops a new approach, which includes but goes beyond these foci, by unearthing the
theme of revelation that runs throughout Paul's argument largely unnoticed. More than a proof of sin or of social equality,
Paul provides a survey of numerous visible revelations, in which otherwise invisible realities like God's wrath, the power of
sin, and God's righteousness are seen through the observable e ects they produce in di erent people. Read this way, the
rationale of Paul's argument becomes quite clear, including for »problem texts« like Rom 2 and 3:1–8, as Paul proves that
the gospel, not the law, overcomes sin's power and that God's righteousness always exists in contrast to the human
condition in this age.
»[This is] an unusually interesting and original piece of work. [Its] interaction with current literature is impressively thorough
and fair; the argumentation, which never loses sight of the text itself, is cogent and comprehensive. [...] All in all, frankly,
this is one of the most satisfying dissertations (published or unpublished) that I recall ever reading. I hope it gets the
attention it deserves.«
Moisés Silva, former Mary French Rockefeller Distinguished Professor of New Testament at Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary
»[This book] represents a signi cant contribution to New Testament research. Dr. Mininger builds a convincing case that
close attention to Paul's pervasive concern with revelation in Romans 1–3 holds the key to resolving many of the
interpretative di culties that have long plagued scholarship on these chapters.«
J. Ross Wagner, Associate Professor of New Testament, Duke University
»Here is a stimulating opening in the study of Romans 1–3. This work helps break open Romans 1–3 for fresh reading by its
attention to the theme of the history of revelation. It thereby enriches the classical understanding of Romans, oriented to
the theme of sin and justi cation, as well as showing some of the weaknesses in newer sociologically oriented readings.
Readers may disagree with some details (I do myself). But they should not miss the overall insights o ered by a perspective
that focuses on revelation.«
Vern S. Poythress, Professor of New Testament Interpretation, Westminster Theological Seminary

Ip, Alex Hon Ho

A Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation of the Letter to Philemon in Light of the New
Institutional Economics
An Ex hortation to Transform a Master-Slave Economic Relationship into a Brotherly Loving Relationship
Volume 444
2017. XVIII, 246 pages.
ISBN 9783161547287
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161555831
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Alex Hon Ho Ip argues that when Paul wrote to Philemon about Onesimus, his main purpose was not to try
and reunite, as is widely held, a runaway slave with his master, but rather to have Onesimus accepted as a beloved brother
in Christ. By examining the letter's inner texture, the author shows that Paul's main concern was for Philemon and
Onesimus to be reconciled in brotherly love. The inter-textual weave reveals Paul's theological and ethical thoughts on love,
which is the basis for the apostle's main argument. By taking a new institutional economics approach to help reconstruct
the economic relationship between slave and master, Alex Hon Ho Ip is able to o er a better understanding of the original
relationship Paul argued against. With all this in mind, the focus is on re-reading the letter and hearing how Paul's rhetoric
exhorts a new relationship between Onesimus and Philemon.

Ravasz, Hajnalka

Aspekte der Seelsorge in den paulinischen Gemeinden
Eine ex egetische Untersuchung anhand des 1. Thessalonicherbriefes
Volume 443
2017. XIII, 287 pages.
ISBN 9783161548147
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161554315
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Hajnalka Ravasz examines the nature of pastoral care within Pauline congregations using social-psychological
theories. After some introductory epistemological questions, she explores the relevance of role models, the role of the
pastor, mourning processes, and the means of pastoral care among the church members. The term pastoral care is not
found in the Bible, although traces of successful and unsuccessful pastoral care practices are evident in 1 Thessalonians.
After a diligent exegesis, the author presents social-psychological theories and employs them for textual analysis. She thus
reveals social systems of relationships, Paul's interactions with his congregations, and the clashes in their relationship,
stimulating intra- and interdisciplinary dialogue.
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Participation, Justification, and Conversion
Eastern Orthodox Interpretation of Paul and the Debate between »Old and New Perspectives on Paul«
Ed. by Athanasios Despotis
Volume 442
2017. X, 435 pages.
ISBN 9783161541407
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161554537
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The debate between the old and the new perspectives on Paul has been a focal point of Pauline studies in recent years. The
exchange has, in turn, given rise to new research projects focussing on potential a nities and di erences between the new
perspective on Paul and Eastern Orthodox interpretation. This volume therefore takes up the discussion between Eastern
Orthodox, new, and old perspectives on Paul and seeks to develop it further. The aim is to foster dialogue between the
varying receptions of Paul on an exegetical basis. To this end, the contributions are focused on texts playing a crucial role in
the debate regarding participation, justi cation and conversion in Paul. Three papers at the end provide alternative
readings of Paul that go beyond the arguments of the old and new perspectives.
Survey of contents
Introduction
Part I: The Real Contexts
Michael Wolter: The Reality of Faith: The Signi cance of Faith in the Theology of Paul – Athanasios Despotis: ὁ γὰρ
ἀποθανὼν δεδικαίωται ἀπὸ τῆς ἁμαρτίας: Rethinking the Application of the Verb δικαιoῦσθαι in Baptismal Contexts
from the Perspective of Rom 6:7 – Jacobus (Kobus) Kok / John Anthony Dunne: Participation in Christ and Missional
Dynamics in Galatians
Part II: Orthodox Readings of the Relevant Pauline Texts
Konstantinos Nikolakopoulos: Paulus über »Gerechtigkeit« und »Rechtfertigung«. Exegetische Perspektiven unter
Berücksichtigung von 1 Kor. 1,30 – Stelian Tofana: »Treasure in earthen vessels…« (2 Cor 4:7–11) – Edith Humphrey:
Becoming the Righteousness of God: The Potency of the New Creation in the World (2 Cor 5:16–21) – Vasile Mihoc:
Galatians 2:15–21: A Commentary Challenging the »New Perspective on Paul« – Sotirios Despotis: Eine östlich-orthodoxe
Lektüre von Gal. 3,6–9.23–29 – Jack Khalil: An Interpretation of Rom 3:21–26 within Its Proper Context – Michael Azar: The
Law and New Life in Rom 7:1–6: Eastern-Western Dialogue and Romans – James Buchanan Wallace: Identities at Risk: The
»New Perspective on Paul« and Eastern Orthodox Interpretation of Rom 8:14–17; 28–30
Part III: Beyond Old and New, Beyond East and West
Michael J. Gorman: Reading Gal 2:15–21 Theologically Beyond Old and New, Beyond West and East – Athanasios Despotis:
Beyond Theological Arguments. The Ethics of Love and Coming to Faith in Paul – Rikard Roitto: Paul's Theological
Language of Salvation as Social and Embodied Cognition

Creech, David

The Use of Scripture in the Apocryphon of John
A Diachronic Analysis of the Variant Versions
Volume 441
2017. XI, 148 pages.
ISBN 9783161529832
sewn paper 54,00 €
ISBN 9783161538087
eBook PDF 54,00 €

David Creech explores at length the Apocryphon of John's ambivalent treatment of the Jewish and Christian scriptures.
Although Moses is explicitly corrected at ve points in the text, Genesis' account of creation is nonetheless the basis for the
Apocryphon's cosmogony and anthropogony. Its uneven treatment of the biblical text is the result of a dispute between
the authors of the Apocryphon and other early Catholics. At the earliest stage of the text the Christians who wrote and read
the Apocryphon worshiped alongside other early catholic Christians without any sense of contradiction or inconsistency.
The key shift in the Apocryphon occurred after Irenaeus of Lyons' assault on »Knowledge Falsely So-Called.« In response to
his concerted e ort to bring the church under the authority of early catholic bishops, the framers inserted corrections to
Moses. The corrections are primarily rhetorical and used to refute early catholic identity markers.

Lorenz, Elisabeth

Ein Jesusbild im Horizont des Nationalsozialismus
Studien zum Neuen Testament des 'Instituts zur Erforschung und Beseitigung des jüdischen Einflusses
auf das deutsche kirchliche Leben'
Volume 440
2017. XVII, 539 pages.
ISBN 9783161545696
sewn paper 114,00 €
ISBN 9783161546020
eBook PDF 114,00 €

One of the dark stains which responsible exegesis has to confront itself with is the role that the Bible played for antisemticthinking exegetes with regard to Nazism. Elisabeth Lorenz presents the rst study on texts belonging to the »Botschaft
Gottes« (God's Message), an excerpted version of the Bible containing heavily edited and partly rearranged New Testament
texts that was published in 1940 by the Germanic-Christian »Institute for the Study and Elimination of Jewish In uence on
German Church Life«. Its academic director was Walter Grundmann who remained an in uential exegete long after the war
and was a former Jena Professor of New Testament and Völkisch (Ethnic) Exegesis. The focus of this volume's analysis is the
exegetical reworking of the texts, which the author examines for their underlying translation and editorial hermeneutics.
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Giambrone, Anthony

Sacramental Charity, Creditor Christology, and the Economy of Salvation in
Luke's Gospel
Volume 439
2017. XV, 366 pages.
ISBN 9783161548598
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161551703
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this work, Anthony Giambrone investigates the appropriation and development of Jewish charity discourse in Luke's
Gospel. In contrast to previous scholarship, neither the coherence of Lukan »wealth ethics« nor its contemporary
actualization de nes his study. Instead, the sacramental signi cance of almsgiving becomes the starting point for a more
theologically oriented exegesis. The end result recognizes Luke's »Christological mutation« of the inherited tradition.
The text is organized around three exegetical probes, each handling parabolic material: i.e. Luke 7:36–50, 10:25–37, and
16:1–31. The author advances an approach to these parables that highlights Christological allegory (metalepsis) as a Lukan
narrative device. A break is thus implied with the dominant rationalist constructions of Luke's parabolic art and ethics. Also
in contrast to a dominant trend, stress is laid upon Luke's Jewish rather than Greco-Roman context. To expose the distinctly
Jewish character of his charity theology, each probe centers upon an Old Testament text and line of Second Temple
reception linked to Luke: i.e. Isa 61:1–2 and 11Q13; Lev 19:18 and CD 6:20; and Prov 10:2 and Tobit.

Pascut, Beniamin

Redescribing Jesus' Divinity Through a Social Science Theory
An Interdisciplinary Analysis of Forgiveness and Divine Identity in Ancient Judaism and Mark 2:1–12
Volume 438
2017. XX, 254 pages.
ISBN 9783161549151
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161554407
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In what sense, if any, can one speak of Jesus' divinity in Mark's Gospel? Traditional approaches to this subject have been
preoccupied with questions about historical precedents in the Greco-Roman imperial cult, the intertextuality of the gospels,
the status of the so-called intermediary gures, and the strict or exible nature of Jewish monotheism without a conceptual
framework for examining identity uniqueness and unity of identity. In this interdisciplinary monograph, Beniamin Pascut
employs a theory from the social sciences to re-evaluate a long-standing debate about Jesus' divinity and authority to
forgive sins, arguing that Mark's Jesus is not just a divine being, but one who is included in the identity of the One God. This
argument unfolds along ve chapters that explore YHWH's divine identity in ancient Judaism, philosophical insights about
forgiveness, the link between YHWH's divinity and authority to forgive, the possibility of third-party forgiveness in other
Jewish primary sources, and Jesus' authority to forgive in Mark 2:1–12.

Böhm, Christiane

Die Rezeption der Psalmen in den Qumranschriften, bei Philo von Alexandrien
und im Corpus Paulinum
Volume 437
2017. XII, 284 pages.
ISBN 9783161546648
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161552090
eBook PDF 84,00 €

In this study, Christiane Böhm examines the interpretation of the Psalms in the trio of 11QPsa, Philo's allegorical
commentary and the Pauline letters, each of which constitutes paradigmatic text corpora representing the various strands
of ancient Judaism, and provides a speci c understanding of the Psalms.
The interpretation of the Psalms in Qumran, Philo and Paul re ect an inner-Jewish discourse on their capacity to disclose
reality and their identity-imparting function in the interpretive horizon of group-speci c belief systems. The three examined
text corpora reveal a di erent view of the Psalms. It also becomes apparent how the sense potential inherent in the psalter
is fully exhausted.

Immendörfer, Michael

Ephesians and Artemis
The Cult of the Great Goddess of Ephesus as the Epistle's Contex t
Volume 436
2017. XVIII, 469 pages.
ISBN 9783161552649
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161554438
eBook PDF 99,00 €

In this study, Michael Immendörfer examines the relationship between the New Testament letter to the Ephesians and the
ancient city of Ephesus, which had the great Artemis as its goddess. He seeks to make a contribution to the discussion on
the extent to which conclusions can be drawn concerning the local-historical explanation of New Testament epistles by
viewing the latter through the lens of Greco-Roman cultic practices. Thus the contents of Ephesians are compared with the
abundantly available archaeological and epigraphical sources of the Asia Minor metropolis. This endeavour reveals that the
letter contains numerous unequivocal references to the cult of Artemis, a nexus suggesting that the author was very familiar
with the historical background of ancient Ephesus and contextualised his letter accordingly for the intended readers who
lived in this particular cultic environment. Drawing on the sources concerning ancient Ephesus, especially inscriptions,
provides a plausible local-historical explanation of Ephesians, an epistle that has been an enigma to New Testament
scholarship for decades in this regard.

Wang, Sunny Kuan-Hui

Sense Perception and Testimony in the Gospel According to John
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Volume 435
2017. XV, 257 pages.
ISBN 9783161547355
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161551154
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this book, Sunny Kuan-Hui Wang explores the relationship between sense perception and testimony in the Gospel of
John. While Johannine scholars tend to focus on one or the other, she shows that sense perception and testimony are both
signi cant and are used together with the intention of drawing readers into the narrative so that they become witnesses in
an emotionally engaged way. It is argued that John's use of sense perception together with testimony is rooted in Jewish
literature. Yet John also employs a Graeco-Roman rhetorical technique, enargeia , which appeals to the persuasive power of
sense perception to make his narrative vivid. John does not downplay sense perception. Rather, he uses it in the context of
testimony as a means of persuasion to draw the readers, in their imagination, into the experience of the rst disciples and
thus deeper into faith and witness.

Szkredka, Slawomir

Sinners and Sinfulness in Luke
A Study of Direct and Indirect References in the Initial Episodes of Jesus' Activity
Volume 434
2017. XI, 193 pages.
ISBN 9783161550577
sewn paper 64,00 €
ISBN 9783161551178
eBook PDF 64,00 €

In staging his story of Jesus, Luke dedicates considerable space to the characters known as sinners. Scholars have noted this
peculiarly Lukan emphasis. Still, scholarly attention has tended to limit itself to the so-called sinner texts, that is, the
pericopae containing the word »sinner« or its cognates. The multiple indirect references to sin and sinners have been
overlooked. Responding to this lacuna, Sławomir Szkredka examines the role of both direct and indirect references to
sinfulness in the initial episodes of Jesus' activity. His study reveals that the sinners are not an easily identi able category of
characters: their de ning characteristic – their sinfulness – is often found inadequate, rendered inapplicable, or transferred
to another character. What the reader understands about sinners is that he or she must discover and assimilate Jesus'
perception of them. The reader's coming to know Jesus is enacted.

Bowens, Lisa M.

An Apostle in Battle
Paul and Spiritual Warfare in 2 Corinthians 12:1–10
Volume 433
2017. XIV, 260 pages.
ISBN 9783161548604
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161552052
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this close reading of 2 Corinthians 12:1–10, Lisa M. Bowens provides a detailed historical-critical exegesis and comparative
analysis to establish that Paul links his ascent in 2 Corinthians 12:1–10 to 2 Corinthians 10:3–6 where he foregrounds a
cosmic battle around the mind and the knowledge of God. In 10:3–6, the apostle presents a trilateral framework of
cosmology, epistemology, and theological anthropology, which converge in his heavenly journey. Lisa M. Bowens examines
a variety of Jewish and Greco-Roman texts and calls attention to the persistence and importance of martial imagery in
chapters 10–13 of Second Corinthians, including in Paul's ascent narrative. Moreover, prayers of deliverance from evil forces
become more prevalent around the rst century, and this work situates Paul's request in 2 Corinthians 12:8 within this
genre.

Mox on, John R.L.

Peter's Halakhic Nightmare
The »animal« vision of Acts 10:9–16 in Jewish and Graeco-Roman Perspective
Volume 432
2017. XXV, 638 pages.
ISBN 9783161533013
sewn paper 129,00 €
ISBN 9783161535420
eBook PDF 129,00 €

Did Luke intend Peter's visionary command to eat 'unclean animals' in Acts 10 to suggest the dissolution of the Jewish Law?
Whilst scholars have argued over sources, inconsistent redaction and later reception, many have failed to notice here the
novel use of a type of transgression anxiety dream. John Moxon shows how by the incorporation of such naturalistic
motifs, Luke takes »revelation« in a new and decidedly psychological direction, probably imitating similar developments in
Graeco-Roman biography. If the vision reveals an illegitimate transfer of disgust within an exaggerated halakha of
separation, then its target is prejudice and inconsistency, not the Jew-Gentile divide as such, as underlined by the ironic
contrast with the pious Cornelius. In this reading, Luke's non-supercessionism is maintained, whilst showing him acutely
aware of the kinds of nightmare holding many back from the nascent Gentile mission.

Drews, Alex ander

Semantik und Ethik des Wortfeldes »Ergon« im Johannesevangelium
Kontex te und Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of New Testament Ethics. Band
V III
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Volume 431
2017. XIX, 324 pages.
ISBN 9783161546600
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161549120
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this volume, Alexander Drews studies the use, semantics and ethical signi cance of the lexical eld Ergon in John's
Gospel. He discusses all the relevant instances and compares their meaning with Aristotle's famous Ergon ('task', 'function')
argument and an antique corpus. The heart of the work is a detailed exegetical section evaluating the lexical eld's ethical
e ect. Central to this is John 3, 18–21, which opens up a perspective from the 'area of light', the 'area of darkness' and an
'ambivalent action area' and so o ers the reader incentives for action. The author methodically covers new territory in
semantics by testing corpus linguistics, and in ethics by applying Ruben Zimmermann's methodology on 'implicit ethics'.

Deibert, Richard I.

Second Corinthians and Paul's Gospel of Human Mortality
How Paul's Ex perience of Death Authorizes His Apostolic Authority in Corinth
Volume 430
2017. XIII, 280 pages.
ISBN 9783161533778
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161533785
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this close reading of Second Corinthians and examination of prevailing attitudes toward death in Greco-Roman Corinth,
Richard I. Deibert proposes Paul's physical mortality as the window through which to understand both the mystery of his
collapsing authority in Corinth and the heart of his gospel. In his own experience of physical dying, Paul experiences the
»deadness« of the resurrected Jesus, which paradoxically communicates life to him and through him to his congregations.
Paul discovers that death has been trans gured into a source of life and, consequently, that human mortality has been
infused with saving power. This study of human mortality clari es, both for Paul's day and for our own, how crucial it is to
guard the human person as an inseparable unity of body and soul, and to keep theology grounded in experience. Richard I.
Deibert's work is of vital interest not only to students of early Christian and New Testament history, but also to students of
anthropology, philosophy, and theology.

Kiffiak, Jordash

Responses in the Miracle Stories of the Gospels
Between Artistry and Inherited Tradition
Volume 429
2017. XXIX, 817 pages.
ISBN 9783161540837
sewn paper 149,00 €
ISBN 9783161542206
eBook PDF 149,00 €

Jordash Ki ak o ers the rst concentrated study of a motif ubiquitous in the miracle stories of the gospels, namely the
descriptions of characters' speech, feelings, physical actions and the like in response to miracles. Conventional wisdom sees
the response motif as a means of casting the miracle worker in a positive light. However, the author's narrative-critical
analysis argues that within each gospel the motif is employed creatively in a variety of ways. Responses serve to
characterize various individuals and groups, both positively and negatively, sometimes in a more complex manner. They
also contribute to the development of the plot, both in the individual episode and in the larger narrative. At the same time,
observing that a network of features in the responses is shared among the gospels, Ki ak argues that there is a common
oral tradition behind the miracle stories, originating among the early followers of Jesus in the Galilee and/or Judea.

Olson, Robert C.

The Gospel as the Revelation of God's Righteousness
Paul's Use of Isaiah in Romans 1:1–3:26
Volume 428
2016. XVIII, 401 pages.
ISBN 9783161548123
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161549410
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Paul's primary scriptural source in Romans 1–4 (and the epistle as a whole) is the prophecy of Isaiah and its redemptive
narrative centering in the »proclamation of good news«. Paul understands the content of this good news to be the
revelation of God's righteousness in the sacri cial death of the messiah as the source of redemption from the power of sin
and death and the basis of the everlasting (new) covenant, and hence as that which e ects redemptive recreation. Paul
employs Isaiah, particularly its intertextual typology of both the plight of Israel and the sacri ce of the Servant of the Lord,
to convey a covenantal and revelational continuity that climaxes in the gospel.
Robert C. Olson explains how the expansive sweep of this redemptive narrative in Isaiah stretches from its allusions to the
fall, to the overthrow of death and the creation of the new heavens and new earth, as Israel and the nations are at last
ushered back into the presence of the glory of God. This Isaianic redemptive narrative, therefore, through Paul's extensive
citational and allusive reference to the prophecy, forms the principle scriptural and theological framework for the epistle.

Rogers, Trent

God and the Idols
Representations of God in 1 Corinthians 8–10
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Volume 427
2016. XVII, 258 pages.
ISBN 9783161547881
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161549359
eBook PDF 79,00 €

The interpretation of 1 Cor 8–10 as a coherent argument is complicated by several factors, most signi cantly the apparent
contradictions in the text (primarily an issue within chapter 8) and the remarkable changes in Paul's tone (primarily an issue
with how 10:1–22 relates to 8:1–13 and 10:23–11:1). Trent A. Rogers argues that Paul consistently prohibits believers from
eating εἰδωλόθυτα (o erings made to idols) by appealing rst to their obligation to love other believers and then to their
obligation of exclusive faithfulness to Christ. The approach of his analysis is to examine how the representation of God
functions in Paul's argument, especially in comparison to other Hellenistic Jewish polemics against idolatry. While this is an
argument made about particular practices, it is an argument made on theological grounds, and these theological
underpinnings have been largely unexplored. Paul's argument draws on streams of interpretation already existing in
Judaism. But the role of Christ radically shapes Paul's theological grid and takes his polemic against idolatry in new
directions.

Götte, Monika Elisabeth

Von den Wächtern zu Adam
Frühjüdische Mythen über die Ursprünge des Bösen und ihre frühchristliche Rezeption
Volume 426
2016. XIV, 356 pages.
ISBN 9783161548475
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161548482
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In the early Jewish-Christian tradition, the question as to the origin of evil is explained through the use of various
mythological concepts. Most prominent are the Enochic myth of the Watchers and the narrative of Adam's fall. Monika
Elisabeth Götte analyses the development and the reception of these two motifs, revealing a gradual shift of the
explanation of evil's origins from the Watchers to Adam and, later, to the primordial fall of Satan. The plurality of
explanations within the biblical and the early Christian tradition leads to hermeneutical issues: If evil is not explained in a
uniform and de nitive manner, but is left open in a multifaceted play of motifs, what does this mean for Christian
theology?

Der jüdische Messias Jesus und sein jüdischer Apostel Paulus
Hrsg. v. Armin D. Baum, Detlef Häußer und Emmanuel L. Rehfeld
Volume 425
2016. VIII, 417 pages.
ISBN 9783161538728
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161538735
eBook PDF 94,00 €

The occasion of Rainer Riesner's 65th birthday brought together many of his students and colleagues to discuss the Jewish
contours of the messianic ministry of Jesus of Nazareth and the apostolic ministry of Paul of Tarsus. The contributions in
this compendium consider in the main issues of continuity or discontinuity between Judaism and Christianity as they are
re ected in New Testament texts concerning Jesus and Paul as well as in Paul's writings. The question concerning the Jewish
roots of early Christianity has at least three sides to it which all receive attention in this volume: the in uence of the
Scriptures of Israel on the ministries of Jesus and Paul, their relationship to early Judaism, and the links between Paul's
theology on the one hand and the teaching of Jesus and the synoptic tradition on the other.
Survey of contents

Thomas Pola: Zu »den Werken des Gesalbten« (Mt 11,2–6 par .) vor dem Hintergrunde der alttestamentlichen und
frühjüdischen Traditionsgeschichte – Roland Deines: Der Messiasanspruch Jesu im Kontext frühjüdischer
Messiaserwartungen – Emmanuel L. Rehfeld: Der Christus Israels zwischen Golgatha und Galiläa. Beobachtungen zum
Verhältnis von vorösterlicher Jesusbotschaft und nachösterlichem »Christus-Kerygma« in der Darstellung der Synoptiker –
Armin D. Baum: Zwischen Abschreibeverhältnis und frühjüdischer Gedächtniskultur. McIvers experimentalpsychologische
Kriterien zur Identi zierung eines Abschreibeverhältnisses zwischen den synoptischen Evangelien – Volker Gäckle:
Dimensionen des Heils. Die βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ in der Verkündigung Jesu und in den Briefen des Apostels Paulus – Joel R.
White: Führt der Messias sein Volk aus dem Exil? Eine kritische Auseinandersetzung mit N. T. Wrights These eines impliziten
Metanarrativs hinter dem paulinischen Evangelium – Hanna Rucks: Paulus als Jude(n) lesen. Zur Auslegung von Römer 9–11
unter jesusgläubigen Juden – Guido Baltes: »Freiheit vom Gesetz« – eine paulinische Formel? Paulus zwischen jüdischem
Gesetz und christlicher Freiheit – Detlef Häußer: Die Verkündigung des jüdischen Messias in der paganen Welt. Der Beitrag
der Gemeinde in Philippi zur Mission des Apostels Paulus – Alexander Weiß: Paulus und die coloniae . Warum der Apostel
nicht der einzige römische Bürger unter den frühen Christen war – Michael Theobald: Alt und Neu. Innovative
Begri sbildungen in den Pastoralbriefen als Indiz ihres pseudepigraphen Charakters

Kaden, David A.

Matthew, Paul, and the Anthropology of Law
Volume 424
2016. XIV, 238 pages.
ISBN 9783161540769
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161540776
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Drawing from Michel Foucault's understanding of power, David A. Kaden explores how relations of power are instrumental
in forming law as an object of discourse in the Gospel of Matthew and in the Letters of Paul. This is a comparative project in
that the author examines the role that power relations play in generating discussions of law in the rst century context, and
in several ethnographies from the eld of the anthropology of law from Indonesia, Mexico, the Philippines, and colonialera Hawaii. Discussions of law proliferate in situations where the relations of power within social groups come into contact
with social forces outside the group. David A. Kaden's interdisciplinary approach reframes how law is studied in Christian
Origins scholarship, especially Pauline and Matthean scholarship, by focusing on what makes discourses on law possible.
For this he relies heavily on cross-cultural, ethnographic materials from legal anthropology.
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Armitage, David J.

Theories of Poverty in the World of the New Testament
Volume 423
2016. XVI, 301 pages.
ISBN 9783161543999
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161544002
eBook PDF 89,00 €

David J. Armitage explores interpretations of poverty in the Greco-Roman and Jewish contexts of the New Testament, and,
in the light of this, considers how approaches to poverty in the New Testament texts may be regarded as distinctive.
Explanations for the plight of the poor and supposed solutions to the problem of poverty are discussed, noting the
importance in Greco-Roman settings of questions about poverty's relation to virtue and vice, and the roles of fate and
chance in impoverishment. Such debates were peripheral for strands of the Jewish tradition where poverty discourse was
shaped by narrative frameworks incorporating transgression, curse, and the anticipated rescue of the righteous poor. These
elements occur in New Testament texts, which endorse wider Jewish concern for the poor while recon guring hope for the
end of poverty around an inaugurated eschatology centred on Jesus.

Pricop, Cosmin

Die Verwandlung Jesu Christi
Historisch-kritische und patristische Studien
Volume 422
2016. XVIII, 378 pages.
ISBN 9783161536953
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161536960
eBook PDF 99,00 €

The current orthodox exegesis is still almost entirely marked out by the appropriation of patristic Biblical interpretations
and their hermeneutics, while the western exegesis since the Enlightenment has undergone a profound hermeneutical
re ection and has developed a corresponding array of methodical instruments. That for which orthodox exegesis is typical,
is held to be insu cient by Western exegesis scholars – and vice versa. In his study, Cosmin Pricop poses the question as to
how these approaches could mutually enrich one another. He correlates patristic interpretations of the Bible with the
scholarly methods of Western exegesis using the example of the narrative of Christ's trans guration and shows how the
two could reciprocally complement each other. Thus, Pricop's study is conceived as a contribution to ecumenism.

Foster, Robert B.

Renaming Abraham's Children
Election, Ethnicity, and the Interpretation of Scripture in Romans 9
Volume 421
2016. XVIII, 327 pages.
ISBN 9783161544835
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161544842
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this study, Robert B. Foster explores the intersection between the interpretation of Scripture and the construction of
communal identities. He argues that in Rom 9, Paul applies prophetic texts from Malachi, Hosea, and Isaiah to the story of
Abraham's children in Genesis. These interpretive maneuvers enable Paul to extrapolate from the patriarchal narratives a
speci c construal of election: it is the ironic privilege of being simultaneously God's chosen and rejected people. This
understanding of election he in turn applies to Gentile Christ-followers, the remnant, and all Israel in order to build for
them an all-encompassing yet di erentiated Abrahamic identity for the messianic age.

Erzählung und Briefe im johanneischen Kreis
Hrsg. v. Uta Poplutz u. Jörg Frey
Volume 420
2016. VIII, 305 pages.
ISBN 9783161542923
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161546693
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The relationship between John's Gospel and the Johannine Epistles is still disputed. The present volume combines studies
directly addressing this relationship with further detailed studies on the Fourth Gospel and the Epistles of John. Apart from
the question about their direct relationship, the issues of 'docetism' and 'antidocetism', the problem of the community
meals and further issues of Christology, sin and sinlessness, mimesis and ethics are discussed.
Survey of contents
I. Erzählstrukturen des Evangeliums
Uta Poplutz: Die johanneischen σημεῖα und ihre Funktion im Plot des vierten Evangeliums – Ansgar Wucherpfennig SJ: Das
Johannesevangelium und die antike Tragödie – Igna Kramp CJ: »Habe ich Dich nicht mit ihm im Garten gesehen?« (Joh
18,26). Jesu Jünger in Joh 18,1f. und die antiken Philosophenschulen im Garten
II. Brie iche und narrative Formen
Johannes Beutler SJ: Das Kernproblem der Johannesbriefe in der Rezeption des Johannesevangeliums in Brie orm –
Christina Hoegen-Rohls: Wovon erzählen die Johannesbriefe? Beobachtungen zu Erzählstücken im Brief und zu deren
kommunikativer Pragmatik – Wolfgang Grünstäudl: Geistliches Evangelium und Katholische Briefe. Johanneische
Intertextualität im Spiegel frühchristlicher Rezeption
III. Theologische Aspekte
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Jörg Frey: Die johanneische Theologie zwischen 'Doketismus' und 'Antidoketismus'. Auseinandersetzungen und
Trennungsprozesse im Hintergrund der johanneischen Schriften und ihrer Rezeption – Jan Heilmann: Antidoketische
Mahltheologie in den johanneischen Schriften? – Hans-Ulrich Weidemann: Das Kommen im Fleisch und die Wegnahme der
Sünde: Christologie und Hamartologie in den Johannesbriefen – Ismo Dunderberg: Sin, Sinlessness, and the Limits of a
Therapeutic Community in 1 John – Bastian Lemitz: Der Tod Jesu und das Nicken des Zeus. Zur Wendung κλίνας τὴν
κεφ αλήν (Joh 19,30) – Jan van der Watt: Reciprocity, Mimesis and Ethics in 1 John

Schell, V itor Hugo

Die Areopagrede des Paulus und Reden bei Josephus
Eine vergleichende Studie zu Apg 17 und dem historiographischen Werk des Josephus
Volume 419
2016. XII, 317 pages.
ISBN 9783161542268
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161542275
eBook PDF 89,00 €

According to Vítor Hugo Schell, the Book of Acts is a historical work of art. In this volume, his comparative analysis of Paul's
Areopagus sermon in Acts 17 and Hellenistic-Jewish historian Flavius Josephus' written observations lead to the discovery of
new facets of the Luke-Acts author's literary strategies. The Areopagus speech is juxtaposed to the Bellum and Antiquities
speeches, the two longest Josephus representations and the only surviving examples of a limited »subgenus« within early
Jewish historiography. Fundamental questions posed by this study are how Josephus' writings facilitate a better
understanding of both Paul's Areopagus speech and the Acts' author, and how Josephus is perceived as an ancient
historian. The comparison of formal and thematic characteristics makes a speci c contribution to interpreting the apostle's
famous address to the Athenians and the entire Lucan work.

Cohen, Akiva

Matthew and the Mishnah
Redefining Identity and Ethos in the Shadow of the Second Temple's Destruction
Volume 418
2016. XIX, 636 pages.
ISBN 9783161499609
sewn paper 119,00 €
ISBN 9783161548109
eBook PDF 119,00 €

Akiva Cohen investigates the general research question: how do the authors of religious texts reconstruct their community
identity and ethos in the absence of their central cult? His particular socio-historical focus of this more general question is:
how do the respective authors of the Gospel according to Matthew, and the editor(s) of the Mishnah rede ne their group
identities following the destruction of the Second Temple? The author further examines how, after the Destruction, both
the Matthean and the Mishnaic communities found and articulated their renewed community bearings and a new sense of
vision through each of their respective author/redactor's foundational texts. The context of this study is thus that of an
inner-Jewish phenomenon; two Jewish groups seeking to (re-)establish their community identity and ethos without the
physical temple that had been the cultic center of their cosmos. Cohen's interest is in how each of these communities (the
Matthean and Mishnaic/Rabbinic-related ones) underwent a reformulation of their identity as Israel , and the consequent
ethos that resulted from their respective reformulations.

Evil in Second Temple Judaism and Early Christianity
Ed. by Chris Keith and Loren T. Stuckenbruck
Volume 417
2016. VIII, 417 pages.
ISBN 9783161532993
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161575075
eBook PDF 94,00 €

This collection of essays originates from the 2014 Evil in Second Temple Judaism and Early Christianity conference hosted
by the Centre for the Social-Scienti c Study of the Bible at St Mary's University, Twickenham. Featuring an international
collection of senior and junior scholars, it represents the cutting edge of scholarship on portrayals of evil in the Second
Temple period and the earliest centuries of Christianity. The individual essays consider the signi cance of »evil« as it relates
to a diverse set of topics, including Qumran and its texts, images of disability in 2 Maccabees, dissociations of Jesus from
evil in early Christian manuscripts, the »apocalyptic Paul,« Jesus' exorcisms, Gospel cosmologies, the epistle of James, 4 Ezra ,
the Ascension of Isaiah , Marcion, John Chrysostom, and the Acts of the Martyrs .
Survey of contents
ׂ (ś āṭān) in Zechariah and Job – Jutta
Christopher A. Rollston: An Ur-History of the New Testament Devil: The Celestial ש טן
Leonhardt-Balzer: Evil at Qumran – Benjamin Wold: Demonizing Sin? The Evil Inclination in 4QInstruction – Louise J.
Lawrence: Evil and the Body of Antiochus IV Epiphanes: Disability, Disgust and Tropes of Monstrosity in 2 Maccabees 9:1–12
– Tommy Wasserman: Variants of Evil: The Disassociation of Jesus from Evil in the Text of the New Testament – James G.
Crossley: Jesus, Healings and Mark 2:1–12: Forgiveness, a Release, or Bound Again to the Great Satan? – Christopher W.
Skinner: Overcoming Satan, Overcoming the World: Exploring the Cosmologies of Mark and John – Jonathan A. Draper:
Darkness as Non-Being and the Origin of Evil in John's Gospel – Loren T. Stuckenbruck: How Much Evil Does the Christ
Event Solve? Jesus and Paul in Relation to Jewish »Apocalyptic« Thought – James P. Davies: Evil's Aetiology and False
Dichotomies in Jewish Apocalyptic and Paul – Chris Tilling: Paul, Evil, and Justi cation Debates – Steve Walton: Evil in
Ephesus: Acts 19:8–40 – Lloyd K. Pietersen: Artemis, Demons, Mammon and Satan: The Construal of Evil in First Timothy –
Susanne Luther: The Evil of the Tongue: Evil and the Ethics of Speech in the Letter of James – Nicholas J. Ellis: A Theology of
Evil in the Epistle of James: Cosmic Trials and the Dramatis Personae of Evil – Robbie Griggs: Apocalyptic Experience in the
Theodicy of 4 Ezra – Jonathan Knight: The Portrayal of Evil in the Ascension of Isaiah – Chris Keith: »The Scriptures are
Divine Charms«: Evil, Books, and Textuality in Early Christianity – Dieter T. Roth: Evil in Marcion's Conception of the Old
Testament God – Paul Middleton: Overcoming the Devil in the Acts of the Martyrs
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Ábel, Frantisek

The Psalms of Solomon and the Messianic Ethics of Paul
Volume 416
2016. XV, 355 pages.
ISBN 9783161539916
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161539923
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Františ ek Ábel explores one of the topical issues of Paul's theology, namely the role and in uence of the Jewish Pseudoepigraphs, literature written during Greek and early Roman periods (4th century BCE to the 2nd century CE), on Paul's
theological thinking. Within this corpus the idea of eschatological concepts, such as the concept regarding the coming of the
Messiah and the Last Judgment in particular, arises frequently. It is similar in the case of the Psalms of Solomon with the
Last Judgment as the main topic of this pseudepigraphon. Through close analysis and exploration of particular parts of this
work, the author proposes that this deuterocanonical writing could form a considerable background for the proper
understanding of Paul's messianic ethics. From this point of view, Paul's teaching on justi cation should be understood as
one that is re ective of God's grace, while at the same time expressing faith and deeds as necessary for salvation.

Dvoracek, Jiri

The Son of David in Matthew's Gospel in the Light of the Solomon as Exorcist
Tradition
Volume 415
2016. XII, 258 pages.
ISBN 9783161540943
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161540950
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this study, Jiří Dvořáček focuses on the usage of the »Son of David« title in Matthew's Gospel. He assumes that Matthew's
image of the healing Son of David can be explained from the existing Jewish concepts – in particular in the light of the
Solomon as exorcist tradition. In the rst part, he examines important texts concerning the Son of David. The author argues
that in the rst century C.E. the designation »Son of David« could have referred not only to the triumphant royal Davidic
Messiah – but within an exorcistic and healing context, it could have referred also to Solomon, himself a great exorcist and
healer. In the second part, Jiří Dvořáček demonstrates in his exegesis of Matthean texts how Matthew used the royal
messianic and the Solomon as exorcist tradition in order to create the image of the Son of David as a merciful, messianic,
healing king, who in his wisdom, healings and exorcisms even surpasses David's son Solomon.

Kinney, Robert S.

Hellenistic Dimensions of the Gospel of Matthew
Background and Rhetoric
Volume 414
2016. XV, 338 pages.
ISBN 9783161545238
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161545245
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In the search for Matthean theology, scholars overwhelmingly approach the Gospel of Matthew as »the most Jewish
Gospel«. Studies of its Sitz im Leben focus on its relationship to Judaism, whether arguing from the perspective that
Matthew wrote from a cloistered Jewish community or as the leader of a Gentile rebellion against such a Jewish community.
While this is undoubtedly an important and necessary discussion for understanding the Gospel, it often assumes too much
about the relationship between Judaism and Hellenism (via Martin Hengel). Scholars who so sharply focus on this question
tend to neglect Matthew's provenance in a thoroughly Greek culture and rst-century Judaism's thorough Hellenization.
Robert S. Kinney argues for a hybridized perspective in which Matthew's attention to Jewish sources and ideas is not
denied, but in which echoes of Greek and Roman sources can be observed, focusing on identifying Matthew's use of
rhetoric and its possible echoes of Greco-Roman philosophical disciple-gathering teachers.

God and the Faithfulness of Paul
A Critical Ex amination of the Pauline Theology of N.T. W right
Ed. by Christoph Heilig, J. Thomas Hewitt, and Michael F. Bird
Volume 413
2016. VIII, 833 pages.
ISBN 9783161538513
sewn paper 129,00 €
ISBN 9783161542473
eBook PDF 129,00 €

N. T. Wright's Paul and the Faithfulness of God is the culmination of his long, in uential, and often controversial career – a
landmark study of the history and thought of the Apostle Paul, which attempts to make fresh suggestions in a variety of
sub- elds of New Testament studies. This volume brings together a group of international scholars to critically weigh and
assess an array of issues in Wright's work, including methodology, rst-century contextual factors, exegetical ndings, and
theological implications. In so doing, the volume's contributors bring these facets of Paul and the Faithfulness of God into
dialogue with the current state of scholarship in both Anglophone and German contexts. It thus o ers both a critical
evaluation of Wright's accomplishment as well as an excellent overview of and introduction to issues that are hotly debated
within contemporary Pauline studies.
Survey of contents
Part I: Prologue
Michael F. Bird/Christoph Heilig and J. Thomas Hewitt: Introduction – Benjamin Schliesser: Paul and the Faithfulness of
God among Pauline Theologies
Part II: Methodological Issues
Oda Wischmeyer: N. T. Wright's Biblical Hermeneutics Considered from A German Exegetical Perspective – Andreas Losch:
Wright's Version of Critical Realism – Theresa Heilig and Christoph Heilig: Historical Methodology – Eve-Marie Becker:
Wright's Paul and the Paul of Acts. A Critique of Pauline Exegesis – Inspired by Lukan Studies – Steve Moyise: Wright's
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Understanding of Paul's Use of Scripture – Joel R. White: N. T. Wright's Narrative Approach
Part III: Contextual Issues
James H. Charlesworth: Wright's Paradigm of Early Jewish Thought. Avoidance of Anachronisms? – Gregory E. Sterling:
Wisdom or Foolishness? The Role of Philosophy in the Thought of Paul – Seyoon Kim: Paul and the Roman Empire – James
Hanges: »A World of Shrines and Groves.« N. T. Wright and Paul among the Gods
Part IV: Exegetical Issues
Gregory Tatum: Law and Covenant in Paul and the Faithfulness of God – Sigurd Grindheim: Election and the Role of Israel
– Jörg Frey: Demythologizing Apocalyptic? On N. T. Wright's Paul, Apocalyptic Interpretation, and the Constraints of
Construction – Aquila H. I. Lee: Messianism and Messiah in Paul. Christ as Jesus? – James D. G. Dunn: An Insider's
Perspective on Wright's Version of the New Perspective on Paul – Peter Stuhlmacher: N. T. Wright's Understanding of
Justi cation and Redemption – Torsten Jantsch: God and His Faithfulness in Paul. Aspects of the History of Research in
Light of the Letter to the Romans – J. Thomas Hewitt and Matthew V. Novenson: Participationism and Messiah Christology
in Paul – Larry W. Hurtado: YHWH's Return to Zion. A New Catalyst for Earliest High Christology? – John R. (Jack) Levison:
The Spirit in Its Second Temple Context. An Exegetical Analysis of the Pneumatology of N. T. Wright – Richard H. Bell:
Individual Eschatology – Volker Rabens: The Faithfulfness of God and Its E ects on Faithful Living: A Critical Analysis of
Tom Wright's Faithfulness to Paul's Ethics
Part V: Implications
James Crossley and Katie Edwards: Paul and the Faithfulness of God as Postmodern Scholarship – Edith M. Humphrey:
Bishop Wright. Sacramentality and the Role of Sacraments – Frank D. Macchia: The Spirit and God's Return to Indwell a
People. A Systematic Theologian's Response to N. T. Wright's Reading of Paul's Pneumatology – Andrew McGowan:
Ecclesiology as Ethnology. The Church in N. T. Wright's Paul and the Faithfulness of God – Eckhard J. Schnabel: Evangelism
and the Mission of the Church – Sven Ensminger: Barth, Wright, and Theology
Part VI: Epilogue
N. T. Wright: The Challenge of Dialogue: A Partial and Preliminary Response

Das Böse, der Teufel und Dämonen – Evil, the Devil, and Demons
Hrsg. v./Ed. by Jan Dochhorn, Susanne Rudnig-Zelt u./and Benjamin Wold
Volume 412
2016. XIV, 297 pages.
ISBN 9783161526725
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161536335
eBook PDF 84,00 €

This collection of essays focuses on the question of »evil« in religious traditions that may be described as »monotheistic« or
for which at least the rule of one main god over all other deities and powers is a key concern. The emphasis of this volume
moves from the Hebrew scriptures to nascent Judaism and Christianity, and concludes with attention to the reception of
traditions in Targumic literature and medieval legends. The articles in this volume demonstrate the wide variety of ways in
which »evil« manifested itself in the literature of ancient Judaism and Christianity. Authors address continuities,
innovations, and divergences within these di erent but related traditions, with questions about the location of evil
externally, as a demon or a devil, or internally, as the human capacity for evil. Additionally, when dualism is formative for
constructions of evil in Jewish and Christian literature, care is taken to develop forms in which evil is ultimately
subordinated to God and the good.
Survey of contents

Susanne Rudnig-Zelt: Einleitung Altes Testament/Old Testament Susanne Rudnig-Zelt: Der Teufel und der alttestamentliche
Monotheismus – Markus Saur: Der Blick in den Abgrund. Bilder des Bösen in der alttestamentlichen Weisheitsliteratur
Qumran Matthew Go : Enochic Literature and the Persistence of Evil: Giants and Demons, Satan and Azazel – Miryam T.
Brand: Belial, Free Will, and Identity-Building in the Community Rule – Matthew Go : A Seductive Demoness at Qumran?
Lilith, Female Demons and 4Q184 Neues Testament/New Testament Michael Morris: Apotropaic Inversion in the
Temptation and at Qumran – Benjamin Wold: Apotropaic Prayer and the Matthean Lord's Prayer – Erkki Koskenniemi: »For
we are unaware of his schemes«: Satan and Cosmological Dualism in the Gentile Mission – Jan Dochhorn: Die Bestrafung
des Unzuchtsünders in 1. Kor 5,5: Satanologische, anthro-pologische und theologische Implikationen – Oda Wischmeyer:
Zwischen Gut und Böse. Teufel, Dämonen, das Böse und der Kosmos im Jakobusbrief – Jan Dochhorn: Kain, der Sohn des
Teufels. Eine traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zu 1. Joh 3,12 Spätantike und Mittelalter/Late Antiquity and Middle Ages
Hector M. Patmore: Demons in Targum Jonathan. A Study of 2 Sam. 22.5; Isa. 13.21; 34.14; Hab. 3.5. – Jörn Bockmann: Judas
und St. Brandan: Der Sünder, der Heilige und die Sabbatruhe von den Höllenqualen Übergreifende Perspektiven/General
Perspectives Ryan E. Stokes: What is a Demon, What is an Evil Spirit, and What is a Satan?

The Book of Revelation
Currents in British Research on the Apocalypse
Ed. by Garrick V. Allen, Ian Paul and Simon P. Woodman
Volume 411
2015. XVIII, 336 pages.
ISBN 9783161538698
sewn paper 89,00 €

This volume represents the diverse range of research interests in the Book of Revelation operative in current British
research, examining questions of genre, structure, composition, scriptural reuse, exegesis, thematic issues, and reception
history. This collection, from a distinguished and diverse group of senior and junior scholars, is accessible to a broad range
of readers, and is relevant for a number of critical conversations pertaining not only to the Apocalypse, but also to broader
avenues of discourse in New Testament and Early Christian studies.

ISBN 9783161538704
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Survey of contents

Garrick V. Allen: Introducing The Book of Revelation: Currents in British Research on the Apocalypse
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Text, Structure, and Persuasion
Garrick V. Allen: Reusing Scripture in the Book of Revelation: Techniques of Reuse and Habits of Reading – Andrew Harker:
Prophetically Called Sodom and Egypt: The A ective Power of Revelation 11.1–13 – Ian Paul: Source, Structure, and
Composition in the Book of Revelation
Context, Interpretation, and Genre
Richard Bauckham: Judgment in the Book of Revelation – Sarah Underwood Dixon: 'The Testimony of Jesus' in Light of
Internal Self-References in the Books of Daniel and 1 Enoch – Sean Michael Ryan: 'The Testimony of Jesus' and 'The
Testimony of Enoch': An emic Approach to the Genre of the Apocalypse – Michelle Fletcher: Apocalypse Noir: How
Revelation De ned and De ed a Genre – Ronald Herms: πνευματικῶς and Antagonists in Revelation 11 Reconsidered – W.
Gordon Campbell: Facing Fire and Fury: One Reading of Revelation's Violence in the Context of Recent Interpretation –
Simon P. Woodman: Fire from Heaven: Divine Judgment in the Book of Revelation – Paul Middleton: Male Virgins, Male
Martyrs, Male Brides: A Reconsideration of the 144,000 'who have not dirtied themselves with women' (Revelation 14.4) –
Shane J. Wood: God's Triumphal Procession: Re-examining the Release of Satan in the Light of Roman Imperial Imagery.
Reception
Christopher Rowland: British Interpretation of the Apocalypse: A Historical Perspective – Ian Boxall: The Mighty Angel and
the Little Scroll: A Reception-Historical Study of Revelation 10 – Jonathan Downing: The Women Clothed in the Sun: The
Reception of Revelation 12 among Female British Prophets 1780–1814
Afterword
Steve Moyise: A Response to Currents in British Research on the Apocalypse

W hitaker, Robyn J.

Ekphrasis, Vision, and Persuasion in the Book of Revelation
Volume 410
2015. XVI, 270 pages.
ISBN 9783161539787
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161540080
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Robyn J. Whitaker demonstrates how a rhetorical analysis of the visions of God in the Book of Revelation reveals the
persuasive role of the visions of God and the Lamb in John's argument against cultic images and worship. Through the
rhetorical technique of ekphrasis, the author adapts his Jewish sources to make present a God who is perceived to be
spatially or temporally absent. In doing so, he o ers a verbal-visual image that seeks to combat the power of imperial cult
images. Locating the text in its religious and rhetorical context, Robyn J. Whitaker argues that the author participates in an
ongoing debate over whether writers or sculptors (artists) could best represent the gods; that is, whether God is best
represented by words or images. John ultimately mounts an argument for the epiphanic power of words and of his text in
particular as a way to encounter divine presence and, moreover, to facilitate worship of the divine.

Brown, Derek R.

The God of This Age
Satan in the Churches and Letters of the Apostle Paul
Volume 409
2015. XI, 243 pages.
ISBN 9783161537080
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161539947
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Derek R. Brown sheds new light on a subject often overlooked in New Testament studies – the references to the gure of
Satan in the undisputed Pauline letters. He contends that the references to Satan are best understood when considered in
light of Paul's apocalyptic theology and apostolic responsibility to his churches. Drawing on an analysis of these two
interpretive categories – as well as a discussion of the various images of »Satan« in the Hebrew Bible and Second Temple
Jewish traditions – the author concludes that Paul fundamentally characterizes Satan in his letters as the apocalyptic
adversary who opposes his apostolic labor (κόπος), which, critically, includes his churches. Paul does so, it is argued,
because he believes that the success of his apostleship is pivotal for the spreading of the gospel at a crucial point in
salvation history.

Wagener, Fredrik

Figuren als Handlungsmodelle
Simon Petrus, die samaritische Frau, Judas und Thomas als Zugänge zu einer narrativen Ethik des
Johannesevangeliums. Kontex te und Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of New
Testament Ethics. Band V I
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Volume 408
2015. XVIII, 620 pages.
ISBN 9783161541247
sewn paper 129,00 €
ISBN 9783161542428
eBook PDF 129,00 €

Fredrik Wagener unites character-analysis and ethical readings of John's Gospel in this volume. He o ers both lay-people
and experts a comprehensive array of tools for examining biblical and other narrative texts alike. Exemplary applications,
images and tables make this part of the work a practical, well-equipped study workshop. The heart of the book is a detailed
exegesis of the subtitle's four characters. Complete scenes in which they appear are analysed and interpreted for their moral
statements, rules, stimuli to act or ethical re ection-impetus. The characters are made to appear as either good examples or
ones of deterrence, as someone to identify with or symbolic mediums for re ection. A wide horizon of the gospel's ethical
substance is hereby demonstrated.

Siikavirta, Samuli

Baptism and Cognition in Romans 6–8
Paul's Ethics beyond 'Indicative' and 'Imperative'
Volume 407
2015. XIV, 214 pages.
ISBN 9783161540141
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161540493
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Baptism, for Paul, is a christological event that he also uses in his ethical argument. The discussion of the relationship
between Paul's theology and ethics has made use of the terms 'indicative' and 'imperative' since Wernle and Bultmann. As
subsequent discussion has shown, these terms are problematic not only because of their rigidity and ambiguity. In this
study, Samuli Siikavirta focuses on Romans 6–8, the key text for the interplay between Paul's theological and ethical
material. He brings the discussion back to what he sees as central to this interaction: baptism and its cognition. Both
elements are examined in their Jewish and Stoic settings. Death to sin, slavery to God, holiness and the indwelling of the
Spirit are all seen as integral parts of the baptismal state that is deeply christological rather than symbolical. Paul's cognitive
language is then viewed in light of his desire to remind his addressees of who and whose they are because of their baptism.

Kirk, Alex ander N.

The Departure of an Apostle
Paul's Death Anticipated and Remembered
Volume 406
2015. XV, 318 pages.
ISBN 9783161543111
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161543128
eBook PDF 99,00 €

What was Paul's attitude toward his own death? How did he act and what did he say and write in view of it? What hopes
did he hold for himself beyond death? These questions are explored by Alexander N. Kirk through a close reading of four
Pauline letters that look ahead to Paul's death and other relevant texts in the rst two generations after Paul's death (AD
70–160). Thus, this book is a study of Paul's death in prospect and retrospect. Starting with the latter, Alexander N. Kirk
examines portraits of the departed Paul in Acts, 1 Clement , the letters of Ignatius, Polycarp's letter To the Philippians , and
the Martyrdom of Paul . Viewed as a part of Paul's early e ective history, these early portraits of Paul o er substantial
resources for the interpretation of his letters. The second half of the thesis examines portraits of the departing Paul in 1 and
2 Corinthians, Philippians, and 2 Timothy, arguing that Paul's death did not primarily present an existential challenge, but a
pastoral one. Although touching upon several areas of recent scholarly interest, Alexander N. Kirk sets forth a new research
question and fresh interpretations of early Christian and Pauline texts.

Ryu, Jang

Knowledge of God in Philo of Alexandria
Volume 405
2015. XIV, 311 pages.
ISBN 9783161530067
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161542770
eBook PDF 99,00 €

How does Philo of Alexandria conceive of the origin and nature of the human mind? How does Philo perceive the potential
of the human mind in its ascent to the divine? And how does he imagine the limitations of the human mind in its ascent to
knowledge of such divine realities? Raising new questions regarding Philo's view of divine knowledge, Jang Ryu identi es
two distinct but related sets of epistemological ideas in the Philonic library, one in each of his exegetical series of writings.
Philonic discourses on mystery initiation and divine inspiration in the so-called Allegorical Commentary are also considered
in the light of Philo's wider exegetical and philosophical interests.

Bork, Arne

Die Raumsemantik und Figurensemantik der Logienquelle
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Volume 404
2015. XVI, 342 pages.
ISBN 9783161541391
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161575068
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this study of the Sayings Source's spatial and character semantics, Arne Bork exposes the literary arrangement of Q's
narrated reality. What signi cance do these semantics have for the narrative of Q? How are the various characters to be
situated in the space of the narrated world? And which inferences can be drawn concerning the Q narrative's theology, as
well as the sociology of a community of Q-recipients, by referring to the semantics of space and characters? Methodically,
the author takes an intertextual approach to the Q-narration which targets the sense but not the exact wording of
Matthew's and Luke's simultaneously transmitted logia. By using theories and models from current literary studies and
historiography, this interdisciplinary study is able to con rm and extend present Q-research.

Dennert, Brian C.

John the Baptist and the Jewish Setting of Matthew
Volume 403
2015. XIII, 336 pages.
ISBN 9783161540059
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161540066
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Although recent discussions on Matthew have emphasized the document's setting within Judaism, these studies have not
analyzed how the Jewish gure of John the Baptist functions within this setting. Brian C. Dennert steps into this gap,
arguing that Matthew presents Jesus to be the continuation and culmination of John's ministry in order to strengthen the
claims of Matthew's group and to vilify the opponents of his group. By doing this he encourages Jews yet to align with
Matthew's group (particularly those who esteem the Baptist) and to gravitate away from its opponents. The author
examines texts roughly contemporaneous with Matthew which reveal respect given to John the Baptist at the time of
Matthew's composition. The examination of Matthew shows that the rst Evangelist more closely connects the Baptist to
Jesus while highlighting his rejection by Jewish authorities.

Leim, Joshua E.

Matthew's Theological Grammar
The Father and the Son
Volume 402
2015. XIII, 298 pages.
ISBN 9783161538155
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161539497
eBook PDF 94,00 €

To say that the rst Gospel is about Jesus is to state what any reader knows from the most cursory glance at Matthew's
narrative. Yet the scholarly discourse about Jesus' identity in Matthew reveals a fundamental confusion about how to
articulate the identity of Jesus vis-à-vis »God« in the narrative.
In this work, Joshua Leim attempts to bring greater clarity to the articulation of Jesus' identity in Matthew by attending more
precisely to two linguistic patterns woven deeply into the entire narrative's presentation of Jesus: Matthew's christological
use of »worship/obeisance« language (proskyneō) and his paternal- lial idiom. Along with exploring the role these linguistic
patterns play in the narrative, the author attempts to hear such language in relation to early Judaism and its articulation of
the identity of the God of Israel. The study of these various elements yields the conclusion that the identity of God and
Jesus Christ are inseparably related in Matthew's Gospel. Matthew articulates the identity of Israel's God around the FatherSon relation.

Gillner, Jens

Gericht bei Lukas
Volume 401
2015. XIV, 387 pages.
ISBN 9783161537516
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161537523
eBook PDF 99,00 €

The great view to salvation is the rst thing that comes to mind when Luke's Gospel is considered with the third evangelist
introducing this in the rst two chapters of his Gospel. However, that the judgement of God also plays a considerable role
in Luke is shown by Jens Gillner in this volume. Within New Testament research, each of the pertinent texts has been looked
at closely. For the rst time, however, the view is taken here that the theme of God's punishment is a most in uential one
in Luke's soteriology. The author pursues the following three key questions in his study: How does Luke introduce the
subject of God's punishment? What end does he seek with talk of this subject? And how do the promise of salvation and
the threat of God's judgement relate to one another in the third Gospel? Gillner closes by taking a look at Paul's declaration
of the judgement in the Areopagus Speech in Acts 17,30f.

Filtvedt, Ole Jakob

The Identity of God's People and the Paradox of Hebrews
Volume 400
2015. XIII, 312 pages.
ISBN 9783161540134
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161540226
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Does the letter to the Hebrews con rm traditional notions of Jewish identity, does it articulate a fresh notion of Christian
identity, or is neither of these alternatives adequate? Taking the motif of the »people of God« in Hebrews as his starting
point, Ole Jakob Filtvedt explores these questions, and argues that the answer must be related to a paradoxical tension
between newness and continuity in Hebrews. Prior attempts to read Hebrews within a supersessionist paradigm are
critiqued, but so are more recent interpretations that see Hebrews as con rming a »radical new perspective« on Christian
origins.
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Tam, Josaphat C.

Apprehension of Jesus in the Gospel of John
Volume 399
2015. XVII, 265 pages.
ISBN 9783161540653
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161540660
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Josaphat C. Tam discusses the »apprehension of Jesus« concept in John's Gospel by focusing on the apostle's use of seeing,
hearing, knowing, witnessing, remembering and believing terms. In so doing, the author contributes to a better
understanding of the concept and John's persuasive strategies by delineating a four-phased apprehension of Jesus in line
with the overall plot. On this basis, he postulates four aspects of John's intended impact. Firstly, John has a dual faithengendering goal targeted at believers and non-believing alike while he secondly skillfully reminds his audience of the
importance of Jesus' »presentness« as a living, omniscient and divine being. Thirdly, the past activities of »seeing« and
»hearing« in the Gospel are associated with reading John's trustworthy testimony in the present. Finally, the belief or
unbelief of readers is exposed to challenging possibilities when the narrated Jesus is encountered.

Genz, Rouven

Jesaja 53 als theologische Mitte der Apostelgeschichte
Studien zu ihrer Christologie und Ekklesiologie im Anschluss an Apg 8,26–40
Volume 398
2015. XII, 502 pages.
ISBN 9783161534089
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161535222
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Rouven Genz presents a new approach to the research of the Acts of the Apostles. He states that the book of Acts quali es
not as a primarily historically but rather theologically motivated corpus and its author is appreciated as an exegete of
scripture. Genz's main emphasis is on the examination of the reception of texts from the book of Isaiah. The focal point is
the story of Philip and the Ethiopian treasurer in Acts 8, which manifests exemplarily Luke's interest with recourse to Isaiah
53. Beyond that, the Isaianic tradition in general, as well as the concept of the Servant of God in particular, also prove to be
the hermeneutical key for the Lucan christology and ecclesiology: Luke regards Jesus as the Servant of God in the Isaianic
sense and his followers as servants of the Servant. Moreover, Luke acquires his soteriological premises from the Isaianic
texts as well: He conceives of Jesus' death as an atoning death.

Das Gottesbild in der Offenbarung des Johannes
Hrsg. v. Martin Stowasser
Volume 397
2015. VIII, 256 pages.
ISBN 9783161534492
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161539725
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The Book of Revelation presents a manifold and very complex picture of God. The approaches used to illustrate this in the
current volume of collected essays range from the history of religion to theology. The authors consider the perspective of
intertextuality with the Old Testament, as well as elements received from contemporary Greco-Roman culture that shape
the image of God. They also highlight the elements of political and social critique it is associated with in Revelation. The
issue of monotheism is taken up when the question of a functional or essential dimension of the image of Christ and the
transfer of divine epitheta to the Lamb are discussed. Finally common features and di erences with the Gospel of John
when speaking of God are addressed as well as the reception of God's portrait in the Book of Revelation in modern
literature.
Survey of contents

Beate Kowalski: Gottesbilder in O b 21,1–8. Alttestamentliche Vernetzungen – Martin Karrer: Das Gottesbild der
O enbarung vor hellenistisch-frühkaiserzeitlichem Hintergrund – Michael Labahn: Der Menschensohngleiche als Gottes
Richter und Gottes Krieger in O b 1,9–20. Christologie zwischen Schriftrezeption, griechisch-römischer Vorstellungswelt und
christlicher Deutung – Klaus Wengst: Protest als Zeugnis und Widerspruch. Soziale und politische Aspekte im Gottesbild der
O enbarung – Konrad Huber: »Gott bete an!« (O b 19,10; 22,9). Christusbild und Gottesbild der Johanneso enbarung im
Spannungsfeld von wesensmäßiger und funktionaler Einheit und Di erenz – Martin Stowasser: Gottesepitheta als
Christusepitheta. Überlegungen zur Gottheit Gottes in der O enbarung des Johannes – Martin Hasitschka: Zeugnis für Gott
in der O enbarung des Johannes und im Johannesevangelium Gemeinsamkeiten und Unterschiede – Rita Müller-Fieberg:
»Nah ist und schwer zu fassen der Gott…« (F. Hölderlin). Das Gottesbild der Johanneso enbarung in ausgesuchten
Beispielen literarischer Rezeption

Ellis, Nicholas

The Hermeneutics of Divine Testing
Cosmic Trials and Biblical Interpretation in the Epistle of James and Other Jewish Literature
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Volume 396
2015. XIII, 275 pages.
ISBN 9783161534911
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161534928
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Nicholas Ellis examines the interplay present in early Jewish literature between authors' theological assumptions on divine
agency in evil and their readings of biblical testing narratives. Ellis takes as a starting point the Epistle of James , and
compares this early Christian work against other examples of ancient Jewish interpretation. Ellis shows how varying
perspectives on the divine, satanic, and human roles of testing exercised a direct in uence on the interpretation of popular
biblical testing narratives such as Abraham and Isaac, Job, and the Trials in the Wilderness. Read in light of the broader
Jewish literature, Ellis argues that the theology and hermeneutic found in the Epistle of James as such relate to divine testing
are closely paralleled by the so-called 'Rewritten Bible' tradition. Within James' cosmic drama, God stands as righteous judge,
with the satanic prosecutor indicting both divine integrity and human religious loyalty.

Wie Geschichten Geschichte schreiben
Frühchristliche Literatur zwischen Faktualität und Fiktionalität
Hrsg. v. Susanne Luther, Jörg Röder u. Eckart David Schmidt
Volume 395
2015. VI, 452 pages.
ISBN 9783161526343
sewn paper 104,00 €

New developments in linguistic philosophy and literary theory demand new readings of early Christian texts concerning the
di erentiation between factuality and ctionality. The contributions in this volume take up this challenge and introduce
early Christian texts into the debate: How do these texts implement factual and ctional forms of literary representation in
narrative characters, events, topics or motifs? Which intentions are implied? Which e ects are aimed for? Insights into the
topic's metadiscourse and its reception history complete the volume.

ISBN 9783161533815
eBook PDF 104,00 €

Survey of contents

Susanne Luther/Jörg Röder/Eckart D. Schmidt: Fiktivität, Fiktionalität und Faktualität in der frühchristlichen Literatur – Eine
Einführung
I. Auf dem Weg zu einer Theorie von Faktualität und Fiktionalität Jörg Röder: Zum Verhältnis von Faktualität und
Fiktionalität. Ein Forschungsüberblick – Frank Zipfel: Fiktion und ktionales Erzählen aus literaturtheoretischer Perspektive
– Vera Nünning: Unzuverlässiges Erzählen als Paradigma für die Unterscheidung zwischen faktualem und ktionalem
Erzählen
II. Frühchristliche Texte in der Diskussion Olaf Rölver: Der Blick des Begeisterten. Die Schrift als symbolische Form der
matthäischen Jesuserzählung – Felix Albrecht: Herodes der Große und der Kindermord zu Bethlehem (Mt 2,16–18) aus
historischer und narratologischer Perspektive – Thomas Schumacher: Die Taufe Jesu als Auferstehungserzählung des
Markusevangeliums – Susanne Luther: Fiktionalitäts- und Faktualitätskriterien. Ein Versuch am Beispiel neutestamentlicher
Wundererzählungen – Paul Metzger: Der Lieblingsjünger und die normative Kraft des Fiktiven – Kanonische Fiktionalität als
fundamentaltheologisches Problem – Ruben Zimmermann: »Und der das gesehen hat, der hat es bezeugt, und sein Zeugnis
ist wahr« (Joh 19,35) – Augenzeugenschaft im Johannesevangelium als hermeneutisches Konzept – Nils Neumann: Rhetorik
des Schi bruchs. Apg 27 als ἔκφ ρασις zwischen Fakt und Fiktion – Sandra Hübenthal: Erfahrung, die sich lesbar macht. Kol
und 2 Thess als ktionale Texte – Peter-Ben Smit: Back to the Future – Aspekte der Pseudepigraphie des Titusbriefes und
ihre Bedeutung
III. Metadiskurse und Wirkungszusammenhänge Martin Bauspieß: Die Pragmatik der Geschichte. Der Metadiskurs zur
Geschichtsschreibung in neutestamentlicher Zeit und die Diskussion nach dem »linguistic turn« – Eckart D. Schmidt: Ein
aufgeklärter Jesus in der Neuen Welt. Die Bibelkompilationen Thomas Je ersons: Historische Faktualität als Paradigma der
Aufklärungsexegese?

Luther, Susanne

Sprachethik im Neuen Testament
Eine Analyse des frühchristlichen Diskurses im Matthäusevangelium, im Jakobusbrief und im 1.
Petrusbrief
Volume 394
2015. XII, 572 pages.
ISBN 9783161523984
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161526763
eBook PDF 109,00 €

In this study on speech ethics in the New Testament Susanne Luther provides an overview of speech-ethical instructions in
New Testament texts: How are we supposed to use speech? In which way can the use of language be characterized as
morally good or bad? Subjects pertaining to speech ethics are discussed in particular in the Gospel of Matthew, the Epistles
of James and 1 Peter: words spoken in anger, the evil of the tongue, controlled speech, inadequate speech, truthfulness and
a person's integrity of word and deed, judging and reprimands. The author uses discourse-analytical methodology to study
the discourse relationship between the New Testament and ancient texts and focuses on the discourse positions found in
New Testament writings.
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Park, Young-Ho

Paul's Ekklesia as a Civic Assembly
Understanding the People of God in their Politico-Social World
Volume 393
2015. X, 254 pages.
ISBN 9783161530609
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161532566
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The Greek word ekklesia originally meant the civic assembly of all citizens in the classical Greek democracy. Young-Ho Park
argues that the strong civic connotation of this term continued to operate in the political culture of the Hellenistic and
Roman periods. The use of ekklesia in second-temple Judaism should also be understood as part of this political culture in
which the Jews were substantially incorporated. By adopting this civic term in his letters to his local Gentile congregations,
Paul e ectively created a symbolic universe in which the Christ worshippers saw themselves as the honorable citizens who
represented the city before God. This civic nature of the community was also used as Paul's solution to the Corinthian
problem, especially with regard to the Lord's Supper, and provided an organizational principle for the local communities.

Heilig, Christoph

Hidden Criticism?
The Methodology and Plausibility of the Search for a Counter-Imperial Subtex t in Paul
Volume 392
2015. XIII, 199 pages.
ISBN 9783161537950
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161537967
eBook PDF

Paul has been regarded as being uncritical of the Roman Empire for a long time, not least because of his apparent call to
obey the state in Rom 13:1–7. However, recent scholarship has questioned this assumption by pointing to »hidden
criticism« in the letters of the apostle. But how can we decide, in a methodologically sound way, whether such a counterimperial message lies beneath the surface of the text? On the basis of insights from the philosophy of science, Christoph
Heilig suggests several analytical steps for examining this paradigm. He concludes that the hypothesis that we can identify
critical »echoes« of the Roman Empire in Paul's letters needs to be modi ed for it to be maintained. In particular, concern
over the danger of overt criticism and subsequent persecution do not su ciently justify this interpretative hypothesis.
Nevertheless, Heilig concludes that the search for a counter-imperial subtext in Paul could turn out to be heuristically
fruitful so long as the limitations of the approach are heeded. Hence, a re-evaluation of Pauline passages in light of Paul's
engagement with ideas from his Roman environment is encouraged.

The Mission of Jesus
Second Nordic Symposium on the Historical Jesus, Lund, 7–10 October 2012
Ed. by Samuel Byrskog and Tobias Hägerland
Volume 391
2015. VIII, 239 pages.
ISBN 9783161533358
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161536229
eBook PDF 74,00 €

From the inception of critical Jesus research, the questions of Jesus' understanding of his authority and his aims have been
central to this eld of inquiry. Up to this day, scholars are making e orts toward resolving those questions. This volume is a
collection of contributions that were originally presented at the second Nordic Symposium on the historical Jesus in Lund
2012. Researchers from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden continue and broaden a conversation that was initiated in
Turku 2010. The topics of Jesus' identity and aims are coupled under the concept of »mission,« which includes his notion of
being sent, the purposes that he aimed to ful ll, and the means of carrying out these purposes. Contributions to the
volume discuss methodological problems, analyze proposals made in previous research, and suggest new understandings
of various aspects of the mission of Jesus.
Survey of contents

Samuel Byrskog/Tobias Hägerland: Introduction ‒ Per Bilde: Can It Be Justi ed to Talk about Scholarly Progress in the
History of Modern Jesus Research since Reimarus? ‒ Halvor Moxnes: The Mission of Jesus to »the Totality of the Jewish
Land« in Schleiermacher's Life of Jesus ‒ Samuel Byrskog: What is Historical about the Mission of the Historical Jesus?
Rudolf Bultmann and the Hermeneutics of Memory ‒ Jostein Ådna: The Messianic Claim of Jesus: An Appreciation and
Appraisal of Martin Hengel's Portrayal of the Historical Jesus ‒ Kari Syreeni: From John's Ministry to the Mission of Jesus:
The Question of Continuity and Change in a Psychological Perspective ‒ Mogens Müller: The E ect of Jesus as Source for
the Historical Figure ‒ Eve-Marie Becker: Jesus and Capernaum in the Apostolic Age: Balancing Sources and their Evidence ‒
Renate Banschbach Eggen: Do the Parables Tell Us Something about the Mission of Jesus? ‒ Matti Kankaanniemi: Mission
as Reaction: Exhausted Jesus at the Well of Sychar ‒ Tobias Hägerland: The Role of the Disciples in the Prophetic Mission of
Jesus ‒ Ville Auvinen: » Eloi, eloi, lema sabakhthani » (Mark 15:34) – A Cry of Despair or Trust?

Jesus, Paulus und die Texte von Qumran
Hrsg. v. Jörg Frey u. Enno Edzard Popkes unter Mitarb. v. Sophie Tätweiler
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Volume 390
2015. X, 519 pages.
ISBN 9783161532122
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161532139
eBook PDF 99,00 €

In this volume the relevance of the Qumran discoveries for the interpretation of Jesus and the Jesus tradition and of the
Pauline epistles is discussed in detailed studies and thematic overviews. The focus is on Jesus' position toward the Sabbath
and his eschatology, Paul's use of the scriptures and his method of interpretation and the relevance of the Hodayot and of
4QInstruction for the interpretation of New Testament texts. An extensive study utilizes the Qumran insights on the
Aramaic language in the late Second Temple period for a new Aramaic reconstruction of the Lord's Prayer.
Survey of contents

Jörg Frey: Einführung
I. Jesus Lutz Doering: Jesus und der Sabbat im Licht der Qumrantexte – Albert L. A. Hogeterp: Jesus' Eschatology in the Light
of the Texts from Qumran – Ursula Schattner-Rieser: Das Aramäische zur Zeit Jesu und das Vaterunser. Re exionen zur
Muttersprache Jesu anhand der Texte von Qumran – Hermann Lichtenberger: Mt 18,10 und die Engel in Qumran
II. Paulus Christian Mezenthin: Jüdische Schriftgelehrsamkeit bei Paulus – Friedrich Avemarie: Gab es eine vorrabbinische
Gezera schawa ? Schriftauslegung durch lexematische Assoziation in Qumran, bei Paulus und in der frühen rabbinischen
Literatur – Enno Edzard Popkes: Essenisch-qumranische und paulinische Psalmen-Rezeptionen: ein Beitrag zur
frühjüdischen Schrifthermeneutik – George J. Brooke: Weak or Sinful? A Body of Rhetoric – On the Use of Physical
Metaphors in Romans 3 and the Hodayot – Francesco Zanella: Das Vokabular für 'Gerechtigkeit' in Qumran und bei Paulus
– Judith H. Newman: Covenant Renewal and Transformational Scripts in the Performance of the Hodayot and 2 Corinthians
III. Qumran-Studien Michael Becker: Zwishen Kult, Verein und Eschaton. Zur Diskussion um die Mähler der YaḥadGemeinschaft – Jean-Sébastien Rey: 4QInstruction and its Relevance for Understanding Early Christian Writings – Reinhard
Achenbach: 11 Q Melki-Zedek und der Repräsentant Zions in Jesaja 61 – James H. Charlesworth: An Unknown Dead Sea
Scroll and Speculations Focused on the Vorlage of Deuteronomy 27:4
IV. Jesus, Paulus und Qumran Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn: Überlegungen zu Jesus im Licht der Qumrangemeinde und
Bemerkungen zum Projekt »Qumran und Paulus«

Gunkel, Heidrun

Der Heilige Geist bei Lukas
Theologisches Profil, Grund und Intention der lukanischen Pneumatologie
Volume 389
2015. XII, 420 pages.
ISBN 9783161534393
sewn paper 104,00 €
ISBN 9783161534935
eBook PDF 104,00 €

The insight that the Holy Spirit plays a decisive role in Luke-Acts is not a new one. Works up until now have however either
not taken into consideration all instances of the Holy Spirit within Luke-Acts, or have dealt with thematic limitations from
the outset. In contrast, Heidrun Gunkel o ers a comprehensive examination of the subject, illustrating how Luke portrays
the Holy Spirit's diverse functions and e ects. Like stones in a mosaic, each nding slots into place to reveal an overall
picture of Luke's pneumatology and serves to underline that the Holy Spirit is an important building block in his theology.
On this basis, the author examines how Luke uses his formative perceptions of the Holy Spirit, set against a backdrop of
Old Testament, Jewish and Hellenistic perspectives, in order to make his message intelligible to both Jews and Greeks alike.

Moore, Nicholas J.

Repetition in Hebrews
Plurality and Singularity in the Letter to the Hebrews, Its Ancient Contex t, and the Early Church
Volume 388
2015. XV, 276 pages.
ISBN 9783161538520
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161538551
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Repetition has had a chequered and often negative reception in Christian history, especially in connection with ritual and
liturgy, and the Letter to the Hebrews lies at the heart of this contested understanding. Nicholas Moore shows that
repetition in Hebrews does not operate in uniform contrast to the once-for-all death of Christ but rather functions in a
variety of ways, many of them constructive. The singularity of the Christ event is elucidated with reference to the onceyearly Day of Atonement to express all-surpassing theological su ciency, and repetition can contrast or coexist with this
unique event. In particular, Moore argues that the daily Levitical sacri ces foreshadow the Christian's continual access to
and worship of God. This reappraisal of repetition in Hebrews lays foundations for renewed appreciation of repetition's
importance for theological discourse and religious life.

Sommer, Michael

Der Tag der Plagen
Studien zur Verbindung der Rezeption von Ex 7–11 in den Posaunen- und Schalenvisionen der
Johannesoffenbarung und der Tag des Herrn-Tradition
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Volume 387
2015. XX, 294 pages.
ISBN 9783161531170
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161537103
eBook PDF 94,00 €

The Book of Revelation is a text which combines many of the story lines from Israel's scriptures. John created a unique
genre of text by placing allusions to the traditions of Israel together vividly. Moreover, his writings are nothing short of a
masterpiece, built as they are on a huge network of keywords and a connection of motifs. Michael Sommer examines and
explains one of the main threads in this complex text. He demonstrates that Rev 6:12–16:21 can be read as a coherent subunit in the apocalyptic visions in which John wanted to fuse together the two traditions of the great Day of the Lord and
the plagues in Egypt.

Irons, Charles Lee

The Righteousness of God
A Lex ical Ex amination of the Covenant-Faithfulness Interpretation
Volume 386
2015. XXIII, 444 pages.
ISBN 9783161535185
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161535192
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Advocates of the New Perspective on Paul appeal to the view that »righteousness« in biblical theology is a Verhältnisbegri
(relational concept). This is the view that »righteousness« does not mean conformity to a norm, nor is it an essentially legal
concept; rather, »righteousness« denotes the ful llment of the demands of a relationship, since the relationship itself is the
norm. This relational interpretation of »righteousness« was rst put forward by Hermann Cremer in 1899 and exercised a
profound in uence in biblical scholarship throughout the 20th century. It lies at the root of the New Perspective claim that
»the righteousness of God« in Paul is a cipher for God's saving faithfulness to his covenant, a view defended by N. T. Wright,
among others. Charles Lee Irons provides a critical examination of Cremer's chief arguments for the relational, covenantfaithfulness interpretation. The author argues instead for the view that »the righteousness of God« in Rom 1:17; 3:21–22;
10:3; 2 Cor 5:21; and Phil 3:9 is the status of righteousness that comes from God as a gift.

Carlson, Stephen C.

The Text of Galatians and Its History
Volume 385
2015. XIV, 308 pages.
ISBN 9783161533235
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161533242
eBook PDF 99,00 €

Stephen C. Carlson investigates the text of Paul's Epistle to the Galatians and analyses how that text changed over the
course of its transmission in manuscript copies over several centuries. For this study, he collated ninety-two textual
witnesses of Galatians and arranged them into a genealogical family tree called a stemma codicum , with assistance from a
computer-implemented method used in computational biology known as cladistics . Using this global stemma, he
establishes a critical text for the epistle and assesses the nature of the textual variations that occurred throughout the text's
history of transmission in over 250 signi cant variant readings, paying particular attention to possible theological
motivations. This is the rst study to produce a global stemma of any kind for a New Testament book, an accomplishment
that was previously thought to be unfeasible.

»In Christ« in Paul
Ex plorations in Paul's Theology of Union and Participation
Ed. by Michael J. Thate, Kevin J. Vanhoozer and Constantine R. Campbell
Volume 384
2014. IX, 577 pages.
ISBN 9783161523878
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161535529
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Nearing thirty- ve years ago, E. P. Sanders famously stated that the center of thought within Paul's theology is participatory
in nature – which, of course, caused no small debate within broad strands of Pauline scholarship. Sanders also suggested
that we have no modern conception of what this thought might mean for us today. These two axioms of Sanders loosely
organize the essays in this volume which seek to explore the complex notions of union and participation within Pauline
theology through exegesis, highlights in reception history, and theological re ection. This collection of essays aims at
teasing out the complex web of meaning conveyed through Paul's theological vision of union and participation – both in
their relationship and in their distinction with one another. Taken as a whole, this edited volume constitutes a multidisciplinary re ection and exploration of Paul's theological vision of participation and union. But it is precisely as a multidisciplinary exploration that this volume hopes to chart new ground and make new connections within Pauline thought
with the hope that further research might contest and/or clarify its ndings.
Survey of contents

Kevin J. Vanhoozer: From »Blessed in Christ« (Eph 1:3) to »Being in Christ«: The State of the Union and the Place of
Participation in Paul's Discourse, New Testament Exegesis, and Systematic Theology Today Part One: Pauline Theology and
Exegesis Douglas A. Campbell: Participation and Faith in Paul – Constantine R. Campbell: Metaphor, Reality, and Union
with Christ – Grant Macaskill: Incarnational Ontology and the Theology of Participation in Paul – Susan Eastman: Oneself
in Another: Participation and the Spirit in Romans 8 – Matthew Croasmun: »Real Participation«: The Body of Christ & the
Body of Sin in Evolutionary Perspective – Isaac Augustine Morales, O.P.: Baptism and Union with Christ – Michael J.
Gorman: Paul's Corporate, Cruciform, Missional Theosis in 2 Corinthians – Michael J. Thate: Paul and the Anxieties of
(Imperial?) Succession: Galatians and the Politics of Neglect – Joshua W. Jipp: Sharing the Heavenly Rule of Christ the King:
Paul's Royal Participatory Language in Ephesians – Michael J. Thate: Paul, Φρόνησις, and Participation: The Shape of Space
and the Recon guration of Place in Paul's Letter to the Philippians Part Two: Some Highlights from Reception History Ben
C. Blackwell: Two Early Perspectives on Participation in Paul: Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria – Darren Sarisky:
Augustine and Participation: Some Re ections on His Exegesis of Romans – Stephen Chester: Union with Christ: Martin
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Luther – Julie Canlis: The Fatherhood of God & Union with Christ in Calvin – T. Robert Baylor: »One with Him in Spirit«:
Mystical Union and the Humanity of Christ in the Theology of John Owen – Keith L. Johnson: Karl Barth's Reading of Paul's
Union with Christ Part Three: Theological Re ection Ashish Varma: Fitting Participation: From the Holy Trinity to Christian
Virtue – Mary Patton Baker: Participating in the Body and Blood of Christ: Christian Kοινωνία and the Lord's Supper –
Devin P. Singh: Until We Are One? Biopolitics and the United Body

Clark, Bruce T.

Completing Christ's Afflictions
Christ, Paul, and the Reconciliation of All Things
Volume 383
2015. XI, 190 pages.
ISBN 9783161533341
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161536274
eBook PDF 69,00 €

What is the relationship between the preeminent, cosmos-reconciling 'Christ' of Col 1:15–20 and the imprisoned 'Paul' of
1:24–29, who enigmatically 'completes' the former's a ictions as he declares to 'every person' the mystery, long concealed
but only now revealed by Israel's God to his holy ones? After nding solid exegetical ground through an unprecedented
and exhaustive study of the rare verb antanaplēroō (in 1.24), Bruce Clark tackles this most intriguing, if challenging
question. He argues that Col 1, in accord with 2 Cor 5:18–6:4, presents Paul as the utterly unique diakonos ('minister') of the
universal ekklēsia and, therefore, as one whose a ictions uniquely complete Christ's own, so that together, revealing the
righteousness of God, they initiate the divine reconciliation of 'all things.'

Henning, Meghan

Educating Early Christians through the Rhetoric of Hell
»Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth« as Paideia in Matthew and the Early Church
Volume 382
2014. XIII, 294 pages.
ISBN 9783161529634
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161575051
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this book, Meghan Henning explores the rhetorical function of the early Christian concept of hell. Building upon classical
rhetorical techniques and the descriptions of Hades in Greek and Roman literature, she contends that the ancient Christian
concept of hell was developed as a part of a distinctively Christian paideia . She traces the history of this interpretive
process, illustrating the ways in which early Christians drew upon the Greek and Roman system of ethical and cultural
education, to create and maintain their own culture. By doing this the author demonstrates that Matthew's gospel is the
nexus in which early Christian ideas about eternal punishment begin to crystallize, and becomes the focal point for later
apocalyptic and patristic authors who interpret and reshape Matthew's »weeping and gnashing of teeth« in a variety of
pedagogical contexts.

Schedtler, Justin Jeffcoat

A Heavenly Chorus
The Dramatic Function of Revelation's Hymns
Volume 381
2014. XIII, 382 pages.
ISBN 9783161531262
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161531279
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The claim that Revelation's hymns function as did Classical tragic choral lyrics insofar as they comment upon or interpret the
surrounding narrative has become axiomatic in studies of Revelation.
Justin Je coat Schedtler marks an advance in this line of inquiry by o ering an exegetical analysis of Revelation's hymns
alongside a presentation of the forms and functions of ancient tragic choruses and choral lyrics. Evaluating the hymns in
light of the varieties and complexities of ancient tragic choruses, he demonstrate that they are not best evaluated in terms
of choral lyrics generally, but in terms of dramatic hymns in particular, insofar as they constitute mythological-theological
re ections on the surrounding narrative, and function to situate the surrounding dramatic activity in a particular
mythological-theological contexts.

Moser, Marion

Schriftdiskurse im Johannesevangelium
Eine narrativ-intertex tuelle Analyse am Paradigma von Joh 4 und Joh 7
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Volume 380
2014. XV, 304 pages.
ISBN 9783161535437
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161535444
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Marion Moser deals with the references to scripture in John's Gospel, a classical theme in the interpretation of the
Evangelist. Through the application of inter-textual and narrative methods, a central and hitherto barely observed aspect of
the use of scripture in the fourth gospel comes into focus: quotes and references from the writing are mostly embedded in
various forms of reported speech. Tied to this observation is a whole series of new questions: which gures use scripture
and which interpretation do they endorse? What are the consequences of this for the exegesis of John's writings? Does this
use of language represent a narrative strategy on John's part, and, if so, could it be plausibly explained by the historical
situation? In the paradigmatic examination of John 4:1 and John 7:1–52, the author follows these and other questions in a
bid to win fresh insights into the gospel as a whole.

Swafford Works, Carla

The Church in the Wilderness
Paul's Use of Ex odus Traditions in 1 Corinthians
Volume 379
2014. XIII, 205 pages.
ISBN 9783161536052
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161536069
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Much attention has been devoted to Paul's quotations from the Old Testament, but little attention has been given to Paul's
use of biblical narratives. The most extensive use of scripture in 1 Corinthians involves an allusion to Israel's exodus (10:1–
22), which contains only one quotation (1 Cor 10:7). Since there is much debate on how to identify scriptural allusions, Carla
Works examines two passages where there is overwhelming scholarly consensus regarding the presence of exodus imagery:
1 Corinthians 5:6–8 and 10:1–22. These passages, therefore, provide an ideal place to consider how Paul is using Israel's
exodus traditions to instruct a predominantly non-Jewish congregation. The author argues that the exodus tradition, a
tradition used to bolster Israel's identity and to teach Israel about the identity of God, is reinterpreted by Paul in light of
Christ and is employed to foster the identity formation of the Corinthians as the church of »one God and one Lord« (1 Cor
8:6).

Root, Bradley W.

First Century Galilee
A Fresh Ex amination of the Sources
Volume 378
2014. XVII, 228 pages.
ISBN 9783161534898
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161535413
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Bradley W. Root o ers a thorough re-examination of the relevant literary and archaeological evidence for rst century
Galilee. Root argues that previous scholarship on Galilee has generally failed to make appropriate distinctions between the
di erent sources of information for the region's history. He therefore adopts a strict method of historical inquiry, evaluating
each of the relevant literary sources and the archaeological evidence discretely before interpreting the evidence collectively.
Root concludes with a historical reconstruction of rst century Galilee, arguing that the region was politically stable until the
Great Revolt of 66 CE. He also illustrates that Galilean culture was substantially in uenced by Judean culture and that
Galilee had signi cantly fewer socio-economic problems than Judea. He contends that the Jewish communities along the
Sea of Galilee developed their own distinct regional culture.

Ogereau, Julien M.

Paul's Koinonia with the Philippians
A Socio-Historical Investigation of a Pauline Economic Partnership
Volume 377
2014. XIV, 592 pages.
ISBN 9783161534881
sewn paper 109,00 €
ISBN 9783161535031
eBook PDF 109,00 €

Julien M. Ogereau explores the socio-economic dimension of Paul's koinonia with the Philippians from a Graeco-Roman
perspective. After conducting a rigorous philological study of the business terminology Paul employs in Philippians in the
light of documentary sources (papyri and inscriptions), he o ers a thorough socio-economic reading of the letter that is
informed by ancient cultural conventions. Challenging recent scholarship, Ogereau concludes that Paul's relationship with
the Philippians followed the well-established pattern of economic partnerships (koinonia/societas ), whereby Paul supplied
the ars and opera (skill and labour), while the Philippians contributed the pecunia (funds).

Foster, Robert J.

The Significance of Exemplars for the Interpretation of the Letter of James
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Volume 376
2014. X, 233 pages.
ISBN 9783161532634
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161532955
eBook PDF 79,00 €

In this book, Robert J. Foster explores James' use of his four characters from Jewish history and tradition (Abraham, Rahab,
Job and Elijah) and considers their collective as well as individual functions in the composition. He concludes that each of
the four exemplars was tested to the extreme (albeit in very di erent ways) yet remained wholly-committed to God. By
reason of that commitment each exemplar became an outsider in both their cultural and historical contexts. 'James' urges
his audience to emulate these exemplars in their less extreme tests of daily life by rejecting the values of the world and
living according to the reinterpreted Torah of Jesus Christ.

Dicken, Frank

Herod as a Composite Character in Luke-Acts
Volume 375
2014. XIII, 210 pages.
ISBN 9783161532542
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161532559
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Frank Dicken o ers a new perspective on the three rulers who appear in Luke-Acts with the name »Herod,« contending that
in light of their similar narrative depictions they may be construed as a composite character, i.e., a single character in the
narrative. Viewing the Lukan Herods alongside other composite characters in Jewish and early Christian literature, the
author then compares and contrasts the portrayal of the Herods in Luke-Acts with what is known about the Herods
historically. Thereby he highlights two unique features – the title »King of Judaea« at Luke 1:5 and the name »Herod« for
Agrippa I in Acts 12 – that result in construing the Herods as a composite. A reading of Luke-Acts focusing on each passage
in which composite »Herod« appears demonstrates that understanding »Herod« as a single character is possible. Finally,
Frank Dicken examines the characterization of composite »Herod« as an antagonist who embodies satanic opposition
toward the spread of the gospel in the Lukan narrative.

Rollens, Sarah E.

Framing Social Criticism in the Jesus Movement
The Ideological Project in the Sayings Gospel Q
Volume 374
2014. XIV, 226 pages.
ISBN 9783161531200
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161535239
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Although it has become increasingly popular to understand the earliest rural Jesus movement as emerging from a peasant
milieu, proponents of this model have not yet taken the time to explore the rami cations for a highly stylized written
document being the earliest evidence for this movement. On the contrary, the Sayings Gospel Q, a sophisticated literary
text having a nities with other ancient literature and even documentary papyri, does not seem to be a product of a
peasant milieu. Even so, Q does not appear to be the product of elites either, for the text is rife with tropes of social and
economic marginality. In order to access the elusive »middling stratum« from which Q's authors may stem, Sarah E. Rollens
looks cross-culturally at middling gures to understand the ideological project in Q.

The Identity of Jesus: Nordic Voices
Ed. by Samuel Byrskog, Tom Holmén and Matti Kankaanniemi
Volume 373
2014. X, 250 pages.
ISBN 9783161522048
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161524028
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Much of the Jesus scholarship has concentrated on the so-called self-identity of Jesus. However, due to the recent emphasis
on the subjective perception and memory processes in the methodology of Jesus research, it is meaningful to reconceptualize the question. The authors of this volume approach the question of the identity of Jesus from di erent angles.
Viewpoints vary from that of comparative religion to the analysis of the narratives Jesus told, some key events of his life
and existing identities of the rst century Judaism. The overall aim in this collection of articles is to provide informative and
updated perspectives on one of the most central questions of the research eld. The papers given in the rst Nordic
Symposium of the Historical Jesus in Åbo 2010 have been modi ed and collected to cover important aspects in the historical
Jesus research. While contributions come from a rather heterogeneous group of scholars, the geographical and linguistic
proximity have enabled keen and fruitful interaction, thus making Nordic voices worth hearing.
Survey of contents

Table of Contents: Kari Syreeni: The Identity of the Jesus Scholar: Diverging Preunderstandings in Recent Jesus Research –
Per Bilde: Approaching the Issue of the Originality of Jesus – Matti Kankaanniemi: Jesus the Son of Joseph: Re ections of
Father-Son Relationship in the Ministry of Jesus – Tobias Hägerland: A Prophet like Elijah or according to Isaiah? Rethinking
the Identity of Jesus – Hans Kvalbein: Jesus as Preacher of Kingdom – Samuel Byrskog: The Didactic Identity and Authority
of Jesus – Reconsidered – Renate Banschbach-Eggen: Understanding the Identity of Jesus on the Basis of his Parables –
Thomas Kazen: Revelation, Interpretation, Tradition: Jesus, Authority and Halakic Development – Jostein Ådna: The Role of
Jerusalem in the Mission of Jesus – Tom Holmén: Caught in the Act: Jesus Starts the New Temple – A Continuum Study of
Jesus as Temple Founder
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Reactions to Empire
Sacred Tex ts in their Socio-Political Contex ts
Ed. by John Anthony Dunne and Dan Batovici
Volume 372
2014. XII, 203 pages.
ISBN 9783161534133
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161534140
eBook PDF 69,00 €

The authors of this volume explore various instances of theo-political visions of authoritative texts in Second Temple and
Rabbinic Judaism, and Early Christianity, and as such o er a broader perspective on the topos »sacred texts in their
context.« Instead of a narrow exploration of the »political intent« of a singular text or group of texts, the volume contains
the treatment of a wide range of texts, out of di erent corpora, with their discrete contexts. Their juxtaposition, as well as
that of the respective scholarly approaches of the essays, o ers fresh insights on the matter. Each of the essays in the
collection addresses the issue of oppressive imperial ideology and the extent to which the authors of sacred texts engaged
their political contexts, and eight of the essays speci cally present reactions to the Roman Empire.
Survey of contents

Loren T. Stuckenbruck: A Place for Socio-Political Oppressors at the End of History? Eschatological Perspectives from 1
Enoch – Amanda M. Davis Bledsoe: Attitudes Toward Seleucid Imperial Hegemony in the Book of Daniel – Nadav Sharon:
Between Opposition to the Hasmoneans and Resistance to Rome: The Psalms of Solomon and the Dead Sea Scrolls –
Matthew V. Novenson: What the Apostles Did Not See – Christoph Heilig: Methodological Considerations for the Search of
Counter-Imperial »Echoes« in Pauline Literature – Alexander P. Thompson: Thwarting the Enemies of God: Contrasting the
Death of Herod and the Resurrection of Jesus in Luke-Acts – David I. Starling: »She Who Is in Babylon«: 1 Peter and the
Hermeneutics of Empire – Brandon Walker: The Forgotten Kingdom: Miracle, the Memory of Jesus, and Counter-Ideology to
the Roman Empire – Candida R. Moss: Resisting Empire in Early Christian Martyrdom Literature – Bernie Hodkin:
Theologies of Resistance: A Reexamination of Rabbinic Traditions about Rome

Arnold, Bradley

Christ as the Telos of Life
Moral Philosophy, Athletic Imagery, and the Aim of Philippians
Volume 371
2014. XI, 259 pages.
ISBN 9783161533266
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161533273
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Bradley Arnold examines the argumentative logic and central aim in Paul's letter to the Philippians. A historical context is
mapped out that is useful for these purposes, examining the broad structure of thought in ancient moral philosophy
(namely, Aristotle, Epicureanism, and Stoicism), ancient athletics, and vivid description. The author then uses these areas to
elucidate the nature of Paul's argument in Philippians. In an exegetical analysis of the entire letter he demonstrates that
Paul's argument is structured similarly to the pattern of thinking in ancient moral philosophy and that within this
framework Paul utilizes athletics at key places to conceptualize the nature of Christian existence. He argues that Paul sums
up his perspective on life with the image of the runner in Phil 3:13–14, which functions as a vivid description. This imagery
plays a central role in Paul's rhetorical aim in this letter, presenting in nuce his persuasive appeal for the Philippians to
pursue Christ as the τέλος of life.

Snyder, Julia A.

Language and Identity in Ancient Narratives
The Relationship between Speech Patterns and Social Contex t in the Acts of the Apostles, Acts of John,
and Acts of Philip
Volume 370
2014. XVI, 329 pages.
ISBN 9783161532641
sewn paper 94,00 €
ISBN 9783161533303
eBook PDF 94,00 €

When a Christian writer refers to Jesus as »the Lord,« what does it signify? Is it primarily a way of making a political or
theological statement, or might social concerns have had more in uence on the writer's choice of words? Studies of early
Christianity regularly depend on a nuanced understanding of lexical signi cance, but current research often fails to consider
social aspects of »what words mean.« Julia A. Snyder argues that methodological improvements are needed in how lexical
signi cance in ancient Greek texts is determined, based on an analysis of the relationship between speech patterns and
addressee identity in the Acts of the Apostles , Acts of John , and Acts of Philip . She also illustrates how sociolinguistic
variation contributes to characterization and the construction of Christian identity in the narratives, how it sheds light on
the rewriting of ancient texts, and how it informs the question of whether apostolic narratives were produced for
evangelistic purposes.

Reconsidering the Relationship between Biblical and Systematic Theology in the
New Testament
Essays by Theologians and New Testament Scholars
Ed. by Benjamin E. Reynolds, Brian Lugioyo and Kevin J. Vanhoozer
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Volume 369
2014. XIV, 308 pages.
ISBN 9783161527197
sewn paper 84,00 €
ISBN 9783161530296
eBook PDF 84,00 €

The essays in this volume engage speci c New Testament texts and theological doctrines through the lens of one or more of
the following questions: Should systematic theology dominate biblical theology or the reverse? Should they form a
partnership of equals? How would such a partnership function? Is theology necessary or harmful for exegesis? Should
theological peculiarities in the New Testament be considered in exegetical study? The contributors include both systematic
theologians and New Testament scholars, and each explores their respective topics with a concern for reconsidering the
relationship between biblical and systematic theology. These essays o er diverse ways of reevaluating how biblical
theology and systematic theology function together as pillars, partners, or partisans. This volume contains a foreword by
Tremper Longman, III, and postscript by Stan D. Gaede.
Survey of contents

Tremper Longman, III: Foreword – K evin J. Vanhoozer/Benjamin E. Reynolds/Brian Lugioyo: Introduction
Part One: Essays From the Perspective of Biblical Theology Mark Strauss: Christology or Christological Purpose in the
Synoptic Gospels: A Study of Unity in Diversity – Benjamin E. Reynolds: The »Eucharistic« Language of John 6 in Biblical and
Theological Perspective – Roy Kotansky: The Resurrection of Jesus in Biblical Theology: From Early Appearances (1
Corinthians 15) to the »Sindonology« of the Empty Tomb – Judith Gundry: Is Paul Worried about Anxiety or Care for
People? The Theme of 1 Corinthians 7:32–34 and the Relation between Exegesis and Theology – J. Webb Mealy: Revelation
is One: Revelation 20 and the Quest to Make the Scriptures Agree
Part Two: Essays From the Perspective of Systematic Theology Roger Newell: Instead of Sentimental Exegesis: The
Signi cance of Su ering for Christ and his Church – Kevin J. Vanhoozer: The Origin of Paul's Soteriology: Election,
Incarnation, and Union with Christ in Ephesians 1:4 (with special reference to Evangelical Calvinism) – Brian Lugioyo:
Ministering to Bodies: Anthropological Views of Sōma in the New Testament, Theology, and Neuroscience – Jennifer Powell
McNutt: James, »The Book of Straw,« in Reformation Biblical Exegesis: A Comparison of Luther and the Radicals – Gary
Deddo: T.F. Torrance on Theological and Biblical Studies as Co-Servants of the Word of God, Living and Written – Stan D.
Gaede: Postscript

Stettler, Hanna

Heiligung bei Paulus
Ein Beitrag aus biblisch-theologischer Sicht
Volume 368
2014. XX, 762 pages.
ISBN 9783161527258
sewn paper 139,00 €
ISBN 9783161527586
eBook PDF

Can the sancti cation of Jewish and Gentile Christians be considered as the goal of Paul's mission? Against the background
of Old Testament, Jewish writings and the Jesus tradition, Hanna Stettler analyzes Paul's statements regarding sancti cation.
Unlike Lutheran Orthodoxy, Paul did not think that the Christian's part in sancti cation could ever enter into competition
with God's work of justi cation by faith alone. Indicative and imperative are not related in terms of a »paradox«. Rather, the
imperative describes the new life to which the indicative – i.e., the new creation through Christ's atoning death and the gift
of the Spirit – enables. It is God's work that he enables Christians to do his will. Only in this way is freedom from the law
safeguarded from ethical indi erence. Through the gift of the Spirit Christians can live in love, thus ful lling the law.

The Reception of Septuagint Words in Jewish-Hellenistic and Christian
Literature
Ed. by Eberhard Bons, Ralph Brucker and Jan Joosten
Volume 367
2014. VIII, 213 pages.
ISBN 9783161529535
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161529542
eBook PDF 69,00 €

The projected Historical and Theological Lexicon of the Septuagint will o er historical studies of Septuagint words, retracing
their usage from early Greek authors, over koine Greek and the Septuagint translation itself, into Jewish-Hellenistic and
early Christian literature. The latter two of these phases were the object of a workshop held in Bühl (Germany) on January
21 and 22, 2011. The reception of the Septuagint in Greek-speaking Judaism and Christianity raises many questions touching
the lexicon, such as: How do Jewish or Christian authors writing in Greek handle the di erence existing for some words
between the »biblical« usage created in the Septuagint and the usual meaning in Greek? To what extent is it possible to
a rm that New Testament authors borrowed their religious terminology from the Septuagint? Which words of the
Septuagint continue in later writings with their speci c meaning, and which ones go out of use? Is it possible to observe
further semantic developments in the use of »biblical« words by Jewish or Christian authors writing in Greek?
These and similar questions are of concern not only to the narrow elds of lexical semantics and philology. More often than
not, they have important historical and theological implications. With help from some of the best specialists of JewishHellenistic and early Christian texts, an e ort will be made in this book to develop an adequate approach to the problems
outlined. Papers will combine the analysis of selected words and word groups with considerations of method.
Survey of contents

Ralph Brucker: A Sample Article: ᾄδω – Christoph Kugelmeier: Kämpfen, Mühsal und Elend in der Septuaginta: Die von
ΑΕΘΛ-/ΑΘΛ- abgeleitete Wortgruppe – Katell Berthelot: The Notion of Anathema in Ancient Jewish Literature Written in
Greek – Eberhard Bons: The Noun βοηθός as a Divine Title – Wolfgang Kraus: Die Bedeutung von διαθήκη im Hebräerbrief
– Jörg Frey: The Use of δόξα in Paul and John as Shaped by the Septuagint – Jan Joosten: Mixed Blessings: The biblical
notion of blessing in the works of Philo and Flavius Josephus – Emanuela Prinzivalli: The Use of ὁμόνοια and Related
Terms in the Septuagint and in Christian Literature of the First Three Centuries – Enrico Norelli: La Septante dans quelques
testimonia non canoniques des origines chrétiennes – Thomas J. Kraus: Eine Grammatik der Septuaginta und des Neuen
Testaments: Methodische Überlegungen zu Grenzen und Möglichkeiten – James Aitken: Synthesis
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Uytanlet, Samson

Luke-Acts and Jewish Historiography
A Study on the Theology, Literature, and Ideology of Luke-Acts
Volume 366
2014. XVIII, 327 pages.
ISBN 9783161530906
sewn paper 94,00 €

In this book, Samson Uytanlet states his observation that there is an unnecessary disjunction between Luke's theology and
literature in previous studies on Luke-Acts: Luke's theology is typically studied in light of Jewish writings while Luke's
literature is studied in relation with Greco-Roman works. The author shows that there are theological, literary, and
ideological elements that ancient Greco-Roman and Jewish writings share which are also present in Luke's work. In areas
where they diverge, however, Luke-Acts shows closer a nity to Jewish writings.

ISBN 9783161531729
eBook PDF 94,00 €

Edsall, Benjamin A.

Paul's Witness to Formative Early Christian Instruction
Volume 365
2014. XIII, 297 pages.
ISBN 9783161530487
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161530494
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Benjamin A. Edsall provides a new approach to the classic quest for the preaching and teaching (or the kerygma , didache
and catechesis) of the early Church. His method draws on ancient communication practices whereby communicators rely on
knowledge they expect their audience to possess. This reconstruction of early Christian instruction is based on rhetorical
cues in 1 Thessalonians, 1 Corinthians and Romans. Passages are grouped and analyzed according to the way in which they
function as appeals to knowledge. This Pauline lens, the author argues, illuminates not only Paul's formative instruction –
what he taught while establishing his communities and how he built on this initial instruction in his letters – but also how
he assumed certain elements present in his own teaching to be part of a shared formative heritage among non-Pauline
communities in Rome.

Sensitivity towards Outsiders
Ex ploring the Dynamic Relationship between Mission and Ethics in the New Testament and Early
Christianity
Ed. by Jacobus (Kobus) Kok, Tobias Nicklas, Dieter T. Roth and Christopher M. Hays
Volume 364
2014. X, 665 pages.
ISBN 9783161521768
sewn paper 114,00 €
ISBN 9783161575044
eBook PDF 114,00 €

From its very beginning, Christianity was an innovative movement which had to construct and maintain its identity,
morality, and social as well as theological boundary markers as it developed from a religion of conversion into a religion of
tradition. Early Christianity's sensitivity to »outsiders« evolved in various ways as circumstances and socio-cultural contexts
changed. In this volume scholars from around the world re ect on the dynamic relationship between mission and ethos in
the New Testament and Early Christianity, focusing particularly on the sensitivity, or lack thereof, to outsiders, and thereby
o ering new insights into old questions. Most of the New Testament and several second century books are individually
studied by specialists in the eld making this book a valuable reference volume on the topic.

Contributors:
Andries G. van Aarde, Jonathan Draper, John Dunne, Ernest van Eck, Paul Foster, Erhard Gerstenberger, Christopher M. Hays,
Dirk J. Human, Stephan Joubert, Jacobus (Kobus) Kok, Andreas Köstenberger, Abraham Malherbe, Johann Meylahn, David
Mo tt, Candida Moss, Tobias Nicklas, Nelus Niemandt, Heike Omerzu, Bert-Jan Lietaert Peerbolte, Jeremy Punt, Volker
Rabens, Dieter Roth, Christopher Rowland, Herbert Schlögel, Gert Steyn, Andrie du Toit, Chris L. De Wet, Ruben
Zimmermann
Survey of contents

Table of Contents:
Jacobus Kok/Dieter T. Roth: Sensitivity towards Outsiders and the Dynamic Relationship between Mission and Ethics/Ethos
I. Sensitivity towards Outsiders in Philo and the Old Testament
Erhard S. Gerstenberger: Sensitivity towards Outsiders in Old Testament Theologies – Dirk J. Human: Sensitivity towards
Outsiders in Late Second Temple Judaism and its Relation to the New Testament – Gert J. Steyn: Some Observations on
Philo of Alexandria's Sensitivity to Strangers
II: Sensitivity towards Outsiders, Mission, and Ethics in the New Testament
Dieter T. Roth: Missionary Ethics in Q 10:2–12 – Ernest van Eck: Mission, Identity, and Ethics in Mark: Jesus, the Patron for
the Outsiders – Andries G. van Aarde: Righteousness: Paul and Matthew – Heike Omerzu: Exploring the Dynamic
Relationship between Mission and Ethics in Luke-Acts – Andreas J. Köstenberger: Sensitivity to Outsiders in John's Gospel
and Letters and its Implication for the Understanding of Early Christian – Abraham J. Malherbe: Ethics in Context: The
Thessalonians and Their Neighbors – Bert-Jan Lietaert Peerbolte: Morality and Boundaries in Paul – Jeremy Punt: Mission,
Ethics, and Outsiders/Insiders in Galatians – John Anthony Dunne: Cast Out the Aggressive Agitators (Gl 4:29–30): Su ering,
Identity, and the Ethics of Expulsion in Paul's Mission to the Galatians – Ruben Zimmermann: Mission versus Ethics in 1
Corinthians 9? 'Implicit Ethics' as an Aid in Analysing New Testament Texts – Volker Rabens: Inclusion of and Demarcation
from 'Outsiders': Mission and Ethics in Paul's Second Letter to the Corinthians – Tobias Nicklas/Herbert Schlögel: Mission to
the Gentiles, Construction of Christian Identity, and its Relation to Ethics according to Paul – Andrie du Toit: Sensitivity
towards the Reaction of Outsiders as Ethical Motivation in Early Christian Paraenesis – David Mo tt: Perseverance, Purity,
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and Identity: Exploring Hebrews' Eschatological Worldview, Ethics, and In-Group Bias – Stephan Joubert: Homo reciprocus
No More: The 'Missional' Nature of Faith in James – Christopher Rowland: The Apocalypse: Sensitivity and Outsiders
III. Sensitivity towards Outsiders, Mission, and Ethics in the Early Church
Chris L. De Wet: Missionality, Religious Identity, and Power in 1 Clement – Chris L. De Wet: 'No Small Counsel about SelfControl': Enkrateia and the Virtuous Body as Missional Performance in 2 Clement – Jonathan A. Draper: Mission, Ethics, and
Identity in the Didache – Tobias Nicklas: Epistula ad Diognetum (Diognetus): The Christian 'New Genos' and its Construction
of the Others – Paul Foster: Mission and Ethics in the Writings of Ignatius of Antioch – Candida R. Moss: Sensitivity to
Insiders and Outsiders in the Acts of the Martyrs – Chris L. De Wet: John Chrysostom and the Mission to the Goths:
Rhetorical and Ethical Perspectives
IV. Contemporary Implications
Christopher M. Hays: Provision for the Poor and the Mission of the Church: Ancient Appeals and Contemporary Viability –
Nelus Niemandt: Trends in Missional Ecclesiology – Johann-Albrecht Meylahn: Responsibility, God, and Society: The Cry of
the Other in the Sacred Texts as a Challenge towards Responsible Global Citizenship

Leonhard, Clemens

Literature or Liturgy?
Early Christian Hymns and Prayers in their Literary and Liturgical Contex t in Antiquity
Ed. by Clemens Leonhard and Hermut Löhr
Volume 363
2014. VII, 222 pages.
ISBN 9783161532184
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161532191
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Information about Ancient Christianity is preserved in literary texts. These sources contain passages that became liturgical
texts during their history of reception while the context or form of some of them could suggest their ritualized use in the
churches of New Testament times. The essays in this volume elaborate on the question of how ancient pieces of liturgy
might be found in the extant literature. It also asks how readers of these literary texts can avert the risk of anachronistic
reconstructions of ancient liturgies. The topics of this collection range from Jewish Early Medieval poetry to Ancient Greek
hymns. The papers discuss the physical appearance of prayer texts among the Dead Sea Scrolls, the performative aspects of
texts as they are visible in the Old Testament Suspected Adulteress ritual, as well as prayer texts in the Psalms of Solomon
and in the Acts of Thomas. All those lines of research in texts and methods intersect in the conceptual center of the volume:
the question of liturgy in the literature of the New Testament which is also debated in detail.
Survey of contents

Ralph Brucker: »Songs«, »Hymns«, and »Encomia« in the New Testament? – Naomi Janowitz: Water, Word, and Name: The
Shifting Pragmatics of the Sotah/Suspected Adulteress Ritual – Daniel K. Falk: Material Aspects of Prayer Manuscripts at
Qumran – Stefan Schreiber: Can Wisdom Be Prayer? Form and Function of the Psalms of Solomon – Michael Rand:
Fundamentals of the Study of Piyyut – Didier Pralon: Les hymnes grecs païens de l'époque hellénistique et romaine Hermut Löhr: What can we know about the Beginnings of Christian Hymnody? – Clemens Leonhard: Which Hymns were
sung in Ancient Christian Liturgies? – Gerard Rouwhorst: Hymns and Prayers in the Apocryphal Acts of Thomas

Brink, Laurie

Soldiers in Luke-Acts
Engaging, Contradicting, and Transcending the Stereotypes
Volume 362
2014. XII, 222 pages.
ISBN 9783161531637
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161531644
eBook PDF 74,00 €

The author of Luke-Acts constructs a portrait of the Roman military that relies on a variety of literary stereotypes,
anticipating that his authorial audience, familiar with the stereotypes, will bring their experience to bear in the process of
more fully characterizing the soldiers. Expecting their antipathy, Luke upsets his authorial audience's expectations. Laurie
Brink demonstrates that the soldiers, in fact, do not wholly live up to their bad reputations. Engaging, contradicting and
transcending the literary stereotypes, Luke creates a progressive portrait of the Roman soldier that demonstrates the
attitudes and actions of a good disciple, and that serves as a critique of the authorial audience's original response.

Calpino, Teresa J.

Women, Work and Leadership in Acts
Volume 361
2014. XIV, 262 pages.
ISBN 9783161527791
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161575037
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Teresa J. Calpino's social-historical examination opens out the signi cance of two women often bypassed in studies of Acts
of the Apostles, Tabitha (Acts 9:36—43) and Lydia (Acts 16:11—15). In this rst ever work to analyze these women as a pair,
Calpino takes special notice of the ways in which depictions of the ideal woman in Greco-Roman literature are at variance
with the descriptions of Tabitha and Lydia. She uncovers the signals to the Greco-Roman audience concerning each
woman's portrait, as single, nancially independent and socially respected as benefactresses, but each in her own unique
manner. While recognizing certain di erences in the societal parameters and cultural conventions that still held in the Greek
East and Roman West, the author shows how each woman clearly belongs to the new movement across the Empire in
which women take a more active part in business and commerce, as leaders and entrepreneurs. The particular cameo
appearance of each woman re ects in an important manner that rather than shrinking into the background, women
continued to play a vital role in post-Pauline, emergent Christianity.
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Brown, Paul J.

Bodily Resurrection and Ethics in 1 Cor 15
Connecting Faith and Morality in the Contex t of Greco-Roman Mythology
Volume 360
2014. XV, 312 pages.
ISBN 9783161530388
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161575020
eBook PDF 79,00 €

New Testament scholars have long recognized a relationship between the future resurrection and ethics. Paul J. Brown
contributes to this ongoing discussion by tracing Paul's logic for connecting the moral imperatives in 1 Cor 15 to the bodily
resurrection. The author examines the afterlife belief system of the resurrection-deniers and proposes that their eschatology
was informed by Greco-Roman mythology. This enabled the Corinthians to embrace the bodily resurrection of Jesus as a
hero and reject the prospect of their own. Brown suggests that Paul strategically leveraged their Greco-Roman thinking in
his discussion of the resurrection to argue that their in-Christ status made them partakers of the Messiah's beati c afterlife,
and that the Greco-Roman practice of patron emulation should motivate them to live in imitation of the heavenly man.

Weyer-Menkhoff, Karl

Die Ethik des Johannesevangeliums im sprachlichen Feld des Handelns
Kontex te und Normen neutestamentlicher Ethik / Contex ts and Norms of New Testament Ethics. Band V
Volume 359
2014. XIV, 306 pages.
ISBN 9783161527920
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161575013
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Johannine ethics have been given little attention, particularly in past research. Karl Weyer-Menkho challenges this
traditional consensus and attempts to show the extent to which the Gospel of John, which has been seen as the »spiritual
Gospel« (Clement of Alexandria) since the earliest times, is also permeated by the idea of the deed. The pivotal question is
what line of moral reasoning the Gospel of John induces us to follow. The answer to this cannot be found in the principles
or the commandments or virtues of human actions; instead of this, Johannine ethics start with God's words and deeds. In
this way, the Gospel of John provides a comprehensive foundation for morality itself based on its narrative environment. In
this context, the commandment to love does not seem to be a sparse remnant of early Christian ethics but rather the
culmination of an often subtle narrative foundation for human actions.

V uong, Lily C.

Gender and Purity in the Protevangelium of James
Volume 358
2013. XVI, 285 pages.
ISBN 9783161523373
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161528446
eBook PDF 89,00 €

The Protevangelium of James is arguably the earliest surviving source that exhibits profound interest in Mary, the mother of
Jesus. Although frequently cited for later Christian re ections about Mary, gender, and virginity and its in uence on popular
Christian art, music, and literature, it is not well known outside academic circles and is rarely studied for its own sake. Lily C.
Vuong o ers a sustained analysis of the text's narrative and literary features in order to explore the portrayal and
characterization of Mary through a focus on the theme of purity. By tracing the various ways purity is described and
presented in the text, the author contributes to discussions on early Jewish and Christian ideas about purity,
representations of women in the ancient world, the early history of Mariology, and the place of non-canonical writings in
the history of biblical interpretation.

Tuval, Michael

From Jerusalem Priest to Roman Jew
On Josephus and the Paradigms of Ancient Judaism
Volume 357
2013. X, 345 pages.
ISBN 9783161523861
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161524950
eBook PDF 99,00 €

In this study, Michael Tuval examines the religion of Flavius Josephus diachronically. The author suggests that because
Diaspora Jews could not participate regularly in the cultic life of the Jerusalem Temple, they developed other paradigms of
Judaic religiosity. He interprets Josephus as a Jew who began his career as a Judean priest but moved to Rome and gradually
became a Diaspora intellectual. Josephus' rst work, Judean War , re ects a Judean priestly view of Judaism, with the Temple
and cult at the center. After these disappeared, there was not much hope left in the religious realm. Tuval also analyzes
Antiquities of the Jews , which was written fteen years later. Here the religious picture has been transformed drastically.
The Temple has been marginalized or replaced by the law which is universal and perfect for all humanity. The book is
optimistic about the future of Judaism, and does not hint that the absence of the Temple hinders human-divine
communication. Paradoxically, in later years Josephus continued to emphasize his priestly identity. The explanation o ered
for this anomaly is a complex one. The author also argues that Josephus continued to see the priests as the natural leaders
of post-destruction Judaism.
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Walser, Georg A.

Old Testament Quotations in Hebrews
Studies in their Tex tual and Contex tual Background
Volume 356
2013. XV, 220 pages.
ISBN 9783161527210
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161527401
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Georg A. Walser investigates the use of the Old Testament (Gen. 47:31b; Ps. 40:7b; Jer. 31:33) in the Letter to the Hebrews,
taking the complicated textual history of the quotations into account, especially the Septuagint and the possibility that
di erent Hebrew texts may underlie the Greek translation. Further, he draws on the assumption that Hebrews was
composed in a Jewish context, where the Old Testament text had been interpreted for a long time. It is also presupposed
that this exegesis was handed down in the post Second Temple Jewish community and in the early church. Hence primary
sources, such as Talmud, Midrash and early church fathers, are consulted. The author shows that several versions of Old
Testament texts were interpreted, which had a decisive impact on the exegesis and that some versions of the texts were
favoured in the Jewish context while others were preferred in the early Church.

Oliver, Isaac W.

Torah Praxis after 70 CE
Reading Matthew and Luke-Acts as Jewish Tex ts
Volume 355
2013. XVI, 524 pages.
ISBN 9783161527234
sewn paper 59,00 €
ISBN 9783161528408
eBook PDF 59,00 €

Many consider the gospel of Matthew to be one of the most »Jewish« texts of the New Testament. Luke-Acts, on the other
hand, has traditionally been viewed as a very »Greek« and Gentile-Christian text. Isaac W. Oliver challenges this dichotomy,
reading Matthew and Luke-Acts not only against their Jewish »background« but as early Jewish literature. He explores the
question of Torah praxis, especially its ritual aspects, in each writing. By assessing their attitude toward three central
markers of Jewish identity – Sabbath, kashrut, and circumcision – Oliver argues that both Matthew and Luke a rm the
perpetuation of Torah observance within the Jesus movement, albeit by di erentiating which Mosaic commandments are
incumbent upon Jewish and Gentile followers of Jesus. Luke proves to be just as »Jewish« as his cousin Matthew in so far as
his a rmation of the Mosaic Torah is concerned. The evidence in both Matthew and Luke-Acts suggests that Jewish
practices such as the Sabbath and even circumcision continued to enjoy a prominent status in the Jesus movement even
after 70 CE, and that Jewish followers of Jesus played an important and integral role in the formation of the ekklesia well
throughout the latter third of the rst century CE.

Orr, Peter

Christ Absent and Present
A Study in Pauline Christology
Volume 354
2014. X, 259 pages.
ISBN 9783161528835
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161528842
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In his letters, the Apostle Paul can express both the con dence that Christ dwells in the believer (Rom. 8:10) and the longing
for Christ to return so that believers can nally be united with him (1 Thess. 4:17). Peter Orr develops the case that this
under-explored relationship between the presence and absence of Christ sheds important light on Paul's Christology. In the
rst part of this book he examines how two of the 20th century's leading Pauline scholars (Albert Schweitzer and Ernst
Käsemann) express almost precisely opposite views regarding the nature of this relationship. Using their polarity as an
entry-point, he then turns to examine Paul's letters. Firstly, he considers Paul's expression of the absence of Christ,
particularly in relationship to the body of Christ. Finally, Orr looks at di erent modes of Christ's presence across Paul's
letters and how these relate to his absence.

Grünstäudl, Wolfgang

Petrus Alexandrinus
Studien zum historischen und theologischen Ort des Zweiten Petrusbriefes
Volume 353
2013. XII, 363 pages.
ISBN 9783161524400
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161524424
eBook PDF 89,00 €

At the beginning of the 20th century, F.H. Chase called for a study »that would have for its primary object the examination
in detail of the relation [...] of 2 Peter to early Christian literature, and especially to the pseudepigraphical and apocryphal
documents« as a precondition for identifying the historical context of 2 Peter. Acting on this suggestion, Wolfgang
Grünstäudl analyzes the relationship of 2 Peter to other Petrine pseudepigrapha and investigates the use of this epistle by
early Christian writers. As a result, 2 Peter is described as an Alexandrian text, probably written in the second half of the
second century. Moreover, Grünstäudl argues that 2 Peter uses the Greek-Ethiopic Apocalypse of Peter and is to be read in
the wider context of Clement of Alexandria's theology.
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Snyder, Glenn E.

Acts of Paul
The Formation of a Pauline Corpus
Volume 352
2013. XII, 317 pages.
ISBN 9783161527739
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161527746
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Acts of Paul is a collection of early Christian traditions that were not included in the canonized Acts: the Acts of Paul and
Thekla , 3 Corinthians , the Martyrdom of Paul , and other fabulous stories, such as Paul baptizing a lion. By the end of the
second century, there was a rumor in North Africa that »Acts of Paul« had been fabricated by a presbyter in Asia Minor
(Tertullian, De baptismo 17.5); and to this day, it is alleged that Acts of Paul is later than and inferior to the traditions
preserved in Acts – historically, theologically, and otherwise. But what evidence is there for the composition and reception
of Acts of Paul ? In this study Glenn E. Snyder critically examines Greek, Latin, and Coptic witnesses to Acts of Paul from the
second to sixth centuries, with chapters on the independently circulating acts, extant collections, and other evidence for the
formation of Acts of Paul.

Thate, Michael J.

Remembrance of Things Past?
Albert Schweitzer, the Anx iety of Influence, and the Untidy Jesus of Markan Memory
Volume 351
2013. XII, 374 pages.
ISBN 9783161526336
sewn paper 99,00 €
ISBN 9783161575006
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this book Michael J. Thate o ers an experiment in reception criticism in its consideration of the formation and reception
of the historical Jesus discourse. He also attempts to historicize Leben-Jesu-Forschung within debates and narratives of
secularization. These two foci guide the book through its two parts. First Thate explicates Schweitzer's dominant archival
function in Leben-Jesu-Forschung , while aiming to make fragile the »grand architect's« receptive hegemony. Then he
combines critical memory theory and other theoretical readings of the material in an attempt to refocus the study of the
historical Jesus as early Christian memory politics in the service of identity explication. He attempts to problematize
Schweitzer's legacy of a tidy systematic approach in which much of historical Jesus scholarship continues to operate.

Ochs, Christoph

Matthaeus Adversus Christianos
The Use of the Gospel of Matthew in Jewish Polemics Against the Divinity of Jesus
Volume 350
2013. XVIII, 410 pages.
ISBN 9783161526152
sewn paper 104,00 €
ISBN 9783161526558
eBook PDF 104,00 €

In this book Christoph Ochs presents for the rst time an extensive study of the use of the Gospel of Matthew in Jewish
polemics. These often overlooked texts advance numerous exegetical arguments against Jesus' divinity, the incarnation, and
the Trinity. Seven Jewish polemical key texts comprise the main sources for this inquiry: Qissat Mujādalat al-Usquf (c. 8/9th
century) and Sefer Nestor ha-Komer (before 1170), Sefer Milhamot ha-Shem (c. 1170), Sefer Yosef ha-Meqanne (c. 13th
century), Nizzahon Vetus (13–14th century), Even Bohan (late 14th century), Kelimmat ha-Goyim (c. 1397), and Hizzuq
Emunah (c. 1594) et al. Together with the relevant passages in the original Hebrew and in translation each text is presented
with a historical and exegetical introduction. Contemporary parallels are also discussed, but in less detail. The result is a
compendium of arguments against the divinity of Jesus based on the Jewish interpretation of Matthew. Jewish polemicists
focused in particular on Jesus' portrayal as a human (e.g. as sleeping, hungry, and ignorant) and passages where he
di erentiates himself from God. Some of these arguments can be traced back to philosophical and heterodox dogmatic
debates in antiquity, while others look surprisingly modern. The aim of the polemicists was to highlight what they saw as
contradictions between Christian Scriptures and Christian beliefs.

Calaway, Jared C.

The Sabbath and the Sanctuary
Access to God in the Letter to the Hebrews and its Priestly Contex t
Volume 349
2013. XIII, 250 pages.
ISBN 9783161523656
sewn paper 79,00 €
ISBN 9783161523717
eBook PDF 79,00 €

Who can enter the sacred and heavenly presence of God? And how? Various ancient Jewish and emergent Christian groups
disputed these questions in the rst century CE. Jared C. Calaway states that the Letter to the Hebrews joined this debate by
engaging and countering priestly frameworks of sacred access that aligned the Sabbath with the sanctuary. From the
Hebrew Bible through late Second Temple Judaism, the sanctity of the sanctuary could be experienced through the Sabbath,
sacred space through sacred time. In its sweeping vistas of Sabbath rest and the heavenly homeland, the heavenly
sanctuary and the coming age, and the heavenly priesthood, Hebrews reworked this priestly framework, showing familiarity
with its traditional and contemporary forms, such as the »Songs of the Sabbath Sacri ce«. In a manner resembling postwar
layers of the emergent Christian tradition, instead of entering God's sacred and heavenly Presence through the weekly
Sabbath, one could only experience the heavenly realities of the Sabbath and the sanctuary through faithfulness and
obedience to Jesus, the faithful and obedient heavenly high priest who puri es, sancti es, and perfects.
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Markley, John R.

Peter – Apocalyptic Seer
The Influence of the Apocalypse Genre on Matthew's Portrayal of Peter
Volume 348
2013. XV, 285 pages.
ISBN 9783161524639
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161524646
eBook PDF 89,00 €

In this study, John R. Markley argues that the generic portrayal of apocalyptic seers, which he reconstructs through an
analysis of fourteen Jewish and Christian apocalypses, shaped Matthew's portrayal of Peter. This in uence of the
apocalypse genre has come to bear on the Matthean Peter indirectly, through Matthew's appropriation of Markan and Q
source material, and directly, through Matthew's redaction and special material. This suggests that Matthew has portrayed
Peter, in part, as an apocalyptic seer who was an exclusive recipient of mysteries about Jesus and mysteries mediated by
Jesus. In other words, Matthew primarily conceived of Peter as a recipient of revelation, analogously to the venerated seers
portrayed in the apocalypses of the Second Temple period. Markley states that these conclusions require substantial
revision to the predominant scholarly estimations of the Matthean Peter, which mainly hold him to be a typical or
exemplary disciple.

Zelyck, Lorne R.

John among the Other Gospels
The Reception of the Fourth Gospel in the Ex tra-Canonical Gospels
Volume 347
2013. XV, 262 pages.
ISBN 9783161523991
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161526244
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Lorne R. Zelyck explores the in uence of the Fourth Gospel on the extra-canonical gospels from the second and third
centuries CE, and evaluates how these other gospels used the Gospel of John. First he provides a succinct demarcation of
the extra-canonical gospel corpus and introduces a critical methodology for measuring the in uence of the Fourth Gospel.
Then he measures its in uence on the narrative, sayings, and dialogue/discourse gospels. Lastly the author concludes that
the majority of extra-canonical gospels indicate a probable or plausible measure of in uence from the Gospel of John: they
have lengthy and shorter parallels with the Fourth Gospel, quote and exegete this work, and provide traditional
interpretations of the Fourth Gospel that are evident in other early Christian literature.

Lee, DooHee

Luke-Acts and 'Tragic History'
Communicating Gospel with the World
Volume 346
2013. IX, 310 pages.
ISBN 9783161525513
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161525520
eBook PDF 89,00 €

This volume is the result of an interdisciplinary study that delves into both ancient historiography and the New Testament.
DooHee Lee surveys characteristics of the 'tragic history' style employed by ancient Greek, Jewish, and Latin historians such
as Herodotus, Thucydides, Phylarchus, Polybius, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Josephus, Livy and more. Readers will learn
what the 'tragic history' style is about and how popular it was among ancient historians. After this, the author examines
how Luke-Acts adopts this particular historiographical style as an e ective means of communication of the Gospel message
to the world. Overall, this book will enable its readers to experience history and the New Testament simultaneously. Many
stories excerpted and described by DooHee Lee will be interesting to readers in general as well as to researchers of GrecoRoman historiography and the New Testament.

Gibson, Jack J.

Peter Between Jerusalem and Antioch
Peter, James, and the Gentiles
Volume 345
2013. XIII, 340 pages.
ISBN 9783161518898
sewn paper 89,00 €
ISBN 9783161523557
eBook PDF 89,00 €

Why did Peter cease eating with the Gentile Christians at Antioch (Gal 2:11–14) after defending his decision to eat with
Cornelius before the entire Jerusalem church (Acts 11:1–18)? Beginning with a character study of Peter throughout the
Gospels and Acts, Jack Gibson demonstrates that Peter is consistently portrayed as being a faithful disciple whose prePentecost impetuosity is due to a lack of understanding of the message of Jesus and his post-Pentecost boldness is due to
his newly-revealed understanding of this message. The historical background to the Antioch incident is considered, with
special consideration given to the Jewish response to Roman rule, a response which was characterized by passive resistance
through the period of the Roman prefects and Herod Agrippa (AD 6–44) and an increasing acceptance of active resistance by
the general populace after Agrippa's death. Peter's relationship with James and Paul is analyzed, culminating in an
evaluation of Peter's motivations for ceasing to eat with the Gentiles.
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Doole, J. Andrew

What was Mark for Matthew?
An Ex amination of Matthew's Relationship and Attitude to his Primary Source
Volume 344
2013. XVI, 222 pages.
ISBN 9783161525360
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161525384
eBook PDF 74,00 €

The Gospel of Mark appears to have been an overnight success in earliest Christian circles, inspiring and in uencing two
later evangelists to compose their own accounts of the life of Jesus. Matthew provides us with the rst evidence of the
reception of the Markan gospel, and is thus the closest we can come to knowing how Mark was understood by rst-century
Christians. What does Matthew's re-working of the gospel of Mark tell us about his relationship and attitude to this
important Christian text? J. Andrew Doole examines Matthew's sources, which the evangelist used to compile and compose
his own story of Jesus. Doole suggests that Matthew was not disputing the Gospel of Mark, rather developing its tradition in
a conventional manner to reinforce its authoritative position in the growing Christian movement.

Liu, Yulin

Temple Purity in 1–2 Corinthians
Volume 343
2013. XV, 281 pages.
ISBN 9783161523809
sewn paper 74,00 €
ISBN 9783161523816
eBook PDF 74,00 €

Paul's view of the church as the temple and his concern about its purity in 1–2 Corinthians has traditionally been
interpreted from the perspective of a Jewish background. However, Yulin Liu reveals that the pagans were very aware of
temple purity when visiting some temples in the Greco-Roman world, and the puri cation concerns of three pagan temples
in Corinth are documented in his work. The author a rms that the Gentile believers among the Corinthian community were
able to grasp Paul's message because of it. Also, Liu investigates Paul's use of temple purity to address the necessity of
unity, holiness and faithfulness of the Corinthian Christians in an eschatological sense. Moral and faithful purity needed to
be practiced and maintained by the community so that the community could be sancti ed as the dwelling place of God.
The separation of God's people from profane matters actually points to a new exodus and a progressive consummation of
the construction of the eschatological temple-community.

Hera, Marianus Pale

Christology and Discipleship in John 17
Volume 342
2013. XIV, 206 pages.
ISBN 9783161522192
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161522925
eBook PDF 69,00 €

Using the method of literary critical analysis to read the Johannine narrative, Marianus Pale Hera underlines the profound
relationship between the Johannine Christology and the Gospel's teaching on discipleship. A narrative reading of selected
passages from chapters 1–12 of John (the prologue, Jesus' rst disciples, the rst sign at Cana, the man born blind, and the »I
Am« sayings) indicates John's tendency to present christological teaching that leads to teaching on discipleship. The reading
of these passages also identi es the elements that indicate the christological character of Johannine discipleship. The
author's exegesis of John 17 con rms that John's teaching on Christology and discipleship are intimately interrelated to each
other. All the elements that indicate the christological character of discipleship are on display in John 17. The author
concludes that Christology, which is the center and heartbeat of John's thought, is not an end in itself but leads to
discipleship. The twofold message of Christology and discipleship is a distinctive Johannine trait.

Papyrologie und Exegese
Die Auslegung des Neuen Testaments im Licht der Papyri
Hrsg. v. Jens Herzer
Volume 341
2012. XXIII, 237 pages.
ISBN 9783161519918
sewn paper 69,00 €
ISBN 9783161522918
eBook PDF 69,00 €

The documentary papyri bear most interesting witness to everyday life in antiquity. Thus they are highly valuable for the
interpretation of the New Testament, particularly for understanding the everyday life of ordinary people. The papyri vividly
depict social relations, economic, medical and legal issues as well as very private problems and rather mundane concerns.
Moreover, they also allow a deeper comprehension of metaphorical language and its meaning with regard to theological
arguments in the New Testament. The articles in this volume shed light on these manifold issues from the perspective of
both Papyrology and New Testament studies, and discuss the relationship between them. The fact that the New Testament
writings were also produced and transmitted on papyrus underlines the a nity of both areas of research. Thus the volume
is an essential contribution to the interdisciplinary research on the New Testament in the light of the papyri.
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Matthean Parables have often been read through the lens of their Synoptic parallels, which has, for instance, led to the
claim that Matthew does not have a parable theory of its own. Peter Yaw Oppong-Kumi o ers a careful and detailed
analysis of the three parabolic compositions in the Gospel of Matthew. He presents a new approach to Matthew's parables
and calls for a reading of the gospel that frees it from the »dependency« of its sources. Through meticulous study the
author shows the interconnectedness of Matthew's parable compositions through their common theology and context. He
o ers some intriguing evidence of how certain theological thoughts of the Gospel in uenced the composition of Matthean
sets of parables and how, for instance, these theological thoughts explain the crucial change the author made to Mk 4:8 or
the famous textual problem of the Parable of Two Sons. Peter Yaw Oppong-Kumi demonstrates how Matthew's parable
compositions have been constructed as a narrative and rhetorical piece to respond to one important question of the
gospel, namely who accepts or rejects the Gospel's protagonist and what are the rami cations of that.
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